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I PRODUCTION
Many universities and colleges are now offering courses showing
how physics relates- to music and art,

HoweVer, most laboratory ex

periments in the past have been designed for future Oysicists, and
tend to "turn off" art and music students.

It was our aim in putting

together this manual, to design a series of experiments which would
be stimulating' and instructive to student§ of tne arts, whose approach
to experimentation is so different from science students.

The exAriments in some cases, duplicate certain features, since
they were devised by different groups.

However, it is felt that in

,

order to circulate this for use -in the immediate future, it would'he
better not to alter them.

The experiments are of very varied character

and level, and it is hoped that different sections:will.appeal to different teachers.

In discussing an experimental course for musicians and artists,,

we must first consider what concepts we wish to convey.

The "scientific

approach" is probably the most important new idea An students whose'

primary motive is to influence our senses, although to,put down in concrete terms what is meant by this approach is often difficult.
consideration is probably to define the problem.

The first'

In many cases it is

more important to ask the right,question than to find the right answer,
since there is no advantage to answeri-ng_a trivial question.

In the

first experiment, for example, one might ask, is -there a relationShip

between the period of a spring and the mass it supports?

Such a causal

relationship was not obvious to -the early,scitntists, and the somewhat

mystical way in which Robert Hooke describes his experiments makes
interesting reading today.

Then we may ask, how can we study such a

relationship?

Physicists differ from observational scientists, such

as geologists or botanists, in generally trying to perform exeriments

in alaboratory under controlled conditions,with the accompanying
problems
=

of accurate measurement.

Thirdly comes the analysis of the results, and

the confirming or refuting of a mathematical relationship between the

quantiti4 being observed, to some known degree of accuracy.

The problem

of accuracy, even if-treated in,a.mery elementary way, is 'of importtnce,
)

since*-manyphysical.laws

,g. those of Newton) are obeyed only approximately.

-Las ly, welly ask, how do these results relate to other
things, such as
other properties _of matter, and is there a more fundamental
explanation

for the results, fitting into the general pattern of physics
- for example,
in the case of Hooke's Law, this would be in terms of the
atomic and

molecular force

f a solid to the extent that they'are linearTh r propor--

;

tibpal to displ% -

__

nt to a firstlepproximation.

In addition to the logical deduction fron observation, which is

the bask mechanism physicists use to develop their science,
we must ask
what branches of physics are of most interest, or relevant, to musicians
and artists.

In addition, within such branches we wish to introduce cons,

cepts, or perhaps a way of looking at things,-which would not otherwise
occur to the student, but the way in which we introduce these concepts

must be such that they become or bear directly on, the way of life of
the
student.

The object is to use, as example's, things with which the
student

comes into constant contact, to reinforce what he has been toldNer found
out.

The problem with many elementy science coupes is that the sub!

jectsbof study are frequently not things with which the student
normally
comes into contact.

He may see a Geiger counter once in his life, but

the concept works the wrong way'round.

He says - gee whizz - a Geiger

counter - that's the thing rdid in the physics course.
like him to say is

-

But what we would

I must change the strings on.my violin, they are non-

uniform, and that produces poor harmonics, as I showed myself in physics.

The point being, he will know-why his violin sounds poor.
f physics, then, are useful

What aspects

musicians and artists?

To start with, we must examine the overlap. between art, music,
and physics.

Their common meeting place lies in wave motion.

Musicians

are interested in sound, and artists in light - even sculptors look at
the play of "Tight on their statues.

Hence, we must clearly emphasize ex-

periments on sound and light.

Experimental physicS courses conventionally start with an exercise
on vectors, followed by experiments on velocity, momentum and energy.

Time

effectively rules out such experiments for music and art students, and it
is better to i sert such concepts into ()the' experiments,using the re-

lationship between energy and intensity for waves, both in the caseof
A

yght and sound, and showing that power in watts of sound or light is the
me as the wattage on a light bulb.

We have found that it is necessary

to devote the larger part of the course to these experiments on wave motion,
light and sound, if Students are to get

a

sory survey proves useless since the stude

rough understanding.

A cur-

are unable to follow the

new, and to them rather esoteric, ideas.
The initial experiments should be devoted t64-the general concept

of vibrations - amplitude, frequency, and the nature and types of tone
producing simple harmonic motion.

There are advantages to using springs

to provide the S.H.M% force,-either a weight on
a linear air trough_- since Hooke's Law can b

disc

used to explain vibrations in mu ical instruments

spring, or a glider on

which is later
gongs, strings

and to forth.

The extension of Hooke's taw. to wave motion can be

demonstred byhooking-together successive weights, or gliders, using
springs.

Such experiments are giveh in the text.

In connection with frequency and amplitude,,it is us6Tul at this
.stage that iusic students should be capable pf associating their intuitive

h

or trained concepts of pitch and.loudness with
Hertz and intensity.

physical quantities

This can be done simply by clamping. a piece of spring

steel to-the table so the vibration can easily be seen at low frequency,
and the pitch heard to go up as the length vibrating is shortened.

The

amplitude of vibration is also clearly seen to be associated with Joudness.
A next .step might be the idea of traveling waves.

The concept of wave-

length and velocity, and their relationship tolrequency should be demonstrated.

A suitable experiment for this, is the speed of sound in air

given in the text.

This is conceptually simplier and aesthetically more

appealing then the usual expert' ment involving a tuning fork and resonant

filed tube.

Logically the next subject should be standing wavesi

leading to vibrations in musical instruments.

Waves on strings are con-*

venient to start with, since such waves are easily visualized.

Standing

V

waves on- strings can be used to demonstrate modes of vibration, harmonics,

and the relationship between tension, mass per unit length, speed, wavelength and frequency on a string.

It is particularly interesting to use

a non - uniform string to demonstrate anhffrmonic modes, since it is dif-

ficult for non-music students to realize the importance of using a uniform
string to obtain a pleasant, harmonic tone.

Experiments on standing waves in pipes should follow those on
strings, emphasis being placed on demonstrating the odd harmonics found
1

in a closed pipe, and the full range of harmonic found in a pipe
open at' both ends ar a Conical pipe.

J

Having' experimented on the one dimensional wage motion occuring
in pipes and on strings, it seems logical to extend to two and. three
dimensions.

The concept of interference provides us. with a convenient

method to introduce this.

Two _dimensional twin source interference can

easily be demOnstrated using a ripple tank, and then,extended to tm)soundsources, such as loudspeakers or 40 kc transducers. The latter have the
advanta e and- disadvantage of being inaudible, and the interferon
is co veniently small.

Then one can go to light sources, wing

This emphasizes the ,common- qualities of wave motion.

field
laser.

It also serves to

introduce light as'a wave motion, and further experiments on the wave
nature of light follow naturally.

Experiments on the velocity of light

are rather complex and involved, and bett omitted except for bright students.
The relationship between color and wavelength is quite involved, because
of ark intuitive perceptual feel for color, and one or two periods are

best spent to drive home what is meant by continuous and discreet spectra,
additive color processes, the color triangle, and various optical illusions of importance.

These prove interesting tq the students, since

is something in their everyday life they were q eraily unaware Of, and
4

they tend to have a new regard for the analytical approach to everyday
observations.

Optical instruments and ray optics is something students should
be aware of.

A knowledge-of the working of the camera, telescopes and

projectors, and the optical properties of the eye are particularly
important to art students.

The relationship of light and sound to the environmeht should be
studied,

It is important to know noise

levels

in various situations

in the office, outside, near a car etc, and this can be conveniently
4

measured with a portable sound level meter.
,7.1measured with a foot candle mter.

Light Ivels are similarly

It is tmportant for students in the

media arts to understand the Way in which illumination: and exposur'e are
,-,connected for cameras, the product of speed and aperture being c5n&tant.

Similarly, a knowledge of

meaning of dB on a sound level meter is-*

something any recording artist will need.

Both sound and light levels

.should be connected With the fundamental-concepts of power and energy.
The experiments discussed so. far are more than enough to fill

one semester, and thy proceed logically from one point. to the next.
However, we may-well ask the question, what other experiments would'
interest, particularly, art students? _Students of ceramics must be in,-

terested in rheology, since the special
71,mportance.

fluid behavior of clais of

An experiment on elastic constants, and viscocity right be

of interest, the effect of temperatve etc.

11

THE VIBRATIONS OF

LOMB STRING

The vibrational properties of a unifo

;flexible string with fixed

ends f

he cornerstone of a large part of what we call music because
the characteristic vibration frequencies of s ch a string, fn, are integral
multiples of the fundamental vibration frequen y,-f

f

n

nf I

1,

of the string:

= 1,

(The short way to say this is that the string's overtones are harmonics
It is also of interest to study the vibrational properties of a
non-uniform string both for pr'actical reasons, and also in order to deepirl

our understanding ofthe properties of vibrdting systems.

String players

are all too aware that they may have to discard a string before it breaks
because it becomes what violin players Call

"false". i.e.

if two adjacent

old strings, such as the d and a strings, are tuned to a perfect fifth
and the two strings are stopped at positions which should be a fifth higher,
at e and a respectively, this new interval of a fifth made by these notes
Will be out of tune if the strings are false.' This difficulty can be

'attributed to a lack of uniformity of the string in either its mass density
or its elastic,proporties. The problem is serious to the player because
a set of new strings

for a violin can cost over twenty dollars.

The pia,*

often compromioes by contorting his fingers when playing double stops, but
it is a losing battle, better given up before being started. There:is no
solution for this problem,but it is perhaps of some interest to understand
Why the effect occurs.

A musical instrument problem which may be able to be solved with the
help of the property of inhomogeneity in a string concerns the-so-called octave

stretchimiin the tuning of a piano.

It has been established by test that

the amount of octave stretching in a large,grand piano is more pleasing
than that in smaller planos.
It has been shown in a mathematical study
that an app
riate small weight added near the end of a piano string can

leduce

considerably
-,

the octave stretching effect for that string.

Although

the idea has not been pu,t into practice, and may-even be ifprattical\for

thus far unexpected reasons, it is certainly of interest to understand the
effect " of inhomogeneity.
N

1.2

The experiment to be performed concerns
homogeneity in

tle simplest possible in-

A mass M

-Wing property:

at a point is added ata point'a distance 1

approximately concentrated

from the left (fixed),end and

a distance-1, from the right .(fixed) end of an otherwige uniform string

of length L(1+1 =0, density, pAna tensipn T,

The effect will be exaggerated

for emphasis and ease in measurement in that the mass M will be chosen to
c

be about as large as the mass m of the entire string (m=pL).

The'main-ex7

'perimental'result will be a comparison of the normal mode frequencies of the
loaded and unloaded strings.

Before performing the measurements it is useful

and possible to get a qualitative idea of the results to be expected.
sider a mode of the unloaded

Con-

.string as. drawn

We expect that adding some mass to the string will decrease the frequency of
any vibrational mode because such a frequency is inversely proportional to
the square/root of the mass undergoing vibration.

If we want to lower the

frequency of a particular mode as much as possible it is plausible that the
.mass be added at a point of the string that is vibrating most strongly in that
mode.

Any antinode of the mode is certainly such a point.

If on the contrary

we attach the mass at a node of a mode we might expect no change in that mode
frequency!

This argument has the consequence that if the mass is added at a

fixed point the frequencies -f the various modes will each be affected differently; for each of the above reasonings we might even conclude by experi
ment that the frequency changes are whimsical or random.
The theory of the vibrations of strings can predict the normal mode
.

fpguencies of our string in terms of the masses M and m, the length of the
string L, the distances 1+1

andthe Tension T in the string.

Because-of

the uneven way in which the various modes are affected, the equation for the
frequency is implicit, meaning that the frequency appears in such funny ways
in the equation that we cannot isolate it from all other quantities appearing
in the equation. Thidjs a- common occurence in mathematics and no cause for
alarm.

It merely means that we will use a computer to determine the numerical

values of the mode frechlencies.

Just for interest the equation to be solved

for the frequency, f, is shown here.
M

m
x sin

L2n

fi

- cot
sin

m

- cot

(1)

1.3

E

ment and Materials

1. (A stretched pid.no wire of diameter 9.020" oat Teter lbrig.
2. -A piece Of slotted lead shot used by fisliprmen-, having a mass of between
one` and two grams.

A ruler
A balance
2(
5.

A loudspeaker driver to drive the string.

Timveaker is fed by an

audiq oscillaror with a sine wave output with an intermediate amplifier,Qr transformer
P

if needed and-is mechanically coulfled to the string ear one end.

A

magnetic driver is also a possibility:
Procedure
1.

The mass of the lead shot and the mass of the string are measured.

2.

The string length is measured.

3.

The frequencies of several modes of

1

.

he unloa

d string are measured

by simply tuning the audio oscillator to a frequency that causes a maximum
excitation- for each-mode.

the fundamental frequency.

The tension of the string is established from
It is important that the mode frequencies be

measured and not assumed to be harmonics of the fundamental frequency,
_because the piano wire is stiff and won't behave exactly like a flexible
string.
4.

The lead shot is secured to the string at various positions and modal

,frequencies are measured for several modes in each position.

One position

should be reasonably far from dividing the string into two legths rationally
related by small integers.

Other positions used should place the.Mass M

at 11/21_, 1 /3L, and 3/4L.

It should be explicitly verified that the

frequencies of modes with nodes at 1/2L, 1/31. and 3/4L are unchanged by the
mass M.
5.

The results of these frequency measurements should be compared with

_computed values from equation 1.

loudspeaker

conical dixie cup
grooved plastic connec
gui tar

screw

2.1

THE VIBR4TI0N OF A STIFF STRING

Th0 simple theory of vibration of a string assumes that it is in-

finitely flexible; that is, that a free string could be Ant and held to
any angle without exerting any force on

This of Course is not true

for any real strong- because all materials have_some 5tiftness.

Part of

the other force that impelsia string to move 'toward its original position

after it is pushed or struck is due to its stiffness. (Theretore, the,
vibration of real strings deviates in some way from the .vibration of ideal
flexible strings, acid one,may expect that as the stiffness of the string
increases, its, vibrational ftequenCies will deviate more and more from

those of an idgA flexible string.
In an,ealier experiment' you have seen that for a flexible string
the frequency of

he string when vibrating in its nth = mode- (with_n antinodes

between the ends of

he string) is
/P

-n

where T is the tension in newtons, p is the mass of the string per unit
length in Kg/m (a rather small number), n is the number'of the mode%

r har--

monic being excited, and 2. is the length of the part of the string that
is vibrating.

So that f2

fl,f3 - 3f1, f4

4f1, etc.

This gives rise to the familiar harmonic sequence which can be written
approximately in musical notation

Suppose we consider, instead of a flexible string under tension,
a round elastic rod with its ends ciampedIbut without tension.
fundamental frequency
3.5608

f
1

Z

-f1

is given by

i
ness
actor
mass per unit length

s

where z is the length of rod between the clamped ends.
not integral multiples of the fundamental.
set of overtones .7555f1

5.4039f1

*Experiment No.

11

The

- 8.9330f1

The overtones are

Rather, we have the rather odd

2.2

The velocity of a transverse wave inNa rod is not independent of the
frequency, iso one must write fnAn = Vn, the subscript n on the velocity V.

indicating that V is different for the different allowed frequencies fn.

The stiffn6s faetor in the above equation is given by Qrr4/4.
Q is a property of the mateyia1 from which the rod is made, called its
Young's Modulus of Elasticity and'r is the radius of the rod.

As might be expected, the vibration of a stiff string, depending
as it does on both the stiffness and the tension,
pression involving the stiffne_

is%

complicated 'ex-

the length, the mass per unit length and

thetenflonandall of these factors must be specify before f1 and the
ratios f2/fl, f3/fl, etc. can be specified.

However, A rathersimvle ap-

proximation is valid as long as the ratio of the stiffness to the tension
is hot too large.

To this approximation, the fundamental fregOency f-

is

1

2

-I flex

where fi

(

stiffness

t tension

1

4

is the frequency at which the stiff string vibrates in its fun,

damental mode when it has a-certain length and tension, and fl

is the

fundamental frequency of a perfectly flexible string having the same mass,
length, and tension.

We shall call the factor -

2

stiffness

r tension
the Stiffness Correction (abbreviated S.C.).

To this approximation the'harmonics are integral multiples of the
fundamental, i.e., f 2.2fl, f1.3f1

fn=rifi.

This approximation is

sufficient to account partly for the fact that fretted instruments, such
as the guitar, mandolin, or banjo may be in tune in so far as the open
strings are concerned, but go progressively more out:of tune as they are
played at higher and higher frets on the fingerboard (i.e., as the fingers
are placed down nearer and nearer- the bridge).

First, note that 1 lioness
2Z

increases either as Z or the tension

decreases, or as -the stiffness increases.

Therefore, this factor, which

one may call the stiffness correction, increases' as the string is made

shorter or less taut, and for a giver length and tension, it will be larger
for stiffer strings than for less stiff, ones.

factor affects the intonation of a rather

ti

Let us consider how this
ing under low tension.

2.3,

The operrA string of

guitar is normalqy tuned to MO Hz.

the string is made to contact the twelfth fret, it should vibrate at

Suppose this fretwereeXactly.

220 Hz, an octave above the Open' string.

at thb middle of thrstring, as it should be for a perfectly flexible

If the open string is tuned to 110 Hz,Inen

string.

= fl

I

flex

S.C.) . 110 Hz

(1

where S.C. is the Stiffness Correction
Now suppose the string is pressed against the twelfth fret.
quantity F1

flex'

which, it will be remeMbered, is

is 'doubled, because t is only half a

The

1

big asit-was.

A mass per ud t

en

The new f
1

f
I

= 2 f
(half)
-1 flex (open)

new S.C.)

(1

The new stiffness correction is different from the Old one because
of the presence of t in the denominator.
S.C. is doubled.

When t is reduced to half, the

If it remained the same, the new frequency f1

(half)

would be just twice the old, one and the sound-would therefore be exactly
one octave above the open string.

But since the stiffness correction has

doubled, the new frequency is in fact too high by an ameunt
2f

flex
(old S.C.).

stiffness /tension

1

i.e.

by

_

fl fiex
(220 Hz) (old S.C.), and the ra
220
220 (old S.C.
is Just
220
2

Thls is, to a good approximation just
p of .t4e new frequency to the-true octave
old

.C., or to recover our mathematics

half/ (octave

(2 /--open
`open

stiffness factor/tension

On a properly constructed steel-string guitar this effect is com4)ensated by sitting the bridge at an angle so that'the fret-to-bi-idge

spacing is a little larger for the heavy strings than for the light ones.

However:on a twelve string guitar, some adjacent strings are tuned
in octaves, and are of different stiffness.

If such strings are consonant

when unfretted, they are -out of tune and beat when held to the lower frets
because_of the stiffness effect.

This is a-serious problem for the twelve

string guitarist.

In the experiment outlined here, you will determine the effect of

the stiffness of the string by comparing the frequency of a heavy-string

stopped exactly at its enter with that of a light string similarly stopped.

A
1.

aratus:

Guitar with .010" diameter string tuned to E4 and a .030" diameter
1

string tuned to E2, with a fret placed at exactly the center of these strin
2.

Small magnetron magnet mounted on a frame so it can be positioned near

the string.
3.

Sawtooth oscillator (or ad ustable-width rectangular wave oscillator),

.amplifier and speaker.
4.

Sine wave oscillator, amplifier, transformer, 15 ohm to

m,

5w resistor.

5. 'Clamp for fastening strings against the octave fret.
PROCEDURE
/General:

The general procedure is to set the open string into vibration by
passing an alternating current through it at its fundamental frequency.

Since it is in a magnetic field an electromagnetic force is imposed on
it that varies at the frequency of the applied alternating current & this sets

the string into oscillation.-The frequency of the fundamental is matched
exactly with the fundamental of a sawtooth wave generated by a function
generator.

The sawtooth is left 'at the same frequency, and the string is

divided exactly in half by clamping against the "center" fret, and the new
frequency is compared with the second harmonic of the sawtooth.

Since this

second harmonic is exactly one octave above its fundamental,-it is also.
exactly an octave above the frequency of the open string.

The.difference

between this frequency and the frequency of the clamped string is just the
amount by which the frequency of the divided string is in error.
.

This

difference is determined by counting the number of beats per second when
the half-string and the sawtooth are sounded together.

This number of beats

per secondis exactly equal to the difference in frequencies, i.e., it is
the error in the frequency of trie half-string.
-5 ecific Procedure:
1.

Read all the foregoing carefully.. Don't connect anything to the wall

socket until your circuit has been checked by the i- tructor.
2.

Tune the heavy string on the guitar to E2 (about 82 Hz) and the light

string to E4,(about 330 Hz).
3.

Lay the guitar on its-back on the lab table and put the neck rest

under the the neck near the end.
The fret should be a little above the level
guitar, but not touching the strings.

1

the normal

on the
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SPEAKER

SAWTOOTH

OSCILLATOR
POWER

AMP

MAGNET
POLE FACES--

Imo- 15
TRANSFORMER

SNE WAVE
OSCILLATOR

POWER

AMPLIFIER
MAGNET
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4.

Position the

net above the heavy string, as c

without touching it.
5.

Se as:posslble

The pole faces should straddle thetring.

-Connect one output lead'

from the transformer to one*dof he

string (past the nut) and the other output lead to -th'

is er.

Connect

the other end of of the resister to the'other end of thing between
the string slot and the bridge.
6.

Connect the input leads of the tra

former to the speaker output of

one of the-amplifiers.
7.

Connect the output from the

ine- ave oscillator to the ttrie.r input

of the amplifier.
8.

Connect the output of the sai

ooth oscillator tO the tuner input of

the other amplifier.
9.

10.

Connect the speaker output of the amplifier to the speaker.
Set both oscillators to about 80 Hertz.

11,

Have 'S11 circuits, settings and mountings checked by your instructor,
then plug the instruments into power sockets and turn them on.
12.

Tune the sine wave oscillator carefully over a 10-15 hertz range, and
watch for oscillations of the string.
When these begin, tune very carefully to get the maximum amplitude of vibratiOn of the string.
Leave the
sine wave oscillator at this setting. If the string buzzes against the
fret,-turn down the amplifier volume control and carefully re- adjust the
tuning.
13.

Tune the sawtooth oscillator to the same frequency. Dials may be a
little in error. As the frequency of the tone from the speaker approaches
that of the guitar string, regular changes in loudness will be heard.
These
are beats. They will become slower as the-two
frequencies get closer together.

Tune to get less than one,beat in five seconds.
14.
Leave the sawtooth oscillator frequency dial where it is, but turn
down the amplifier volume.
Turn off the amplifier driving the string. Move
the magnet to about halfway between the center of the string and the bridge.
Clamp the string against the fret.
15.

Turn the amplifier back on, adjust the frequency to about 160 Hz,
and
tune again for maximum amplitude of vibration of the string.
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16,

Turn up the volume control on the other anpli Fier and count the num-

ber of beats per second.

Record this number.

17.

Turn both amplifiers off, re-position the magnet over the lighter string.

18.

Repeat parts 12-19, using frequencies of about 330 and 6

19.

If time permits, replace the light string by a wound guitar E string;

tune, to E

2

Hz.

and repeat 1219.

Igyetions:
1.

You have probably found that when you used the light string the fre-

quency of the half-string was not measurably different from twice -the fre-

luency of the open string.
2.

Why?

The length of the upper half string can be increased to lower its pitch,

and f . 1/2.9, VT7U77.

f

The change in frequency Af is given by:

or

4). f is the frequency change, f is the original frequency At is the
i-ncrease in length; 2 is .the original length.

If f

220 Hz.,

,--

.63 m,

[6 much would you haVe tohineve the bridge away from the fret to make the
pitch- correct?
3.

Use your own value of ref

.

Does the slant of the bridge account for this al

4.

What other effect might make it reasonable to make the heavy strings
longer than the light ones?
(Hint:
ithat,happens to the tension when you
press the string against a fret?)
S.

What is the advantage of using a wound string like the regular guitar

E string?

3.1

Vibrating Plates

7
Any discussion'of the acoustical properties
instruments must finally arrive at the vibrations

the string
not of the strings.

but of the wood plates which form the top and bottom of these instruments.
This is due to fact that altho

h the muOcians bow or pluck the strings,

you hear only the vibrations of these plates.

Traditionally, Luthiers

have always "tuned" these parts of the instrument by ear but recent work
using techniques such as holography, 1, 2,3,4

,resonance analysis, 5,6 on violins

has shown that the presence of.a well defined and prominent "ring" mode
is
common to all the good violins (St ads, etc.) tested.
the entire surface of the plates (top and bottom) is in
a narrow band

This mode, where
otion (except for.

contributes in a major way to the full bodied, clear tone

of a good string instrument.

This experiment deals with the vibrations of square oro-ectangular,
plates (which have fundamental frequencies which it is possible to calculate
theoretically) and those of violin shaped plates, both flat and arched as
in actual violins, which it is not now (or

maybe

ever) possible tO

calculate theoretically.
Equipment:

An 8" loudspeaker capable of covering the 501000 Hz region

1)

with

powerful

output.

it is necessary that this be a speaker

of reasonable quality without a substantial amount of harmonic
distortion (< 5% at 90 Hz)

A pcmer rating of 10-20 watts continuous

is recommended.
2)

A good quality 20 watt RMS Amplifier (mono is OK)

least

over frequency region 50 -5000 Hil
3)

A sine wave generator

either continuously variable or' with

3.2

frequency steps no larger than 1

Hz over 50-1000 Hz.

should

be capable of driving the amplifier di-rectly.

A)

2 spruce or pine plates (1 square or 2 rectangular) with

dimensions of the order of 25cm square or 25cm x 35 cm.
plates should be-0._3om thick and of uniform thickness.

The
NOTE:

grain in the plates should run parallel to.-one side,

and perpendicular to flat surface.
the grain should run parallel

If the plates are rectangular

to the long dimension for one sample and

perpendicular to the long dimension for the other.

5)

Flat spruce o

pine pi-

pattern)

cut in shape ref violin (see enclosed

The grain must run parallel to the
center of the plate, and the thickness
should be about .3cm.

6)

One violin top or bottom plate (can be gotten .either from cheap

violin - make sure the person taking apart violin is skilled - or
by forming it yourself

7)

"Glitter" - The aluminized plastic speckles available in stores,

etc. usually come in salt_shiAer cont-iner.

Foam rubber blocks (four) about 1/4"-3 8" thick by 1/2."xl"
in cross section (foam should be as porous as possible).
Protective ear coverings.

U
The sound levels necessary for

this experiment' can get uncomfortably high.

(Try to set

up experiment in a room that is "dead" acoustically).

A

pair-of earphone-like coverings work,well, or even the
isolating

I.

type regular earphones.

Vibrations of a rectangular (square) plate.
a)

Place the plate directly over the loudspeaker using the foam

blocks (which can be attached to loudspeaker support with two sided
tape)?

For best results the plate should. be close to the loudspeaker but

never touching any part of the loudspeaker.
b)

Sprinkle "glitter" evenly over surface of plate.

c)

Adjust signal generator to 30Hz and turn up signal level till

sound is clearly audible but not loud.

(Do not drive speaker into

harmonic distortion).
d)

Then sweep frequency higher (slowly!) until

" starts to

move around.
Tune generator until

' "glitter ""

seems most active.

Turn up signal level until you can clearly see "glitter" bouncing

off surface and adjust frequency if necessary to get sharpest
pattern.

Discussion-of I.
/-

The fundaMental frequencies of vibration of a rectangular plate
free to vibrate in all places can be go tenfrom

relationshtp,derived

fora rectangular bar of the same material, fret to.vibrate

places

(eg. 1)

(1)

1.028

a . thickness
= length
Y 9 Youngs Modulus
p
Density of material

A
NOTE:

When the wooden plate(s) is /are prepared it is useful to have pieces

of the plate for testing purposes.
from the plate e.g.

The_gasiest way is to save the edges

e Ft-M-nor4 Yfrfesaleci-4ENT ON This
Mg.
Ldita- GIVE
CONDIAL-s"0 E4

6r

'6

These two pieces should have exactly the same width (1/2"-3/4") and
length (which should be close to length of plate).

You will notice

immediately that the two pieces have quite different stiffnesses, and
this is what causes the two separate frequencies of vibration observed
in I.

It is a simple matter to find the approximate ratio of frequencies

for these two fundamental modes of vibration by clamping both bars at

one end and hanging a small weight from each in tarn and noting- --the

A
deflection ref the end produced with the small additional weight.

tiEtIcu, E MIS

F>E

TIorti

Ac-I4

0
Start with ffioppy bar and put on

all

ight that does not deflect his-,

bar through more than 2(.5 cm.

..The otio of these defledtfon

can be related to the ratio of frequencies

using

ZA AL

DErLecrioN Re
L-ON6tTrA Al NA( ty CEA/ N
For a medium like wood which has
grain direction, humidity, grain=

E5A-12-

variable stiffness and mass depending
on
gularity

quite difficult under

the best of circumstances to make
accurAte, reproducible measurements of
masses, dimensions and_stiffnesse
Hence the above ratio will not be

very accurate (expect 25% err
The mass of the plates a d the vol me must also
be measured.

densitiesb)

are ,4-5 g/cm3

Typical

est to use a measured value of

p

due to h9midity, local variations,
etc.

alues of Y (Youngs-Modulus)

are usually measured

-Or wood by

using the equation for frequency, measuring
the fundamental frequency and
then calculating what Y is.
Measurements of this type give values for Y
for bars bent against the grain (YL)
and with the grain (YR ).
Values
for a sample of Vermont spruce are
YL
Y

R

. 13 x 1010 dynes cm 2 (stiff bar)
= 7.2 x 10 9 dynes/cm

(floppy bar

The variation in measurements of YL is
usually much less than in YR.
The velocity of sound in the
material is proportional to the square
root of
Young's modulus, so sound travels four
times faster along than across the
grain,

Young's Modulus, Y, is an empirical factor that relates how much

NOTE:

a. bar contracts: `(or lengthens) when a ,pressure Change it Used to compress

or expand the bar.

e.g.

A fairly soft rubber rod will have a relatively

low value of Y while a hard steel bar will have a relatively high value
It is difficult to directly measure Y for soft woods since they will

of Y.

compress or squash if too much pressure is exerted.

jo calculate-the fundamental frequency ot vibration for the plate, it
is probably most accurate to calculate the case for the "stiff" direction
of Vibration using the value YL'. 13 x 101° dynes/cm2.

Then the fundamental

frequency of vibration in the "floppy" direction can be gotten using equation
Approximate values for vibration in the "floppy" direction can b

by using the value of N.given above.
-p

For,a Vermont spruce plate with

-.4 g/cm3, thickness of .3cm and 25cm square we get the two fundamental

frequencips a

II.

gotten

".; 65Hz and f

275Hz.

Violin shaped plates
a)

Place the flat violin shaped plate so that

rests on the foam

blocks over the loudspeaker.
b)

Set the oscillator at 100 Hz and slowly increase frequency

until you get the lowest frequency glitter pattern that is associated
with vibrations of the whole plate.
small area of the plate to oscillate.

It is not enough for just a

At resonance(which ever one

it is)you expect over 1/2 of the plate surface to be in motion.

3.8

If You reach 400 Hz without getting a sharp pattern go back to

100 Hz and turn up 1pOspeaker volume -'If speaker starts "honkin

11

you are driving it into distortion and must reduce volume until
tone is again clean.

Glitter patterns (Chladni patterns) observed

3cm spruce plate looked like

for

You. should get similar patterns at frequencies in the same region.

The different-shape ofthese violin shaped spruce (or pine) plates
will givt patterns entirely different from square or rectangular
shapEs.

Now set the violin top (or bottom) plate 94:the speaker and

c)

starting from 100;Hz, sweep the frequency up.to 500Hz. Makeha sketch of

every sharp pattern in this frequ 4 range and make sure you label
each sketch with the frequency.

The two lowest frequencypatterns

should look similar

The pattern at the right corresponds closely to the "tap"
tone that violin makers listen to when they tap the violin plates.
during the tuning (by ear) process.

It is often called theuring"

mode.
d)

Pick up the violin top (or bottom) and suspend between thumb

and forefinger on a nodal line very lightly '(but do not drop).

3.9

Then .with 3rd,or 4tW:Einger tap the center of plate lightly .and

isten to the tone.

You will probably have to put yoUr ear quite,

close to plate to hearthe tone.

Try matching the frequency of the
It should be close to

tap-tone you hear with the signal generator.

the frequenty you got for the' "ring" Mode.
e)

Itis interesting to fool around with,the frequency generator
-,

and look at glitter patterns at the higher frequencies not only for
the violin plates but altili:AForHthe 'squareor,reCtangular plates.

is possible to achieve extraordinary patterns for these vibrating
plates.

A nice additional demonstration of vibration pdtterns is

possible for thin (1/16") brass or steel square or rectangular sheets
(or circular).

Questions

1)

How close dicryour measured square or rectangular wooden plat;

fundamental frequencies come to calculated values?

Make a small table

of experimental, and calculateckfrequencies and percent errors for each
case.
2)

Was the ratio of measured fundamental frequencies close to the values

that you calculated from measured deflections?

What was your percentage

error?
3)

Using the same sound levels for both the violin shaped flat and violin

top plates, which was the most "active "" at the two lowest resonances?

You

can tell this either by touching surface with the finger and determining
which vibrated the most or by watching the height to which the glitter is
kicked.
4)

Wha

difference between the violin top (or bottom) plate and the

violin-shaped flat plate do you think causes the violin top to possess a
"ring" mode while the flat plate does not?

(Thies occurs even if both plates

are the same thickness).
5)

Describe the motion of the surface of the rectangular or square plate

when it vibrates at a fundamental frequency (in either direction relative
to the grain
6)

Describe as accurately as you can the motion the violin top (or bottom)

plate surface undergoes when

t vibrates in the

" "ring "" mode.
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4.1

ADOITIONAL,EXpERIMPITSANINE PROPERTIES
OF VIBRATING PLATES'AND MEMBRANES.

The- apparatus used in the above experiments can also be used to

compare the patterns and frequencies of the normal modes of geometrically
identical plates and membranes.

Because a membrane is elastically isotropic

(i.e. equally hard to bend in any direction) and must have a fixWas com-

pared to a free borderthe plate with which it is to be compared should

also be-elastically isotropic and have eitheraclamped or_a_uvported
border.

The clamped prate consists of a uniform undented.flat Piece of metal,

clamped betweentWo identically shaped (either square -or round) heavy metal
rims.

A tupported plate is held by,a rim on its circumference but is not
clamped.

The region of s=upport should be as small as possible, as shown-

in the figure

1M

plate

14few thousandths
The membrane consists of a thin uniform rubber sheet stretched to
a desired tension between a pair of rims identical to those used for
clamping the metal plate. The establishment of uniform tension in the
membrane is accomplished by painting a square on the unstretched rubber,
and stretching the rubber by successive approximations
until the painted
f
square is again square under tension.

Unless a student has a lot of time

the mounting should not,be part of his experimental procedure.

(This

limitation is unfortunate in that one can learn a great deal about the

nature of real things and their challenges and frustrations by stretching
a membrane to reasonably uniform tension).

The procedures for both the membrane and the plate are the same.
The object to tie vibrated is placed over-the hole in the vibration testing

table in such a way that-the hole through which the-sOund is transmitted
from the speaker to the membrane or plate is not directly over a nodal
line of the mode that is being studied.

(The heavy rim should be separated

.4:2
from the table by thinjoam gasket tovrevent spurious vibratiOns

A

number of modal frequencies shOulebeLdetermined and patterns of the nodal
lines for each of the identified modes should be sketched, with linear
dimensions measured when the shapes are simple, such as is the case e.g.
for a linear mode.

The student should also record the frequencies of the

modes.

The fun of this experiment is then the attempt to.relate the experimental results tb.a few simple results of the theory of vibrating
membranes and plates:
(1)

The normal, mode frequencies of a vibrating square

membrane of side a are given by -

f

,

mn

as

r

m

n2

n = 1, 2,

m= 1, 2,

where T is the tension in the membrane, and alsits mass per unit area.
It would be hard to measure the tension'T and so a better scheme consists
in comparing all frequencies to the lowest-frequency f
fmn

'11
The student's attention should be drawn to the fact that when m and n
are unequal two modes exist with the same frequency.

Cf course it is

impossible to create a, perfectly symmetric experimental arrangement, and

so any attempt to drive the membrane will stabilize.one or another of the
possible modes with its particular nodes.

The student should be encouraged'

to try to stabilize at least two possible patterns for a given frequency
f

mn

with m

n.

This can perhaps be done by placing a finger at'a point

of one nodal line of a desired pattern.

quenciesf
2

1

membrane -

and

fl2

As an example,,the pair.of fre-

show the following 4 nodal patterns for a square

The square plate, either clamped or supported, is complicated to
studj, mathematically but there is some point in expecting mode freqUencies

referred to the fundamental frequency to be reasonably close to

-

fmn
fl
1

The main source of information about plate and membrane vibrations
is the vibrant "Theory of- Sound" by Lord Rayleigh, and in particular,

chapters 9 and 10 in volume 1.

made by Backus-on

-ihe

The student may consult the few remarks

subject, and also his instructor.

5.1

VIB

As

TINGJIATES

check of the vibrational frequencies obtained with the acous-

tically coupled speaker drive units,one can couple the vibrations directly.
-A coil can tiemounted on the plate and a-magnet clamped on a support brought
near the coil so the ragneticfield- intercepts the drums of the coil.
An improvised system can be -made from an enclosed speaker.

A plastic

cup and soda straw can be glued (use bathtub cauliCwhichair curing

The straw is the only part that extendIsfrom

rubber) to the speaker cone.

the heavy wall wood box surrounding the coil.

foam filled

Styrofoam cup bottom

plastic sods. straw

The plate to be tested is mounted by a rubberbard support with the plate,
in the vertical direction.

A 1/4 inch rod, whiCh can be force fit to

the straw, is waxed with hard sealing wax to the plate

soda straw
driver

-The driver is connected to an amplifier and frequency generator. The

-icrOphondisCOnnected. (with amplifier_if needed) to an oscilloscope.
the --frequency generator is adjusted to give higher frequencies large

4litude signals-an be detected in the microphone at the resonant
f.*LienCiet-'of the plate.

These `can be compared to the "tap-tones" of

the:plate_ or the acoustically coupled resonant frequencies.
__
any'differences in the spectral response.

Account for

6.1

Vibrating Air Columns

Air columns can be set into resonance by .a number of Ways., One of

Objective:

the ways is to use the lip reed:---)A series of special air columns-are.to
be set into- resonance and the frequency measured.

tones produced is to be computed.

The fundamental of the

The frequencies are to be compared to an

ideal air column.

Straight,Pipes
end.

A Piece of pipe has been fitted with protective ring at one

Practice blowing until 3 or more steady tones can be produced.

the frequency by comparing

Measure

the blown tone with upure tone by the beat fre-

quenciei method. If a frequency counter is available it can be used to measure
the frequency-of the tones directly.

A microphone and amplifier can be con-

nectedAo the counter and the frequency read from the output.

`

For the frequencies you measure, find-the greatescommpin multiple

and the integer multiplier for the tones produced.

Compare-ttiese frequencies,

to that of ideal pipe-. resonances. Confirm these values for the actual pipe
length.

Apply an

end correction and a reasonable value for the speed of

sound for the temperature ofair blown through- the. pipe.

2.

How does. the

lip-reed act acoustically?

Compare the.sequence of tones to a chromatic

or equally-tempered scale.

Is the pipe "in tune?"

MeaSure the frequency of tones produced from a conical pipe.

Conic Pipe:

In this case significantly more than 3 tones can be produced.

Find the

greatest common multiple and the integer values of the tones produced:.
Compare these tones to an ideal straight pipe of the same length. What is
the effect of the conic cros6 section or "bore" of the pip-el,

sequence of tones to a chromatic or equally tempered scale.

Compare the
Is the conical

pipe in tune?
I.

Post Horn:

Measure the frequencies for tones produced by a post horn.

Compare these tones to those calculated for a straight pipe of the same
length. .These tones. should be in close agreement to a chromatic scale even
when produced by a beginner.
with a mouth piece.

Fit the straight pipe and the conical pipe

Now compare the tone produced.

Can the straight or

conical pipe now be blown in a chromatic scale ?' The interior shape of the
horh is-complex.

of the tones?

What effect has the flare or bell had upon the frequency

v-

6.2

Real HornALMeasure.the length of some instrument such as a cornet or
trumpet.by laying

pi,ce of string Along the up-valve path.

Without

depressing the keys measure the frequency of the tone prod ced.

Com-.

pare the results with part C.
b.

A-mouth piece can be fitted with a microphone sensitive to presitire

changes.

The resonant frequencies can be found for the mouthpiece alone-

by using an oscilloscope and L- issajou patterns.

CoMpare these to the

frequencies obtained for an instrument.
c.

A sub-miniature pressure midrophone can be placed on a slender rod

and used to probe the interior of the tubes or instrument down the
first bend.

7.1

THE AIR VIBRATIONS IN A TRUMPET

To investigate the working of ai trumpet by -examilinvthe .air oscillations

Object:

in.th'MouthOiece, backbore, and bell.
A special mouthpiece is required constructed as shown in figure 1.

Method:

,

Very fine holes (less than 0.5-mm diameter ) are drilled into the cup, and

*out half way down the.backbor.

A receptacle for a small microphone

attached over theAjii,With,epoxy resim: One hole is closed with A little
wax, and the microphone-fits tightly over the other, so no air can leak
around it.

Even small leaks will alter the frequency, and make the instru-

ment difficult to play.

A microphone element,such as is used for the more

expensive cassette recorders. proved very successful for this part of, the
experiment when 'removed from its usual container.

The microphone is con-

nected directly to an oscilloscope, no amplifier being necessary because of
the very,large pressure excursions.

The trumpet is blown, and the oscil-

lations photographed from the face of the oscilloscope using an internally
triggered linear time base of, say, a millisecond per centimeter.

Both

cup and backbore should be photographed for middle C, the C above this.and the
high G above this.

It is possible to get at least two traces on each film

-. by displacing the oscilloscope beam in they direction between exposures.
The Microphone element is then replaced in its normal container (this improves its frequency response) and placed in front. of the bell of the in/

strument. It is interesting tnote how the oscillations change for the
same note, as the microphone is moved around outside the bell, showing different observers hear a

different timbre for the same instrument and note.

However, for our purposes, these effects are small compared to the overall wave
shape.

pitches.

Again, the oscillations should be photographed for the same three

7.2

A very small microphone, (Figure 2), is now attached to the
oscilloscope.
lars.

Such "tie clfp" microphones can be Obtained for a few.dol

The pin attachment

at the back is removed, but the microphone en-

closure itself should not be opened, or the metal foil diaphram inside
will be ruptured.

The microphone is attached to a long thin.support, such

as a coat hanger wire, and the oscillations observed on the oscilloscope as
it is inserted into the bell.and then the straight section of the trumpet.
It will be seen that phase oscillations or motion of the high frequency

components occur, and the pattern changes very rapidly-as a fonction.of the
distance from the end.
Results:

The results consist of a sequence of picture of the oscillations.
These-can be treated in either a qualitative or quantitative fashion.

Qualitative:

The oscillations measured in the backbore represent the pressure
fluc uations at the closed end of the (more or less
the trumpet.

uniform4ipe forming,

Since the microphone is attached by an air tight seal to the

backbore, it measures pressure variations and not particle speetis..

All the.

normal modes of oscillations of a closed pipe have pressure antinodes at
the closed end, and hence the picture of oscillations here should be the
best measure of all the modes excited in the trumpet.

Wavelengths

shorter than the distance from the hole to the throat of the mouthpiece,

will;of course, not be measured accurately.

If we compare this picture

with what comes out of the trumpet bell, we see that the fundamental is
much stronger within the tube than outside.

This is because the relatively

small bell of the trumpet (4 1/2q dim) radiates the lower frequencies much -less
efficiently than the' higher.

This has the effect of what physicists and

electronics engineers call "differentiating" the sound pulse.

In the,t0e,
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The pulse looks like

figure 1.

After "di

erenti' in " by

e bell it

becomes much sharper, and
(a)

(b)

appears like b.

Note, if we regard

hill - first up. (positive) then dowi

as hill, (b)

(negative).

the slope of this

This accounts for the

characteristic Oscillating wave form of hoth the trumpet and trombone.
The oscillation must be ottenuott.cl by 6db

ation to take place, and

in

tho

r_

octave for exact differentu11t.ivoly 1 ow

_luencies,

attenuation is reached, rl though I 10 Ir wiencios ere r_rdiat d

,11.

this
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If we now go back and examine the oscillations in the trumpet cup,
we see that the vibrations of the lip provide many high frequencies-.

The

trumpet acts as a resonator, accepting and amplifying thOse frequenci-es
which it responds, and rejecting- others.

to.

This is why the timbre of the

mouthpiece,- sounded alone, is not so pleasant as the sound of the trumpet
itself.

Now examine the oscillations in the small microphone which is inserted in the bell.

Photographs taken 1 inch apart are shown.

changes arise mostly from oscillations whose wavelength is

on

The

the same

order as this distance.

The trumpet is so arranged that, whereas the fundamental is not
well radiated, and hence exists as a standing wave in the tube, the higher
harmonics travel straight through and are radiated - therefore they exist
more as traveling waves than as standing waves.

Hence, if the oscilloscope

is triggered by the fundamental, as the microphone is slowly withdrawn,

the higher harmonics give the appearance of moving along the fundamental
as shown, and decreasing and increasing in amplitude as we pass nodes and
antinodes of

his shorter wavelength.

The same note, recorded on
the miniature microphone at
poi ,es

o:

last sec

inch apart in the
ion of tubing.
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Some part of these higher harmonics is radiated, which -is why
waves to6.

we have= standing

For example, the distance between a pressure node and antinode

for the tenth harmonic of middle C will be about

1

1/4 ".

Hence-, this is the

distance between the'maximum and the minimum for oscillations of this frequency.
Ttylis will be superimposed on.the traveling wave, whose amplitude
will oscil-

late with this periodL,_yArzlitative:

Quantitatively, we must analyze the pictures of the oscillations
in terms of the harmonics.

This requires enlarging the picture using an

opaque projector, and drawing over the enlarged waveform, measuring the
ordinates for a sequence of abscissa vAilres, and using a calculator or

computer to measure the harmonics.

A second way is to record the tones

on a tape loop, and use a frequency analyzer, such as the Pasco Mode1.9302 to
obtain the harmonics digitally. Values obtained for the amplitude of various
harmonics are shown in Figure

It should be possible to use such values

3.

to tell the difference between a poor and a talented trumpeter', and perhaps
to tell one

how to improve.

The timbre .or quantity of the harmonics pre-

sent is also a function of the loudness of the tone.

For example, a player

blowing fortissimo raises largerguantities of the higher harmonics than
blowing piano - soft tones contain primarily the fundamental.

This is

explained by Benade in the Scientific American (July, 1973 p. 24),

If we

look at the quantity of harmOnics present, it is impbriant to -ealize that
the trumpet cannot add anything to the cup oscillation.

It takes the

oscillations already present in the cup, acrd, because of its own resonant
mature, acts as a filter, lottin,1 only certclin

region it lets through is
waveform already prc sent

a

nr eaflt.

equencies through.

tr( cruse 11 imposes on the

its ()We resonant pattern.

4

Any

For eximple, in the

7.6

trumpet, the first few harmonics are more strongly resonant than the
higher frequencies.

This is the picnre in the backbore.

Outside, the

bell acts as another filter, requc.ing the lower harmonics, with the re-

suit that the third, fourth

and fifth ha

.

Irks are strongest in a trumpet.

AlargerbelLwetfuldallow lower frequencies to be emitted.
Results:

Obtain the ratios for the harmonics in the backbore and outside
the bell.

Plot the ratio as a function of frequency.

This shows that

the radiating efficiency of the bell changes with frequency.
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FIGURE

1

microphone attached to backbo e

=

fitting
tti
for microphone
on cup

cup

r
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FIGURE 2

trumpet bell

miniature microphone General Cement
a
J/
1/2 x 5/16 x 3/4 catalog No Q4-191
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8.1

OSCILLATIONS IN CYLINDRICAL AND CONICAL TUBES
Object:

To compare the timbre and pitch of notes obtainable

by exciting air

vibrations in conical tubes, and cylindrical tubes closed at one end.
1. Oscillations in a cylindrical tube closed at one end.

Many musical instruments (trumpet, trombone, clarinet) are pipes of
nearly uniform bore, but modified by a taper, bell, and mouthpiece. To avoid
such complications, a pipe of thin wall conduit, Such as electricians use (see
Benade "Horns, Strings and Harmony"), -half an inch or a little more in

diameter and about four feet long is suitable.

inches should give middle C for its third

A length of 50

harmonic, which is convenient.

Alumimum pipe is lighter to handle. A collar, as shown in figure 1 surrounds
the end of the pipe to act as mouthpiece or the
epoxy resin.

pipe end is merely dipped in

The frequency of possible modes excited by blowing this device in

the same manner as a trumpet, should be a series of odd multiples of the fundamental, the odd harmonics.
This contrasts with a pipe open at 'both ends, -such as an open organ

pipe, flute or the "corrugahorn" described by Crawford in the American Journal

of Physics for April 1974 (vol. 42, p. 278), which give all multiples of
harmonics, as does a conical instrument such as the bugle.or oboe.

The pipe is blown like a trumpet, and the frequency obtained by comparison with an oscillator - speaker combination tuned to the same pitch. At
least three modes should be capable of excitation. The differencesbetween these
values and those calculated are found on tile assumption that the fundamental

mode corresponds to a quarter wave length for the length of the pipe. End
effect corrections (obtained by adding 0.3 diameter of the pipe) can be applied.

8.2

Hence,

frequency = 1100
4 x len

pipe in feet

The timbre of a tubular pipe differs from that of a cone by again containing only odd Rarmonics. it is interesting to see how different

mouthpieces

trombone, trump4t, cornet, affect the timbre. The mouthpiece fits into a brass

tube turned to fit the end of the pipe. A microphae connected to an oscilloscope conveniently shows this, and photographs of the trace shows that
the trombone mouthpiece gives fewer high harmonics than a cornet mouthpiece.
The resonant frequencies of the tube can be examined by attaching a
microphone tightly over one end - the're must be no air leaks past it - and
exciting the tube by placing a loudspeaker connected to an oscillator at the
other end. On hitting a resonant frequency, a large output from the micro/

phone is seen, if the microphone is connected to an oscilloscope, or heard,
if connected to an amplifier and speaker.

microphone
fits tightly

pipe

loudspeaker

Plot the resonant frequency against the odd whole numbers,
as shown below,
and draw a straight line through the points.

I 00 0

Hz
F

Frequency of modes for a cylindri
cal pipe 5/8" I.D. and 50" (27c
long.
Closed by a microphone
at one end.

uENLY
500

J

M

ODE

L

8.3

MODES OF OSCILLATION Of A DON CAL PIPE
Object:

Common instruments having a conical bdre are the,bassoon,oboe, and bugle.

It is possible to examine the natural modes of a conical pipe, employing
a cavalry bugle, such as is used for army bugle calls. The tube of the
instrument itself is only about 45 inches long, but it forms part of a cone

which would be about sixty-six inches froM the point or apex of the cone
to the bell of the bugle which it forms. Such a cone has a lowest vibrational

mode near 100 Hertz, since the cone must be twice as long as a cylindrical
pipe closed at one end having the same fundamental frequency. The cone and the

cylinder are unique in having modes which are simple multiples of the fundamen61.
It is preferable to employ an exact cone,for which calculations can be
made.. The Shakespeare Company of Columbia makes fishing rods and broadcast

antennas by winding fiberglass on a conkal metal mandrel. The inside of the
fiberglass cone is perfectly smooth. Any such cone is suitable, provided the
wide end J's more than three times the diameter of the narrow end. The air in

the miss ng third is so "stiff", its presence or absence does not alter the
harmonic structure appreciably, We employed a cone 100 inches long, tapering
from 1/2 inch in diameter at the narrow end to 1 9/16 inch at the wide end.
If the length of pipe is L inches, the narrow end has a diameter a, and
the broad end b, the "pedal tone ", the lowest natural note, is given by
12 x 1100
2 x L
Here

(1

a/b)

-

6600
(1

a/b)'

L

L
1

-

aib

is the length of the cone from apex to bell, in our case

147 inches,giving approximately 45 vibrations per second. It is difficult for

the mouth to reach such low frequencies simply by blowing into a half inch tube.
The tube has a collar as shown (figure 1) surrounding the narrow end, to aid
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in blowing the tube with no mouthpiece. Alternatively the small al

um tube

turned to fit the outside backbore of a trumpet or trombone mouthpiece seen
in the figure can be inserted. The higher notes of this system can easily
be reached either with the open tube, or a trumpet mouthpiece. The lower
notes require a trombone or tuba mouthpiece. It is

useful to have available

cornet, trumpet, and trombone mouthpieces. The resonant frequency

f the

system is not appreciably altered by the mouthpiece, but there is a considerable change in timbre.

The frequency can be "lipped" lower.

Results:

The resonant frequencies of the system are found experimentally by
blowing, and comparing with an oscillator and loudspeaker.

Alternatively,

a microphone may be attached to an oscilloscope, and the oscilloscope
photographed using a known time base to determine its frequency. The
time
base should be calibrated by feeding the microphone
with a tuning fork.
The
experimentally determined frequencies are compared with
the harmonic series.
All should be present.

One may reverse this process, and very simply, apply an ear to the
small end of the cone, much as an ear trumpet, and hear a maximum response

at certain frequencies of the oscillator-and loudspeaker, placed just
outside the large end of the cone. For our cone, the experimental resonant frequencies were found to be 49,109,168,230,225,270,359,406. As shown in the figure.
The experiment may be improved by examining the oscillations by a
microphone sealed tightly over -the small end of the pipe, excited by a

loudspeaker placed over the large end. If the frequency emitted by the

speaker is varied, and the amplitude kept constant, the icone will resonate

to certain well defined frequenciEhich can be seen by applying the micro
phone output to an oscilloscw
All harnx niesc(in

as an analysi

f the wrvill

"Hip

Omo'tanep
[nice

how f.

yfiy b16vinq the cone like a horn,

Frequency of modes for a conical,pipe 105 inches long tapering
from 1

1/2" to 1/2", the small end closed by the microphone.
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9.1

WAVES ON STRINGS S - THE GUITAR

Object - To find the dependence o

frequency on

The length of the string, and to find the velocity in that

1),

string
2)

The tension in the string

3)

The mass-per-unit-length of ihdNstring

Some other observations on guitar resonances will also be made.
Apparatus - The modified guitar, a meter ruler, a calibrated oscillator
and loud speaker.

The guitar has the base string unwound from the tuning peg

to the twelfth fret.

A blob of epoxy resin should be placed to prevent the

wound wire unwinding further, before cutting at the twelfth fret.
wound

unwound bass string

tuning
peg

first fret

Method - 1)

twelth fret

nut

blob of epoxy

Measure the distance between the top 12 successive frets and

the lower niit,overy4hich the string passesfoE,the highest E string.

Find

the ratio of the distance between successive lrets and the distance of the
upper of the two frets to the lower nut.

This should be a constant, ap-

proximately 1:18 (the so-called rule of 18).

More accurately it is 1:17.817.

Now find the frequency for fingering successive frets by comparing the plucked
string with the oscillator. Divide the frequency by the length of string
which is
vibrldting

Is this constant for all the frets you tried? What does this show about

the relationship between the length of the string and the frequency?
length Of the string is one half wavelength for the fundamental mode.

The
Pluck

the string, theClightly touch it at the halfway point (the 12th fret) and note
the pitch jumps an octave. Why? Find the velocity of waves on the string from
the formula

Velocity = Frequency x wavelength

Note that the twelye frets give all the full and half notes on the tempered
scale for the octave, and that the ratio and not the difference in frequency.

is constant. If the scale depended on a constant frequency difference, the
separation between frets on a guitar would always be the same.

2)

Hooke's law states that the tension in a wire is proportional to the

extension of the wire (see fig.1)

Hence, the tension in the guitar string is

proportional to the number of turns of the tuning peg.

Rotate the tuning

peg in quarter turns, by three or four turns, on one string, and find the

frequency for eachpositiOn by using the oscillator.

Then plot the square

ofthe frequency against the number of turns of the peg.
fine?

Is this a straight

What does this mean?'
3)

The bass string on the guitar is normally wound with wire, to

increase its mass per unit length without increasing its stiffness.

this guitar, the string has been unwound to the halfway point.
and note the peculiar timbre.

On

Pluck it,

This is because the normal modes of a uniform

string are harmonics, i.e. multiples of the fundamental frequency.

No such

relation exists for a non-uniform string, so it does not sound so pleasant,
although perhaps it could be used for its bizarre effect.*

Press the string to the fret at the halfway point, and find the
frequency for the top half of the string, and for the bottom half.

Since

the two halves have the same length and tension, the difference in frequency
arises from the difference in mass per unit length only.

The mass per unit

length for the wound string is 7.51 X 10-2 gm/cm, and for the unwound

1.5 X 0-2 gm/cm.
111

We wish to relate mass per unit lengthAto frequency, As the mass per
unit length goes down, the frequency goes up-which is why the high guitar or
violin strings are the lightest, so we might have=i
frequency fm 1 or fc m
Other possibilities are
m -1/2

A most interesting article on the calculation of the normal modes of
such a string and their experimental verification, is given by T. D. Rossing,
Am. Jour. Phys. 43, 735 (1975).
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Both

are given by

where we -wish to find n

ln f-

ln f
2

1

ln m

1

where f

1'

f
2

two strings.

--

m

and m

are the frequencies and mass per unit length of the
1m 2 a

You should, by now, have already -found that for a fixed length of

string the frequency, and hence, the velocity, is proportional to the square root
of the tension.

Use the results of the mass per unit length to confirm the

formula for the velocity v of waves on strings
TenSion._

V =

mass per unit length

The guitar has several resonances associated with the instrument.

Blow

gently across the air hole, and try to find the frequency of the air in
the body of the instrument.

Then tap the top of the guitar.

Do these

two resonances lie within the range of the instrument?
E2,
(Thisis-82.4
Hertz

to about E

5'

659.2 Hertz).

Notes near these resonances tend to be unduly amplified.
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THE VELOCITY-OF SOUND

Several methods exist to measure the velocity of sound using traveling
waves.

Three simple methods of measuring the velocity by using

wavelength are given here.
speaker.

A)

All require an oscillator connected to a loud

A 600 ohm to 8 ohm transformer is normally reqUiTAtd,between oscillator

and speaker.
tunin

e

The oscillator is calibrated by beating against a suitable

ork, say 06, 1046 Hz. (concert pitch).

Requires only a stereo amplifier, two microphones and a pair of head
phones.

B)

Requires one microphone and a single trace oscilloscope.

C)

Requires two microphones and a double trace oscilloscope.

Procedure.

Connect the two microphones to the stere

amplifier, plug in headphones

and turn off the amplifier speakers Qutput.
set it at a suitable value, say 5kHz.

Turn on the oscillator, and

Put the amplifier to mono, place

the microphones together about two feet from the speaker, hooked to the
oscillator.

Then move one forward to the positioiiquietest in the head

phones and back to a similar position behind the other microphone.
distance moved by the microphone is the wavelength.

The velocity

sound can be found by multiplying the wavelength by the frequency.

The

10.1

10.2

Condect the microphoni output to the oscilloscope input, either
directly, if it is a high impedenci mike, or through an amplifi-r

or transformer if °flow Ampedence.. Connect the ,cpeaker output from
the oscillator to the '"external trigger" of the oscilloscope as well

as to the speaker.

.

Set the oscillator to a suitable value, say 1 kHz,

and the oscilloscope time base to, say, 1 millisecond per centimeter.
Note the distance the mike must Move- so that an oscillation 611 the

oscilloscope screen drops back by exactly one period.
to one wavelength in. air.

This corresponds

I V..)

Connect the two microphones

C)

o the two

_directly or via a stereo amplifier.

of

say, 1 m sec/cm and rquired.

say,

1

scilloscope inputs, either

Internal trigger and a time base

Set the oscillator amplifier at,

kz, the two traces on the oscilloscope move as one mike is

moved relative to the other.

A motion bf one wavelength of one micro-

phone causes the corresponding trace on the oscilloscope to drop back
by one period.

Hence the wavelength may be determined, and, since

Velocity . frequency'X wavelength

to velocity of sound in air maybe found.-

NOTE:

it is possible to use a single pulse for this experiment, by switching
a 6 volt battery across the speaker in place of the oscillator.

No

wavelength is then required, but an accurately calibrated oscilloscope
time base.

Room Acous

Objective:

cs a Reverberation

Investigate the acoustical properties of selected rooms.

Intlude the

properties off' rooms suitable for speech, voice and orchesteral works.

The

acoustics of a c urch would be esuitable subject for investigation. The
acoustics of a room depend on the properties- of the shape of surfaces and the
absorption Of the slirface.

Determine reflections. and reverberation

for the .rooms.
1.

In this part of the experiment use a model to see how sound spreads and is
reflected through a room.

Use a ripple tank and place alnetal strip bent

to the roof line and another (in a separate experiment) bent inpthe plan

view of the room.- A wave is staked from the position of theperformance
and observed as the wave spreads to the audience.
can help in determining the presence of echos.

This scale model method

The waves can be initiated

simp,Ty with a finger or with more precision with the vibrator supplied.

Examine the effects of reflection and diffraction.
If the room design has a strong echo see if reflectors can be added
to reduce the effect of the echo.
Reverberation:

When the echos from the various surfaces in a room occur

so closely spaced in time that the
the room is reverberant.

individual echos cannot be detected

The tfme for the sound level to decay or drop to in-

audibility is the reverberation time.

to define inaudibility more exactly
quired for the sound intensity to fal

for the sake of reproducibility and
he reverberation time is the time'reto one millionth of its initial value.

To measure the reverberation time of a room, the simplest method is
to fire a shot from a starters pistol or -burst a balloon at the location of
the performance.

The time for the sound to decay to inaudibility can be
timed with a stopwatch.
A more exact method is to record the ,sound on a tape at 7 1/2 inches
per second.

This can be analyzed in the laboratory by listening to the tape
or by electronic means. The student will conduct a series of measurements
by several methods and compare the results.
accurate.

The first method is the least

In the next parts of the experiment the tape speed is reduced

to improve the accuracy of the measurement.
pitch does not influence the measurement:

The subjective reduction in
The sound burst contains a great

-1.2

number-Of frequencies.

Any frequency dependent.effects in the threshold

of.heacing- curveAo not influence the result 'since the final inaudibility.

criteriomis stillvvatid. Because of interference from room noise it is
important-to-have a "quiet room" for this experiment.
a..

First the tapes can be run at 7 1/2 inches per-seeond and the time for
decay measured in five trials. Give theaverage value of the reverberation
time obtained for the rooms in whith the tapes were prepared.
b.

Run the tape at 1 7/8 .inches per second and repeat the estimation of

the time with a stopwatch for 5 trials.
c.

Report the average values.

Use an oscilloscope to estimate the time for the sound to decay.

The

sound intensity in a room` vith reverberation decays- exponentially, so if a

plot is made of the logarithm of the amplitude versus the time is made-for
the sound intensity decrease a straight line should be obtained.

The time

for the amplitude of the signal on the oscilloscope to decrease. by 1/1000
gives the reverberation time.

The reverberation time is the time for the

intensity to decay by a factor of 1000000, i.e. t4 intensity changes by
-60 dB. It is also the time for the amplitude to decay by a factor of 1000
because the intensity is proportional to the square of the amplitude. The
oscilloscope is used in a way that measures the amplitude of the electrical
signal from the microphone.
variations.

The microphone used was sensitive to pressure

The square of the pressure variations.

The square of the pres-

sure variations is proportional to the intensity of the sound. Also, the voltage produced by the microphone is proportional to the intensity of the sound.

Attach the tape recorder to the oscilloscope through the amplifier.
The time base should be set at 1 or 2 seconds per cm.
loscope as the balloon is burst.
second.

Run the tape recorder at 1 7/8 inches per

A trace of the following sort should be seen.
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Observe the oscil-

1
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11.3

Measure the height, of the pulse h, as a function of_poOtion on the
)

trace (time), plot this on logarithmic paper (3 cycle) and hence find the
-.time it takes to decay through three decades.- To facilitate these measure_

wefts, the gain of the

oscilloscope must be changed as the sound is decaying.

thus.
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This way the pulses will not be off the top of the screen for very long
at the beginning, or, too small to measure at the end.

Do not be concerned

if the initialiburst of sound is not on the screen of the oscilloscope.
When you have mastered this; photograph the picture using the polaroid camera,
setting the exposure on "time" or "bulb" at f4, and measure the photograph
with a transparent ruler.
paper.

Then plot the results on the logarithmic graph

The graph should require 3 cycles vertically and 10 divisions for

10 seconds horizontally.

The voltage change you measure may not cover all

Aree decays of the grap!i paper.
line.

The points should give a nearly straight

By eye and with the aid of a transparent ruler draw the best curve

through the data points.
the reverberation time.

The extension of this line to the time axis gives
The decay wave should be very nearly exponential.

Any deviation can be the result of echos or flutter echos.

11.4.

In place of the oscilloscope and camera, it is possible to use
a strip chart recorder.
.

The output from the amplifiers fed to the re-

corde! via a diode (we used Motorola Hep-170 but almost any diode will do).
Provided the. tape recorder is run at- its;slowest-speed and the chart run at a

reasonably fast speed, a few inches per second, the decay of the sound

will be plotted and can be measured.

It is possible to calculate the reverberation time from-parameters
which are known or can be estimated.
have been given on the data sheet.

The dimensions of the rooms measured
Compute the reverberation time for

each room.

Data Sheet - Sample
Area

Absorption

Floor
Back Wall

Ceiling
Front Wall

Side Walls
Occupants
Furnishing

Sum of Absorption Factor (Sa)
Volume of Room

Reverberation Time

=

0.009

Volume
Sa

Sa
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Compare all the reverberation times.
Why?

Which method is more accurate?

Account for any difference between the caltUlated reverberbtioh time
,

and the measured time.

Sound Intensity in a Reverberant Room:
interest.

One further quantity is of acoustic

If an instrument or sound is made of the same intensity in

several rooms/the subjective and measured loudness will be higher in the
reverberant room.

Make a recording of a pure tone feeding the same power

to a loud speake0 r placed successively in several rooms.

amplitudes on the oscilloscope.

Measure the relative

Also measure the intensity using a sound

level meter on the C scale or flat response mode.

The relative response

These response levels do not

levels can be compared to the smallest level.

depend on the volume of the hall, but inversely on the area of absorptive
material in the expressionIntensity level in hall

of instrument

ower ou
Sa

where Sa is the absorptive area.

Check this result, by-seeing if the ratio of intensities measured by the
sound level meter, or using the oscilloscope (ratio of amplitude-Z ) is proportional to the inverse of Sa for the rooms.

These measurements should

all be made with a microphone sensitive to sound pressure changes.

A simpler method of demonstrating the drop in intensity level,
to observe the decrease in microphone output for a constant sound source
when two or three, four feet by eight feet sheets of fiberglass acoustic
material are introduced into a small room.
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A Simple Anechoic Chamber

The construction ofthe chamber from five 3/4" plywood 4')(8*
Since two walls butt onto the other
two walls as shown
sheets is relatively..sithple.

t

the floor must be 4' x 4' 1 1/2".
This leaves the roof, of the
remaining half sheet of plywbod, 3" short, and a piece 4'x3" must
be screwed on separately. The door should be cut from the center of
the front wall as shown. When screwed together, the

TILES

PLOD

box is extremely rigid. The walls and floor were coated with contact
cement, and fissured, painted, (Owens Corning) Fiberglass ceiling board,
in 1 ft, square sheets, attached.
These have a noise reduction coefficient
of 0.8 - 0.9. A false floor of expcmded steel was welded to a 3'10"
square frame with 1 ft. high legs.
Under' this, more acoustic tile,
Ned in V shaped forms, was attached to the floor, and still more covered
he'ceiling.
The V shaped construction absorbs low frequencies better,
gives a larger absorptive area, and br'eaks up sound reflections.- More
squares were attached about two inches off the walls, where space permitted.
The whole idea was to incorporate as large a surface area of absorptive
material as space would permit.
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The principal interior equipment consisted of two 9" polyplanar
speakers mounted approximately a little forward of, and level with
the ears for a subject sitting on a chair inside the chamber.
Cables
from the speakers led to an amplifier external to the chamber, but a
stereo T pad inside allowed the Wlume to be varied.
In addition, a
very valuable addition was a switch allowing the phase of one speaker
to be reversed with respect to the otheA A stereo headphone- outlet
was also attached, which can be used either for other speakers or a
stereo headphone set. A cheap two-way intercom allowed communication
with subjects in the chdmber. A 60 watt incandescent lamp hung from
the roof provided sufficient illumination. A microphone socket was
also attached to the chamber wall
in order that instruments played
inside could be recorded.
,

To insulate the chamber from noises outside, all cracks were
filled with putty, glue or silicone cement.
It is essential that this
be done thoroughly.
The complete outsidc of the chamber was covered
with half inch thick felting, availaHe nnom surplus, but 2 ft. by
4 f-L sheets of fiberglass would sorve As
1,
The felting overlapped at the door, which was ti6tly sealed when shut. The box sat
on rubber feet, about tour inches thick.
The cost of the chuff mher rvu

ipproximately

The principal cost was 5 siren t°J of 0/4

f;150.00

plywood

5' x.W at $13

60.80
1HU

40.70

giving a t

-9.50
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TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION OF SOUND
Objective:

Measure the transmission of sound by various materials.

Materials:

Two cardboard tubes, loud speaker, signal generator, micro-

phone, oscilloscope.
Method:

Study of the reflection arld transmission of sound by various

materials.

Two hollow cardboard tubes are used.

One tube has a

speaker connected td an oscillator and the other -contains a microphone connected to an amplifier and then to an oscilloscope.
tube is wrapped with sound insulating material.

Each

The oscilloscope is

used to determine the amplitude of the received sound waves when various
materials are placed for reflection before the open ends of the tubes
or

when the material is placed in a gap between aligned
tubes to observe the
transmission. The quantitative results for reflection
and transmission
efficients obtained are somewhat
valid. Diffraction and
Objective:
Method:

3c.k

inaccurate,

:Ind noise are the main problems encountered.

01Q

generitor tube i s directed at a fixed

angle toward a hard -clat surface.

The receiver tube is adjusted

with respect to auuhi and the
measured as a fuocti-

t

What is the angle

r

observations with the reulL
Bragg

reflectiln
ve thn

raili

but qualitatively they are

Reflection of a sound wave.

The sound wave tram

Hit)

:

of the reflected sound
cmflection angle.

the main
repel ted

lected wave?
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Compare your

the short concep- movie on
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EXPERIMENTS ON INTERFERENCE
BETWEEN TWO COHERENT SOURCES
Interference occurs when two or more waive. trains meet if
1)

they are of the same frequency - otherwise they will not give;

a simple singly periodic disturbance when added together.
2)

they are coherent - this means, not only must they have the

same frequency, but there must be a constant phase relationship between
them.

For example, A and B are coherent, but C and D are not.

Cr) EfIT

1- PI

A.

Method - To dev)1,,t1 tte the principle involved, set up the ripple tank,

and examine the patrn 2roduced with a single small round dipper. :Cylindrispre,

caLwavcs are produa=d

through the hand held 3L:mLOSL)
proVides an apertur

out from the source.

which, if rotated at the cn

ect speed,

Hok thrOugh. when successive waves are in the same

relative position, nriwing the wave pattern to rest.
single dipper by a LLiJ

They row/ be examined

If we replacr2 the

°he, we get two cylindrical patter as superposed.

Two such sets of COIX-'1-Jit.; rings give a Moire pattern, as shown in the figure,
which can be clearly s,:,,!n iii the ripple tank.

Note, since the dippers are

attached to the saw bur, tncj not only have the same frequeney,'but are also
coherent, i. e. alwAys k

,f

the same phase relationship.
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Each point on the line of the pattern labeled A in
the figure is equally
distant from the two centers -- so along this line crests and troughs
coming
from both sources reinforce, and produce crests and
troughs twice as big as
from one source.
If we move away from this line to line B, here the
crest
from one source arrives at the same time as the trough from the
other,
cancelling, so the surface of the ripple tank is undisturbed

or fet along

line B.

The distance from a point on line C to one source,
however, is just
one wavelength more than to the other. ThiS means troughs and
crests again
arrive in phase from the two sources, and we get big
maxima and minima.
For D, we have calm again, and so on.
If we examine the surface along line
X X', we see it is a standing wave such as we had
on a stretched string.

x

WAVE-

Nye

Fi

o my X

Frzon X

likesuLTANT sum
STANDIAJ6 w/AvE_
The surface is alternately calm or rough -- a node or an antinode.
However,
if we look along the direction A A' at right angles
to this, we see we have
a traveling wave, as the crests and troughs move away from the
sources.

4.4

So

this pattern of interference on a plane is like the two
cases of traveling
and standing waves on
string.
If the waves travel -in opposite directions,
interference gives us standing waves, as at X X'
but if they travel
n the
same direction and are in phase, we get a large traveling
wave, A A'.
If
however, they are out of phase, we get nothing, as B B'
it

Photograph the pattern.

Measure the distance directly between the
dippers, count the number of waves between the
two dippers and calculate
the wavelength don't forget these are stabdJng waves).
Measure the frequency
of the ripplinc device using a stop watch.
Calculate ripple speed from
the

equation speed , frequency x w velength.
B)

If, instead sd ripples

ference pattern.

can still see the inter-

Mount ticr wall uranAuer

both as inicrophore,

d wooden beam.

we use sound waves

ALtA

1

)

them

la

takov mylar toil that, (dn
[Ion (Iktmice ir

i

i

I

Id Lor,

lo

CPI on

guencv
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of 40,000 cps where the transducers are resonant.

Place a third small

transducer a distance L,equal to 30 cm, away, and move it slimly crosswise,'as
shown .in Fig. 4 noting the maxima & minima, with the microphdne connected to
the oscilloscope. Map the maxima and minima on a sheet of paper, aid a

pattern appears closely resemblin4 that of the r7pres with two sources.
Nowiwe would like to find the wavelength of the sound from the interference
pattern.

Pick a suitably large distance from the s'

rce, and measure the

distance from the center maximum E to the next maxim
The distance from A and B to E is the same
Now, for waves'from both sour ez

out, F as shown.

I

es; are in phase.

s,

please at F G

the distance
AF must be larger than the di,;-ance BF by just one waveiength,
i.e. the
distance AG is equal to A.
The angle FH E = 0 is the same dS the angle

ABG, because BG is perpendicular to HF.

AG
This means Aye FE - 9 or

A

D

L

Hence find A from
L

Use several estimates for

and use different values for L.

Hence calculate A, and its error, and then calculate the velocity of sound
from the
known oscillation frequency from speed
e frequency X wavelength, as for
the ripples.
3)

Lastly, we would like to perform exactly the same experiment
For this purpose a HeNe laseris used.
Two slits with a known
separation found.by a microscope are held in front of the laser beam with

with light.

a rubber band and a white screen placed 5 meters away.
The two slits act
as coherent sources -- there is always an exact phase relationship between
the two slit sources, because the light from both originates
from one
source -- the laser.
For light waves, two coherent sources can only he
obtained by splitting the light from one source.
In sound, the two transducers were also coupled to the same source, but it would have been possible
to use two separate oscillators -- not so in light, because it is difficult
in practice to keep the phase exactly constant.

On
of the interference pattern appear
a
dark bands, and,
mg the same nomenclature ds for
the distance be ,weer hriqht line% err the screen
we
grid mi

,

tt determine the wavolenuth,

1.

the screen the maximum
series of iinht and

sound

,

so that

may USG 'the same iurmu la
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Hence calculate the wavelength of the laser light, and give the error.
Conclusion

The phenomenon of interference betWeen waves emanating from two
coherent sources is a universal phenomena of wave motion.

We have seen

how it occus, in ripples, sound, and light waves, and can be used to
measure the wavelength.

guipment - Ripple tank - McCalli ter
Welch

etc.

Transducers

Available from most electronics Stores - used to
change channel on television receivers

References:'
Backus

"Acoustical Foundations of Music'"

Wood

"Physical Optics"

1 KANS. Duc.-C._
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VIBRATING STRING

Whenever a guitar or violin string is stretched tighter or made
shorter, the pitch at which it sounds when bowed or plucked is heightened,
i.e., the vibration frequency increases.

It is the purpose of this ex-

periment to demonstrate the various physical parameters on which tuning
depends.
Theory:

Stationary waves are set up in a stretched string when.; two equal

trains of waves traveling in opposite directions a're imOessed ,upon it.
Certain points called nodes such as a or b in the figure, are never dis,

placed from their rest positions.

,

All other points on the string are in

constant vibration, the maximum vibration occurring at the loops midway
between the nodes such as points c or e on the string. The portion of the
string between the nodes is called a segment.

Pulle
e (9 Flt

If stationary waves are set up in a string of length L, the distance between

a and d, a node is formed-at each end, a and d, and also at other points
such a b.
Do not include the length of string d to g in L since it is not
vibrati4ig.

The term wavelength is defined as the distance along a wave
between 2 adjacent points that are vibrating in phase, i.e.,4traveling in
the same direction and with the same speed.

Two such points would be e

and f so that the distance between them would be one wavelength,A.
the distance between b and d is also X.

Likewise,

The distance between e and c is

1/2 A since e and c are vibrating 1800 out of phase.

The corresponding

length of 1/2 A would be the length of a segment, a to b.

In the length

there are an integer number of segments, or an integer number of half wavelengths.

Call this integer, k.

So, k ;:day be 1,

k63 since 3 segments are represented.

etc.

In the figure,

The tone sounded by the string in

this mode is called the third harmonic; i.e., an integer multiple of the
fundamental
f
Thus
,

1

L

f4=11f1*
(1/2-\.)
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The familiar harmonic series is thus generated.

Intensity

AA2
5

f-1 =110Hz

-8 --1

-880Hz

In the string itself, thetmber of nodes produced is

-1.

Thus
-5

would contain 7 nodes.
Th

speed of the wave, V is given by the product of the frequency and the

wa

length, fA.

Elimination of the wavelength yields
V - (2fL)/k

The speed of the wave depends uniquely on the tension in the string,
F, and the linear density, p.

One way to determine p would be to measure

the mass of the string between points a and d and divide this by L.
con4Olient units for p might be gm/cm.
which hangs on the end of the string.

Thus,

The tension F, is g ven by the weight
F will be the sum 0

of both the slotted weights and the weight holder.

the weights

Be certa\n to use the

correct units in your equation, e.g., dynes instead of gm

)

.

1/F p

Eliminate V and solve foP

Apparatus:

F(k/(2fL))2

In order to sustain stationary wave patterns along the length

of the string, 3 systems of energy coupling will be described.

System A consists of an alternating current-carrying wire positioned
in an externally applied magnetic field.

If an audio oscillator signal

drives a power amplifier, the output may supply several
terminals of a monochord.

amperes to the

The monochord consists of .a board on which two

bridges are mounted to support a steel' wire.

A spring scale can be placed
s

between

the wire terminus and the bridge.
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to measure the wire tension.

To improve coupling, the field position

should be adjusted away from nodes.

Care should be taken not to overheat

the wire.

System B is the standard electrically driven tuning fork device as
produced by Cenco.

Because of the mechanical operation, overtones of the

source are suppressed and a purity of wave character obtained.

The string can be passed over a pulley and attached to a weight
holder for tension measurements accurate to 5 gm.

The experimenter in-

creases or decreases the tension by pushing or pulling on the weight pan
and noting if an increase or decrease in attached weight is required to
obtai

a given number of segments.

In system C, energy is supplied to the string by a loudspeake_-

driven by an audio oscillator.

The coupling device between the speake

And string is the inverted cone part of a Dixie-cup cut to fit inside the
speaker and voice coil with silicoreplastic (bathtub calking compound)
A speaker should be chosen such that the height of the Dixie cup shou1
exceed the depth of the speaker in order to have string contact.

Contact

is maintained with the string via a thin cut in the point of the cup -cone
If an identical "transducer" system, is placed at the other end of the
string, this second speaker may be used as a resonance detector.

The

output is viewed on an oscilloscope.

Lovispe*

Dfxe

Directions:
Part 1:

Mechanical tuning:

Fixed frequency, variable tension

Although all 3 systemS may be used in this part, system B is preferred
for accurate tension measurements.
and tuning key.

It seems superior to the spring scale

Vary the tension and record its value for maximum dis-

placement amplitude of from
vibrating portion of

1

to S segments.

Measure the length, L of the

he stringr -g from the tuning fork to the pulley.

L
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Note and record the driving frequency, f.

Calculate p for each K.

Determine the average and compare it with the value of p directly obtained,
i.e., measure the weight of the string and find its ratio to the entire
length.

To see the functional relationship of- the tension with the number

of segments, plot a graph of INF as ordinate versus K as abscissa.
Part 2:

Electrical tuning:

Fixed tension, variable frequency.

System B is not to be considered for this part since the tuning fork tension
is constant. The tuning is accomplished electrically by varying the audio
oscillator frequency. Determine the fundamental frequency (first harmonic)
at which a single segment occurs (K=1).

Increase the frequency by about

an octave to locate the resonance of a single node (K=2).

This may not be

exactly twice the frequency due to stiffness effects in the string.
error is reduced at high tension.
servable.

This

Continue for as many modes as are ob-

Plot a graph of frequency as a function of number of segments.

If the tension is available, compute the linear density, u and also the
wavespeed, V.

Compare this to the product of wavelength times frequency,

of by obtaining the product of the string length L with the second harmonic
frequency, f2.
Part 3:

Fixed tension, variable length.

This establishes the relatiorthip between higher pitch and shorter string
length.

Start with a low frequency in systems A or C and tune the frequency

to the fundamental mode in a long string.

Reduce the string length and

retune to the fundamental.

Make 5 determinations and plot a graph of the
reciprocal of the fundamental versot string length,
1/f versus L.
Part 4:

Variation of Linear Density

Repeat the above experiments using different media.

For a fixed tension

and length, obtain 0 for steel wires of varying diameters, nylon, cord,
and thread strings. Determine the fulidamental frequency of each. Which
type of material should be used for high notes, which for low?
Part 5:

Determination of resonance response.

In system C, measure the amplitude of the fundamental Ao, i.e., the maximum

displacement of the wire of a monochord. Note the fundamental frequency fo.
Decrease the frequency below resonance to f) where the amplitude Ai
approximately p.707A0. Record fl. Now tune-to f2 above -esona0:e where

-A1

0-

--.707A o
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The system Q is defined by f/( 2-f1).

Determine Qm.

If an oscilloscope is

available or AC voltmeter as a second choice, read the output voltage at
resonance, Vo.

Determine f1 at V1 =0.707V0 and f2 at V2=1/1.

the electrical determination and compare i
Part 6:

Find

from

to Qm.

Stroboscopic Effects.

Tune to a string resonance with an audio oscillator.

In a darkroom, adjust

the strobe frequency to match the oscillator frequency.
a white string against a black background is impressive.

Strobe light on
If a Type 1531-A

Strobotac is used, the oscillator can trigger the strobe automatically

and produce precisely stationary effeAs such as a string "hanging" upward
in a bowed curve.

Be sure to multiply the strobotac: reading by 60 since

the scale is RPM rather than Hz.

One advantage of the automatic triggering

is the strobe frequency of the fundamental is immediately found.' With
manual strobe tuning, it is possible to "come across" a sub-multiple, such
as 1/2 the fundamental frequency in which the half sine wave pattern would
be correct although the string is illuminated only on alternate vibrations.
However, after the correct frequency is established regardless of harmonic,
a flashing frequency just off the string frequency gives the more desirable
effect of a slowly varying string.
that of the string.

Tune the strobe frequency to twice

With two flashes per vibration, two strings appear.

Adjust the strobe frequency, "phase" until the strings appear at their
amplitude.

Triple the frequency and view three strings.

frequency, i.e.

1

1/2 the string frequency.

Try half this

Describe and explain what

is seen.

If a violin is available, bow it.

the resulting complex waveform.

Then view under strobe light

Sketch it.

Read.the article in the

January 1974, issue of Scientific American (p. 87) on "T4e Physics of the
Bowed String" by JOhn C. Schelleng.
section of two straight lines.
with the strobe.

The waveform is formed by the inter-

Note the circulatione this intersection
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A STUDENT PERCEPTION OF V BRAT()

When a vibrato is sounded, the ear of the listener hears the top

pitch of this v5ing note.

When a violinist plays his note, his fingers

vibrate to lengthen the strings and thus provide lower frequencies under
the note.

Do musicians agree with this?

Some folks do.

When a vibrato is sounded, the ear of the listener responds to the
average pitch played between the top and bottom tones sounded.
students feel this is correct?

Do music

Some folks do.

When a vibrato is sounded, the ear of the listener responds to any
note needed or subjectively selected by that listener from'the vibrato
range.

Thus a note may be picked in the interval to complete a musical

phrase or melody or to coincide with a note from another musical instrume
Do you consider this correct?

Some folks do.

A pertinent comment on this topic is made in an article by W. Dixon
Ward entitled "Musical Perception", p. 423 contained in "Foundations of
Modern Auditory Theory: Vol. 1, Jerry V. Tobias, ed. Academic Press, 1970.
The article states: "That is, although the judged pitch of a tone with
vibrato heard in isolation may turn out to be the same as that of a steady
tone at the mean frequency level, it is possible that an interval will be
acceptible if the varying tone merely includes the frequency that the
listener considers to be the correct one for a particular interval.
notion was expressed by Kock in 1936:

This

'Thus a note originally off pitch

may be made acceptable by imparting a frequency vibrato to it, provided
the intended pitch is included in the vibrato interval and provided the

vibrato interval is not too wide to be objectionable."
It is the purpose of this experiment to investigate how the ear
responds to the vibrato and report

ample results for a guideline.

The

test subjects were 14 physicists attending a Physics in the Arts Workshop
sponsored by the National Science Foundation at the University of S.C., the
,summer of 1974, in short, the subject matched the pitch of an audio oscillator to

the remembered pitch of a vibrato fro- agape recorder. The tope was prepared.
from the output of a voltage control o cillator.

Essentially, the sub-

jects attempted to match the pitch of a frequency modulated wave by
memory only.

If they were\to hear the tape vibrato along with the aidio

oscillator sound there would be a tendency to match beats at the upper or

22.2

lower frequencies rather than obtain a pitch perception.

A simple toggle

switch provided the means to listen to one or the other.
To prepare the tape, test parameters must be selected. Musicians
feel that vibrato rate, or the modulation frequency along with vibrato
depth (quarter tone, half tone) are mainly responsible for controlling
the warmth and emotion that their instruments produce.
In the South
Carolina tape, vibrato rates of 3, 5, and 8 Hz. were used with a depth of
from 35 to 91 cents. TWo otherparameters'included in the test were the
basic frequency and the type of modulating signal generated.

Sine and

triangular waves were selected, the latter so chosen that the rate of
frequency sweeping was the same in any differential frequency range. Most
of the tests ware run within 15% of middle A. High and low frequenciincreased subjeLt difficulty.

The upper and lower frequencies of the vibrato can be obtained by
connecting a frequency counter to an audio - oscillator. A Lissajous figure
is formed on an oscilloscope from the voltage controlled oscillator and -the
audio oscillator. When the Lissajous figure becomes
momentarily stationary
(and does not move in reverse), the frequency meter reads one of the
vibrato pitch extremes.

As a check, the frequency meter can read the output

of the VCO and integrate over a time span much greater than the vibrato
period.

Thus the average frequency is obtained.

With the 4 parameters precisely identified, the test was designed
to give a variety of combinations. Test I was a monotone to check if the
subject might be tone deaf.

It also served as a control to see how accurately a subject could match the correct answer, provided there was one
Test.

results indicate that although an individual might select a
pitch any where within the full depth of the vibrato range the entire group=

average was quite close to the average provided by the frequency meter.
The 9th and 12th test subjects
indicated by counting the dots from left
to right) have arrows indicating that they selected pitches outside the
vibrato range.
Perhaps there was a matching of chords. The last, 2 test
subjects were singers and seemed to come consistently close to the average.
Can you determine the group to which your ear responds? Some folks do

\\\O
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LOUDNESS LEVELS

From your beading in the text you will know that your ear does not
perceive the intensities of sounds in a linear way.

If the power to a loud-

speaker is doubled the sound yod perceive will not seem twice as4pud, instead

it will seem much less than twice as loud.. A graph of your sensations of
loudness plotted against the power to the loudspeaker would look somethinglike this

-

sensation
of
loudness

loudspeaker power

Because this graph is not a straight line we say,that the sensation of loudness
is a non-linear function of the

.sound power.

Sound levels are most frequently

measured in decibels (dB), an arbitrary scale based on thevlogarithm function;
which only crudely approximates the respOnse of the ear.

We convert other

physical measurements to the decibel scale as follows:
Acoustic

Electrical

L= 20 log p po

L 6 2O log v/vo

L . 10 log ,I /I0

.L = 10 log P/Po

In these equations L is the sound intensity level in,decibels and

1

p is the sound pressure in dynes/cm2
I

is the Sound intensity in watts/cm

2

v is' a voltage in, volts

P is a power in Watts

All those quantities with a subscript o are reference levels.

For acoustic

measurements the reference is usually the threshold of hearing.
I

for example, is usually 10

-16

watts/cm

2

Thei-efore,

Z..
lr

In audio electronics the measurement of sound levels are made electronically.
hearing.

There is no such natural reference point as the threshold of

In practice a variety of referenCe points' may be used.

For,example,

the amount of noise added by an amplifier to the musical signal might be

Noted as, "Stgnal to noise ratio . 80 dB."

This means that

80 = 20 log 111M1
,

40

v noise

0

i

a

23.2

Comparing this formula with the above table you can see that the average noise
voltage is taken as a reference.

The above statement says that the average

signal voltage is at 80 dB relative to the reference noise voltage.
Electronic readings of audio signal levels are made on a VD meter
(volume units).

On the next page you will find an accurate drawing of the

face of a typical

'Deter used in magnetic tape recording.

There are two

scales on this face the lower, smaller, scale reads voltage ao
of the optimum recording voltage'.

entage-

When the meter readS 100%

the signal

to noise ratio will be as large as it can be-without distortion due to excess
.

sive signal voltage.

The upper.scale reads decibels.

Notice that 0 dB on

the meter corresponds to the optimum recording 'voltage, 100%.

Therefore, you

know that the reference point for the VU meter decibel scale is a reference
voltage equal. to the optiNm recording voltage.

Let's check out the decibel scale of the VU meter by comparing it with
the voltage scale in %.
needle deflection.

Our basis for comparison will be the angle 0 of

Because of the mechanics of the meter movement itself,

the voltage scale is not,exac

linear with 0.

Use a protractor to measure

the angle of meter deflection from the 161 hand edge of the scale for relative
voltage readings given by the dots on the
80, 90 and 100%.

owes scale at 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,

The table of your readin s will be the function v(0)/ 0,

relative voltage as a function of angle.

Now use a piece of graph paper to

plot 20 log [v(0)/40] on the vertical axis agaihst 0 on the horizontal axis.
The curve that result/ from connecting the points should be the decibel curve.
Finally use your protractor to measure the angles for the indicated readings
of the decibel

scale -20,.-10, -7, -6, -_

-4, -3, -2, -1, -0.5, and 0 dB.

Compare these readings with the curve you have drawn.
Experiment:

To use the VU meter to demonstrate the inverse square law of

sound intensity.
Apparatus:

white noise
source

amplifier
speaker

microphone

Tapp Recorder
VU
meter
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According to theory the intensity of sound at the microphone obeys the relation
1

a r

-

so long as r is not small compared to the dimension of the speaker. Suppose that r
is dotled.. By how many decibels do you expec the VU-Meter to drop?

Test your answer expementally.

To get the most accurate reading set the

amplifier gain and tape recorder input level so that the VU meter reads 0 dB.
This is then the reference intensity.

Now dduble the distance between microphone

and speaker and again make a reading.

Questions:
1.

Why do we use a noise source rather than a pure tone for this measurement?
-What are the effects of surrounding objects, such as tables, walls, floor,

ceiling, on this experiment?

quipment:
Accurate drawings of Viilneter face

Protractor

White Sound Source (an FM radio tuned to A unused
Amplifier

channel will do)

4,

Speaker
Microphone
--,

VU Meter (a tape recorder with a vu meter w111 also provide the necessary
microphone preamp.)
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24.1

THE VIRTUAL PROFESSOR

One problem with demonstrations of transverse vibrations of springs
is the explanation of the phase r versal of a pulse that is reflected
from a fixed end mount of the spring.

Since the fixed end mount cannot

move,the usual explanation involves superimposing two waveforms of identical

shape but opposite poirity and propagation vector passing through the
fixed mount.

Since the sum of these two waveforms will be zero and

independent of time at the fixed mount we say this leaves the mount unmoved.

But what is the source of the wave with reversed polarity and propagation,,
vector?

A simple mathematical trick with Fourier analysis creates zones that
are familiar in crystal physics and other wave mechanical treatments.

If

we have a standing wave system we can divide the space wave. The zones will
then be identical as far as the characteristics of the wave motion
are
concerned. We can say one zone alone is necessary to.Aescribe totally
the
original whole space if we just duplicate th is zone to fill the space.
A one dimensional zone would thus be thoughtAf as having waves entering
from the left and a second set of woos entering from the right with
such an

amplitude and phase as to,,ealterat the boundaries of the
zones.

The

whole standing wave i /thus described in the zone by these two sets of

traveling waves,-//
In like minner to the zone we can envision the fixed wall mount of
the
spring as th
pulse moving to

undary of a zone in which we are found.

The traveling

the wall will be balanced by a pulse comtng from the

next zone (Virtually behind the wall) through the mount into our zone.

24.2

The pulse coming from the virtual zone will have opposite polarity
and propagation vector compared to the one created in our zone.

As an approach to seeing into th

zone behind. the wall we place

mirrors on the wall around the mount and the student sees the reflected
image behave just as a "Virtual Professor" would.

The symmetries are

not exactly correct, however, since,the pseudovector relationships of
reflection of transverse displacement do not give an opposite polarity
to the virtual pulse approaching the mount from the virtual
pulses appear to have the same polarity.

zone.

Both

The timing is obviously perfect

however, in that the real pulse and the virtual pulse arrive, at the'twall

mount simultaneously and proceed "through" the wall with a polarity reversal.
The impression of passing through the wall is overwhelming, however, and
emphasizes the_effect stressed by the Fourier analysis.

The possibility of using a cornerof mirrors was considered and a
cursory experiment/indicates that a very large mirror corner would be
required due to t1
reflection.

the virtua
)(.3.

,

restrictions of the angular view generated by the corner

Theoretically, the corner would give the proper polarity to
pulse.

24.3

Virtue Pulse

Pulse

Pulse and its image, the "virtual" pulse.

Practical Hint - It is best to use a "slinky" on the floor'- the
wave travels more slowly, and the polarity of pulse can.be seen:

2,

Reverberation Spring

Modern recording techniques leave as little as possible to chance.
As the orchestra or band plays individual microphones pick up the sound)

of each section or each instrument (tight mikeing) and send those signals
to individual tracks of a tape recorder.

In making a rock recording

there may be as many as 5 microphones and tape channels on tte drums alone.

Tape recorders with 16, 24, and 32 separate tracks are the industry
-standard for recording sessions.

These separate tracks are then studied

In detail, - electronically modified or perhaps individually redone before

they are mixed down to make the master tape.

Because of the tight mikeing

there is little reverberation or echo from the recording studio present
on the tape.

However, we are normally used to hearing music played in some

enclosure or another and music without:the normal reverberation of a room
typically sounds dry and lifeless.

This is partthularly true of romantic

works such as the symphonies of Beethoven.

Therefore, reverberation must

be added artificially.
The simplest and cheapest ,ray to introduce artificial reverberation

during mixing is to use a mechanical' delay line'or reverberation spring.
ti

Reverberation springs are used outside the mixing studio as' well.

They

are used in Moog .and Arp synthesizers to add realism to the electronic sound.

Inexpensive reverberation springs can be added to automobile radios to
pF6Vide a sense of depth to the
The reverberation spring provides a relatively realistic

latiorL
ti

of reverberation in tha t its output include_ 'everal well defined echos

followed by a jumble of sound with an Fxpe entiaTd'ecay.
spring Consists of a spring about 10
transducers at each end.

signal from an am

One of

The reverberation

long with electromechanical

transducers receives an electrical

i 'ler and converts the_signal into mechanical

vibrations

25.2

of the spring.

The mechanical vibration propagates down the spring

until it comes to the second (receiving) transducer where it
an electrical signal.

eperates
.

The vibration is also reflected ,-t-IMat end,

propagates' back upf the spring until it is reflected by the end- of the
spring where. it started.

The vibration then propagateS down the'spring

again to the receiving transducer where it createsia secon1 electrical
signal.

This reflection process continues until the energy losses due

to friction in the spring reduce the amplitude-of the vibration to zero.
Because the reverberation spring is supposed to simulate the effect of a
large room the time interval between echos is long, say 25-30 milliseconds.

But a vibrational pulse has only to go about 10 Cm (or 2O cm for a round
trip) to create the echos.

Therefore the speed of'sound on the

very slow - typically about 1/100th of the speed of sound in ai
vibrations of the spring itself may be of several kinds.

ing is
The'

They may be

compressional in which the coils of the spring ara alternately squeezed
.

together and separated.

They may be'frsnsverse in which the coils-of the

spring move perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the sound
wave.

Or, they may be torsional in which the sound waves-moviA by twisting

the spring.

To some extent all Of these three types of,vibrationS are

created on the spring, butione of them will be coupled most strongly to
he transducers and will be by far the predominant vibration.

Which of

the three types of vibration is predominant depends upon the particular

Spring and the type

f:transducer coupling.

One of the,practiCal difficulties with the reverberation spring is that
its frequency response is a) limited to something less than the entire Audio
.spectrum and

b) very ragged with many peaks and valley

This poor

response leads to a coloration of the sound passed by the spring,,hamely
the ,imposition of a tonality which is c4racferistic cif tF,pri ng itself

21.3

and not of the music being transmuted.

I .practice this problem, need

not be fatal because -NA) the reverb signal is usually mixed in rather
f:

small proportions with the original apdio signal and b) the normal effect
of a reverberant room is to color the sound somewhat.

Therefore, the

spring-reverb does not sound completely artificjaL

Experiment!
A.

This Experiment consists of several connected parts.

Determine the velocity of'soUnd on the spring by introduciTg

pulses And Ming an oscilloscope to measure the delay time foq the pulse
to propagate down the spring.

You will be,able to observe the first

arrival. of the pulse at the receiver as well as a number ofsubsequent
eches.

Determine the resonance frequencies of the spring.

It is the

strong resonances of the spring that lead to coloration of the sound.
Theor

of the resonances:
fie spring is fundamentally a one-dimensional system with fixed

boundaries.

Therefore, the resonant modes of vibration are

mode 1

L=

mode 2

L

mode 3

2

-2
f = 3

ETC,
where L is the length of the spring
A is the wavelength o

the mode

the frequency of the mode'

V is the-speed of sound on the spring.

25.4 '..

Notice that the resonances are equMly spaced in frequency.
common frequency difference' is (v/2L).

The

You will be able to identify

more than 30 resonances.
C.

Visually identify several -of the resonance-modes (or standing

waves) of "lowest frequency.

i.e. the particular modes shown in the

figure above.
D.

Listen 'to some music played through the reverb sprin

Procedure:
Part A.

Sound velocity.

.Set the square wave

g

e ator to produce two cycles per second.

The reverberation spring will be sensitive only to the changes of the
square wave which will appear as pulses.

Adjust the output level of the

square wave generator and-the oscillosCope so that the output of the

spring reverb cante seen on the oscilloscope screen.

Now-adjuk the

trigger setting so that the oscilloscope trace is initiated twice every
second.

Each successive pattern on the screen should appear identical.

Although the revrb spring is transmitting 2 pulses for each cycle of
the tquare wave, one positive the other negative, the oscilloscope sweep
is triggered only on one of these pulses for each cycle.
The pattern you should see looks like this

25.5

Using the calibration ofrthe Oscilloscope sweep measure the time
This is the time required for the pulse starting at the transmitting
transducOr to reach the receiving transducer.

Now Measure-t.,-This. is

the time for the first round trip and it should be twice as long as t
the time for the one-way trip.

Now measur

the-time for the second;-

round trip which should be equal to
Next measure, L, the length of the spring from the first coil- to

the list, neglecting the connecting thou at the ends -of the spring. -The
speed of sound on the spring is equal to

V= L/ti
You are now prepared to predict the common frequency differences
for the resonances of part B.

The common frequency difference is (4/2L

or-from the above formula ,this common diff6ence is (1/2t1).

Part B:

Resonances

1,/f vE

N

'c

do

g

doretoe/ViWZ

1

The level monitor, which may be an a.c. voltmeter or the second trace

of a dual trace oscilloscope, is useful if quanptative meaturements of the
/

height of the resonances.are wanted

With this monitor one can adAst the

oscillator output to be constant *dependent ()fits frequency.

Tune the oscillator around the region of 400 Hz wher(thde are
typically the strongest resonances.

AdJuSt the oscilloscd*pe input and

25.6

scope screen.

It is best to apply only a weak signal to the spring from

the oscillator and to amplify the spring output bY'using:the most

sensitive setting of the oscilloscope inOutiso long as the output-siinal'
ilsnot 'badly distorted by noise vibrations within theroom which are
picked Up by the Spring.

To reduce this noise it m4y

e helpful to place

-the rever4 spring unit4on a piece of rubber foam.
Now make a table of the resonance frequencies.

Tunesthe oscillator

frequency caref:Ily so that .the resonance peaks appear as large as possible

on the screen.

The resonances are very sharp and therefore, some time is

required for them to-develope
to tune slowly.

When searching for resonances you will have

Find the frequency differences between successive resonances

and compare these differences with the expected value calculated in part A.
The low frequency resonances;. at less than 100 Hz, are more difficult
to

excite than the higher ones.

They are brOader, not as strong, and often

are not quite in tune with the expected frequencies.

To observe these

resonances may require increased output from the sine wave generator.

C:

Observe some of the lowest frequency resonances by visually noting

he nodes and antinodes of vibration.

The lowest resonance has no nodes,

the second resonance has one node'etc,,as shown in a previous figure.

By observing these low resonances you will be able to determine the
type of vibration (compressional, transverse, or torsional) which is
predominant in your spring.

If your table of resonance frequencies is

complete down to the lowest, mode then the visual observation will provide

a base.from which you can assign the mode character of all the resonances
you have seen.
Part 0:

As you listen to music through the spring listen for the

coloration of the sound and fc% the decay time of the reverberation.

25.7
Equipment:
Part A:

Any square wave genera it capable of supplying 1 watt into ah

8 CI at -1-cycle per _second ",A

-wn- -trans cnner-or-an-,ampl-ifier
.

.

may be needed on this generator o

Part B and C:

A sine wave

OneratO

capdble of sUpOlying 1 watt into

an 8 f2 ioad,-15-500 Hz

A digital :frequency counter.
Optional:
Part 0:

Level monitor such as

C. voltmeter.

A loudspeaker and source of mu

Generally:

A spring reverb.

c, e.g.

These are nips

A radio.

conveniently bought a:s

reverberation units for rear speakers in 0 automobile under such brand
names as "Stereo verb"- or "Stereo magic."

of course, misleading.

he reference to "stereo " " -is,

The reverberation-d

introduce a sense of depth

into the sound as does stereophonic reproduce

n.

These units sell for

less than $15 and include a small power ampli f
additional arpplification after the spring is ne

With such a device no
ed

do require a power supply, 12 v @ 0.5 amp. typ.

However, these units

en selecting a reverberation

unit.the rule to follow is to buy the cheapest onEy.available.

models will likely have the most pronounced resona

Inexpensive,

Furthermore, some

reverberation units are made with two parallel swios, both of them driven
by and driving the same tansducers.

Such units may

are clearly unsuitable for this experiment.

ive better sound but

One is u likely to find dual

springs in the cheaper models of automobile reverbs.

Alternatively one can buy the reverberation spring with transducers mounted
on a simple frame with no arr1ifier from various electronic supply houses.
Eg. Olson Electronics, Akron, Ohio, May 1974 less than $1.00.
Oscilloscope:

Must have triggered calibrated sweep.

5m sec/cm

20 m sec/cm

t

50

Measured spring length 8.8 cm.
8.8
v =

2L-

3.52 m sec.

2t-

1

= 20 Hz

50

m sec
t2

Successive Resonances-stereo magic

Freq.(Hz)

Height

Af (Hz.)

18

small

18

36

0.03

7 June '74)

- fundamental no nodes
3rd Ilarmonic 2 nodes.

1

Broad

-18

53

0.08

4

72

1:0

5

91

1.2

6

110

1.8

7

129

1.8

8

129

2.8

9

169

2.8

10

189

(a4

08

3.0

17

2nd harmonic one node

19

19

resonances are broad.

19

resonances, are sharp.

-20
20
20
19
11

All

20
12

228

3.6

13

249

3.4

14

268

3.6

15

288

3.4

16

308

3.4

17

328

3.8

Sharp

21

19

20

20
20
2

330

20

1.8
18

18

448

3.8

368

2.0

Assigned to a non compressional mode

20
19

41,

3

371

1.00

20

388

4.0

21

408

X4.4

22

428

p4.6

23

447

1.8

449

1.8

17

20

Assigned to a non-compressional mode.

20
20

spilt

448 resonance not
ampl. dependent./

freq.

Height

Af
19

468

3.0

25

487

3.4

26

508

4.4

27

528

3.2

28

546

3.2

29

565

3.2

3Q_

585

2.6

31

605

3.2

19e
19
20
18
19

20

20

There is no particular reason to stop here

one can continue indefinitely.

THE AIR RESONANCE OF GUITARS AND VIOLINS
Object;

To identify the air resonance of a guitar or violin and'investi-

gate its contribution to the-sound quality of thg instrument.
Apparatus:

A guitar or violin, an opened beer or soda can (flip-top

Opening preferred), masking tape, .4._p4ano,or a device to
genera e-audi-b_e---=

tones of Measurable frequency (unnecessary if yotihave perfect pitch).
Procedure: -Probably everyone has blown across an empty
bottle and produced
s
a tong of definite Pitch (along with various amounts) f hissing sounds).
With a bit more difficulty, i.e., more hiss and less tone,
blowing across a
guitar-sound hole or one of the f-holes in a member of the violin
family

will produce a tone referred to as the air tone, air
resonance, or Helmholtz resonance of the instrument.

The latter designation

identifieSAtke physical origin of the tone:

the Helmholtz resonator is a

somewhat bulky, rigid container enclosing &n air cavity.
usually has only
the container.

onie

The container

opening which is small compared to the 'dimensions of

A tone is produced when the mass of air surrounded by the

small hole is forced to oscillate in and out over a small range.

The

volume of air trapped in thb container acts as a restoring spring
for the

oscillating air mas.

The pitch of the resonator is lowered if the area

of the hole is decreased (most people guess the opposite will occur)
or if
the volume is increased.

To observe these effects, blow across-the beer

can opening and note the change in pitch when: (1) the opening is partially
closed with your finger, and (2) the can is emptied from being partially
filled.
a

The can is more suitable than a bottle because its characteristics

more like a stringed instrument and it is easier to observe the effects

of reducing theiopening size.

Now take the stringed instrument and determine the frequency.of its
air resonance by matching it with a piano note or other means.

alter-

.

nate method of exciting the air resonance is tying directly into the
hole, sli4ng up and down the scale.

Both f-holes of thaiviol,in are active

although you need to blow across or sing into only one.

By use of the second

method, the instrumenteresponds strongly at the air resonance with reinrcement of the sound accompanied by vibration if-the

ood body.

Other

resonances, usually higher in frequency, with strong wood vibration, can
also be detected by the singing method.

Like the air resonance, the fre-

quency and strength of these "wood" resonances are important factors in
determining the quality of a stringed instrument.
In most violins the air resonance is in the range C to D. near the
A

open El string (260-300 Hz),A to B on the G string of a viola (220-250 Hz),

and A to B on the G string of a cello (110-125 Hz).

On a guitar its location

is less easy to predict;.some good guitars have the air resonance close to

'G on the lower E string (98.Hz).

Once the frequency of the air resonance

is identified you can observe the,changeS produced by'partiallyclosing
with masking tape the sound hole of th

guitar or one f-hole of the violin.

Be careful to use tape that won't remove the finish on the rood.
may be used in f-holes.

Cotton

With one4f-hole of a violin completely closed,

the air resonance moves down 3 or 4 semi-tones.

Play the-instruments

under these conditions and determine which notes are most affected by the
change.

To discover why the instruments have sound hOles at all, cover them

completely and play the instruments.
weaker on
exists.

The instruments will be noticeably

hose notes in the vicinity of the air resonance which no longer

By choosing the overall size of the instrument (volume) and the
area of the sound

le(s), the thstruMent "maker has determined the place-

ment of the air resonance.

If the sound hole of a guitar is too larg

the instrument will lack bass response; if too small,tt.will be bassfteavy.with poor'treble response.

One reason a cello is lamer than a

.violin is to help achieve pre per. placement of the air resonance.

How does plucking or bowing the strings excite this air resonance?

Recall thatyou could feel the vibration of thA wood when locating the
air resonance.

Sound produced at the hole caused vibration of the woodF.'

When the instrument is played, this process is reyeed:/ the vibratton_df
c

the wood causes sound to be generated at the hole.

The wood vibrates be-

cause the bridge transmits the string vibrations dir ctly to the wood.

One purpose of the soundpost in a violin is to properly place the
frequency of the air resonance.

Withbut-the soundpost, the instrument

winds quite miserable, partly because the air resonance Fs been siiifted
down scale about 4 semi-tone-S.

This lowering of the air resonance occurs

because the instrument is hardly an ideal Helmholtz resonator with absolutely rigid-walls.

The presence of the soundpost Stiffens the "container"

which brings the instrument closer Lo the rigid s'qate

presenting a stiffer

enclosedoir spring to the' oscillating air mass in the sound holes:

If a_

beer can were made of flexible rubber, it would have a Toler air resonance than the identical size conventional metal can.

Just as in an organ pipe or wind instrument, standing waves can occur
in the encloSed air of a stringed in'strument.

These "other" air resonances

are less important than the Helmholtz resonance, but current research may

reveal that knowledge of their relationships to the woOdresonances help
to identify a truly super-4)

instrument.
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Carleen M. Hutchins, Alvii
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Scientific American, November, 196'4.

Michael Brooks and Donald A. Thompson, "Guitar Acoustics,
Guitar Player, Vol. 8, No. 3, Varch, 1974.
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Carleen M. Hutchins, "A Note on.the Function of the
Soundpost,"'Catgut Acoustical Society Newsletter, No. 21,
p. 27, May, 1974.

THE RES NANCES OF SRO*
(also For
I.

'Knives, Small Wrenches, Hacksaw Blades, etc.)

Students may do tteir own experimeiting.by suspend ng

a spoon, by the handle, in the middy of a string.

Use thumbs- to

press the free ends of the string into both ears making sure that
no other parts of hands or face touches the string.

Now swing the

spoon against the table edge or chair and enjoy a new sort of

/

(stereophoni) high.
II.

The following apparatus will recreate much of the above

effect for large lecture demonstrations.

Cris
R

eco r

S wt

_kso

Plum
Yecu

pipe

El
c,
h

(--

Wrap the

inside of one end of a

1

1/4" OD- 90° sweat copper

plumbing el with soft t_pe so that the Dynamic Microphone fits snugly
inside with the front end of the microphone almost up to the bend.
.

-

The other end of the el will ',2e covered with a diaphram made from a

.piece of ordinary paper Secured with a pipe dealer.

The spoon is

suspended from a length of string not more than 3" long which is

inserted through a small hole pthched in the diaphram andiestrained,
s
''i
i,-

knot.

V

f

,I

The microphone goeskto preamp, power amp and loudspeakers.

A quad deOderat " ine)level may give an interesting stereo effect.
Th4 most critical element
necting spoon to diaphram.

thpsystem is the string,con-

Using soft twine is mechanically simple

but severely attenuates upper partials.

Note:

Since the harmonics

are presumably exponentially attenuated the ultimate loudness of
Yiupper partials should decrease approximately linearly with string
length.
the

Wire which swings from the diaphram without bending when

spoon swings (eg. #22,-;Copper wire) can be used but it must be

glued to the inside of the paper diaphram to avoid al intolerable
scratching noise.

The other end of the wire must be wrapped tightly

and several times around the spoon handle to avoid scraChingnoise
at that end.,

The advantage of wire is that more of the upper partials

are transpitted.
Caution:

Apparently the finer the wire the better this works.
.Because of the large amplifier gains

from preamp alone) thL system should not be jarred.

(

=

2000

Best to do the

demonstration in the middle of the lecture when people are not coming
in or going out.

Note on diaphram:

A stiff cardboard diaphram does not respond

well to high harmonics and produces a smaller signal.
ter.

Paper works bet-

Put the hole in the paper diaphram OFF center'.
Results:

objects.

Do not bang the spoon; tap it with various small

Try a metal screwdri er tip and the corner of a pine block.

Of the eating utensils the spoon gives the most interesting sounds.
Strike at different points on the perifery of the ladle.
edge of the handle and the bend at the throat.

Strike the

The principal resonance

should be diminished relattVe to upper partial% when the spoon is
-struck at the throat.

The principal resonance is strongest when

the spOron ls struck at either end.
tined-fork:

Interesting result, -on a three-

On the Dansk V large fork I.hear beats between normal

modes which apparently corre*nd to vibration of the two outer
tines.

On a four-tined fork there is quite a jangle in the region

f- -the tine resonances.

The tai xi ng of Colors

Notes

o instructor:

It is hi hly unlikely that You would have more tha
at your dispos 1

slide projectors

So it is assumed that you will- be set,ing up the

situations in this experiment while the students, each with
grating (or a hand held spectrometer) will

:fraction

serve and record their,

obServations.

It is Suggested that you do the experiment at least once ahead of
time so that yoU may see how to set up the projectors for optimum

illumination and so tht You may see if your prepared reflecting surfaces
actually give the desired xeSults.

NOte that the heat filters and bulbs vary from projaac to projector.
In several-sections of the experiment, it may be possible to switch which
.filter is used in which projector to give the best result.

Also make sure

your lamps are set to the same brightness.
Edmund card mounted diffraction gratings (catalog # P-30,282 for
40) are so inexpensive that you can give each student one.

These gratings

seem to give a brighter spectral image than the hand-held spectroscopes.
If you wish to make the experiment more quantitative, you may just prop a

meter stick against the screen where the spectra are to be viewed.

Science

-

Kit makes a hand-held. spectroscope with a'numerical scale inside it
(catalog # 16525) but the spectra are fainter.

Colored filters may be purchased from Welch already in cardboard slide
mounts,

stpu may choose to order the large sheets from Edmunds, however,

and make your own slides.

You get more that way and you can use strips of

the same color in the next title experiment on Spectra of Colored Lights.

It is easier to view the spectrum if you are looking at just a slit of
light.

A piece of cardboard with a slit about 3 mm wide can be

the slide projectorith each color filter.

The cardboard should be

sturdy and should be the same size as a standard slide.

sections A and B are

elf-exPlanatory.

If yoUr students have never

used a diffraction grating, you may wish to have them sketCh the spectrum

from awhite light source befdre beginning section A.
Section B has an optional section.

This was considered less impor

and was made optional out of time considerations.

SectiervC needs several cards to be prepared by you prior to the
day of tne,experiment.

The size of the cards end of the painted sectio s

depends largely on the intensity of your projector.
is to try it and see if it works.

/he main. suggestion

If not, ru4:1!....ansrecessary changes

(cut wider slits, move projector closer to screen, etc.)
You will need three or-four painted cards.

with the main suggestions give

Our results were best

Some alternate suggestions will be

made.

We used heavy cardboard about 3" x 12" and painted bands of color
one below another about 3/4" to 1" high with acrylic paint (alternate
suggestion - tempura paint.)

If you use acrylic, you will get a smoother

finish,if you dip your brush in water slightly before applying the paint.,

You will need to purChase at least 8 tubes of acrylic paint - red, yellow,
green, blue, cyan, (blue7green)

magenta (or red violet), two Other greens.

Card 1 will look like this:

leave

yeIIc3

Cyan
blue

Lo In cl-e

Carclboardi

Card 2 will ke the same my the color bands will be various shades
of green (all acrylic).

Use some shades straight from the tube then mix one

green with yellow and cyan and another with yellow & blue.(alternate
sugges tion - use various shades of yellow including orange, chartruse
and gold.)

Card 3 will have color bands of the same color but of different media.

Wessa
co .s

it bright yelicA as it is fairly easy to match.
are:

Some media to

6rtistseguality - watercolor, acrylic, tempora, oil; cheaper

quality - enamel,-spray'enamel, magic marker, paper, etc.

We got

good results for easy discrimination using spray enamel, magic marker
and acrylic.

You may wish to haveA fourth card with just a red and magenta, or
you may use Card 1 for the last section of the experiment.

The magenta

should be tested for the last section; it should look like a true red
when viewed through a yellow filter and like a true blue when viewed
through a cyan filter.

We found artists quality of tempora paint to

work well here - color Red Violet.
Section C also has two optional sections.

These were again madeoptional

partly because of time considerations and partly because discrimination of
'differences in the spectra is exceedingly difficult.

It is to be noted,

however, that these tdpics are particularly relevant to the art student,
so that if you think discrimination can be made and if you have time, it is
suggested that you include these optional ;fictions.

If you have time, you may wish to let your students mix their own
pigments to look at through a grating
The introductory question regarding how spectral analysis is used
to detect forgeries can be d;iscussed with the studehts thusly:

certain

pigments were not used to make cobalt blue until the 16th centtry.

If a

century shows that Cobalt blue was used, the painting 5 =s obviously a
forgery.

Suggested references (the first listing is the best for this experiment).
1.

Colour - Its Principles and their Ap 1ications by Frederick W. Clulow;
Publ. - Fountain Press, 46/47 Chancery Lane, London; 1972.

2.

Lightand_Color by Rainwater

Publ. - Golden Press, Western Publ. Co.;

paperback.
x

Lye_and Brain: _The Psychology

by Richard qregory; Publ.

-

McGraw Hill; paperback.
4.

Seeingand_the Lye by G. Hugh Begbie; Publ. - The Natural History
Press, Garden City, N. Y. - paperback.

5.

An_Introduction to Color by Ralph M. Evans; Publ. - John Wiley & Sons.

6.

Color- li=on; National Academy of Sciences- Washington, D.

1
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE SPECTRA OF COL

OBJECT:

UGH S AND OBJECTS.

To observe the light from different lig

ources

has been passed through colored filters, and light which has been reflected
from colored surfaces, to see that light of a given

Ovr" may arise in

a variety of different ways.

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Long filament clear tungsten light bulb, (such as is used in many display
cases).

Gaseous discharge tube and a means of exciting it
An uncoated flourescent
tube (from Edmund ) can be used here; it is a mercury source.
Diffraction gratings, one for each student; cheap Edmund

gratings will do.

'(These gratings may be more useful if part of a cheap spectrometer,
such as obtainable from"Scientific Kits:'

They may also be used with

homemade spectrometers constructed from rectangular breakfast cereal
boxes, like Wheaties, etc.)
Various colored filters.

Available from:

Rosco Laboratories, Inc.
Port Chester, N. Y. 10:73

Theatrical filters are cheaper than photographic filters, and just as
good for the purposes of this experiment.

Variously colored construction paper, especially of the lighter hues.
Samples of flat painted surfaCes,abrics, etc. are also useful.
Slide projector, or other means of producing strong uniform illumination on
a surface.
Perhaps the image of a frosted tungsten filament lamp can
be used here.

PROCEDURE:

Holding the diffraction grating directly in front of one eye, look
through it at the source of white light (a tungsten filament lamp bulb).

seen in the innermost bands (the "first order" spectrum; we shall ignore
the second and highet orders) includes violet to red (VIBGYOR)
proceeding
outward from'the central image.

The presence of these bands ff color

.indicates that the so-called-white light emitted by the bulb
is in fact a

mixture of light having all the various hues observed in the
band.

Care-

fully note that the band of colors contains no gaps; every hue is represented.
Such a spectrum is called a continuous spectrum.

Make a sketch of the

continuous spectrum observed, noting the approximate wavelength
(in
nanomete4rs,or in Angstrom units) for each major hue.

Now look through the diffraction grating at a gaseous discharge
(mercury, helium or other), noticing that the spectrum
now consists

discrete set of line spectra, and indicates that the light from
the
discharge tube, in contradistinction to that from the
tungsten lamp, consists
of only a few discrete hues.

The marked contrast between the two kinds

of spectrUm, continuous and discrete, is due to the differences
in details
of the physical processes invalved in light emission from
the two sources.

Note further that the observed color of the source
as seen without the
diffraction grating has no obvious connection with the
spectrum observed.
For example, though

the mercury light appears bluish to the unaided eye,

the diffraction grating shows it actually to contain
red, yellow, green
and violet lines in addition to lines of bluish hue.
Next let us obse

he spectrum of light transmitted through

gelatin filters of various colors.

To do this we send white light from

a tungsten filament light bulb through the filter, and inspect the
spectrum
of the light which survives the journey.

We make use of strips of red,

blue, and green filter material about one inch'wide wrapped
around a long
filament lamp.

By using the diffraction grading in the manner previously

described. all the ;nertr

ern

on,

,

that the light which comes through a filter of a given "color" is not all

of the same hue, and in fact it may contain little or no light of the
flue ascribed to the filter name.

That is to say, the light transmitted

by a filter is not morlochromatic, but a mixture of various hues
which

together produce the same sensation as would be produced by a monochromatic
'light of a certain hue.

The name given to this fictitious monochromatic

hue is the same as the name which is ascribed to the'filter
(as red, blue,
green, etc.)

Atxt, by following the same procedure as above, we observe the
light
transmitted from a tungsten filament source through sevral filters of
various shades of red (for example, dark red to orange).

A pencil sketch

should be made which indicates the region of transmission of each
filter,
and it should be carefully noted that the dif
erences in color of the
filters may be due to fairly subtle differences in the spectrum
of the
transmitted light.

Finally we want to observe the spectrum of white light scattered

or diffusely reflected from a colored surface.

The experimental problems

likely to be encountered here are too low intensity of the scattered
light
and specular reflection from the surface.

The first will make the spectrum

difficult to observe, and the second will give rise to an unwanted continu
ous background.

It is convenient for this experiment to use a series of

strips of construction paper of various hue' arranged in
a vertical array,
and illuminated by a strong vertical band of white light,, The
spectrum of
scattered light con then be observed in the way previously
described for the
filters.

A convenient source of light is a slide projector ; with a slotted plate
in the slide holder.

The vertical stripe of light should he narrower than

the samples illuminated

Another possible light source is the vertical

filament lamp of

p evious sections focussed on the samples with a

h

fresnel lens, or better with a cylindrical lens if one is available.
Intensity of illumination is likely to be a problem in any case, and it
is for this reason probably necessary to darken the room, or to observe
the spectrum through a "cereal box spectrometer".

Various other samples

can be used among which should be included certain flat paints, some

brightly colored fabrics ("day-glow"!) and paints, and also some natural
materials like leaves and flowers.

A sketch should be made of the spectra

obtained, and any peculiarities noted.

TAKE-HOME EXPERIMENT:

Obtain a diffraction grating and with it observe

the spectra of various lights encountered in everyday life.

Red and green

traffic signals, fivrescent lights, neon signs, sunlight, starlight, etc.,
are good subjects.

Cereal box spectrometer is a convenient aid for making

some of these observations.
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33.1

The Mixing of Colors

' Apparatus:

3 slide projectors (one set per class), colored filters,
colored cards, diffriction grating, good eyes.

Introduction:

Did you know' that a cOlor'TV transmits only red, green

and blue colors - yet you see-every color of the rainbow when you watch

Do yd ,now why a painting looks different in artificial light than
it does in sunlight?

Ansi_do you understand-what it means to use "spectral

analysis" to study whether an "or" painting is a modern forgery or not?
Let's look at some of the processes which will relate tq the above questions.

Two of the questions above relate to the mixing of colors.
use "spectral analysis (in a crude, but interesting, way)
mixing of colors.

We will

to study the

There are at least four ways to-mix colors.

The most

obvious way to the painter is to mix two pigments together to get a shade
he may-not be-able to buy.

One of the obvfOps ways to a physicist is to

mix 2 beams of light having different wavelengths to get a resultant color
which is-different from the two he mixed.

It is;falso possible to place

two different filters together in the path of a beam of white light and
get a color projected on a screen which is different fromeither color
filter.

And finally we can view colored objects by using non-white light.

In this experiment you will be able to mix colors in each of these four
ways.

Since each process is slightly different,- the theory for each process

will be presented in turn.

There is no numerical data to read, but you

must report your observations clearly for each section.

A suggestion on

how to do this report is given in the first section of the procedure.
is also suooested that VOU write fou r eummar.lac

It

33.2

you have made In that part of the experiment.

All of your ohservations will be made bylookinTthrough a diffraction
grating at a tilt of light projected on a screen.

You will be expected.--

to observe and record the spectrum that results each time, as well as to
answer any questions that are. presented.
A.

Mixing of "pure light"
Theory:

It has been found that all possible colors of the white light

spectrum can be matched by overlapping only 3 basic wavelengths (or
bands of wavelengths) - those being blue, green and red.

These are, ,.

in fact, the three colors used in your color TV to duplicate all other
colors.

Although the processes of color vision are-not yet clearly

understood, it does seem that your eye responds to the mixtures of

red, green and blue to producesensations-which duplicate all colors
you can normally see.

And, in fact, when these three colors are

projected together, one sees white light.

In this case, the white

light is not composed of all wavelengths of light, yet it gives the
same sensatibn to the eye as if all wavelengths were present.
When "pure light" is overlapped in the process, described above

and performed below, this it called the addition of colors and the
,three'colors red, green and blue are called the primary
pure light.

olors for

(This may be seen to be different from the primary colors

for pigment or paint.)
Procedure:
1.

Set up three slide projectors aimed so as to overlap on a screen.

Place a red filter viewed thropgh a narrow slit as a slide in one, a

2.

Add each two of the primary colors to get the secondary colors.

AS mentioned above, you will be viewing each section through a
diffraction grating ind recording the spectrum that you-observe.
It is good to- -align the two beams so that you can see each color

separately as well as see the overlap region.

It i5 suggested that

you record the right hand spectra in the following manner:

rad
Woe

This is based on a spectrum of white light which would look
approXimately like

Record each of the spectra in ajnanner_similar to that above.
Make note of any colors that are less intense than the others.

The

mixtures to view are:
a)
b)

c)

red and blue produce magenta
blue and green produce cyan
red and green produce yfilllOW

The three colors magenta, cyan and yellow are called the secondary
colors for light.
NOTE:

Keep the record of these spectra iiandy.

You may need

3.4

4.

Add all three primary colors to get white light.

Compare

this white te a white light source from a long filament incandescen
tube.

Theory:

What do you conclude from this comparison?

Often a colorswheel is used to represent what'you have just seen.

The three primary colors are shownsverlappinq to produce the,three
secondary colors.

Where the t ree colors all overlap, white light

is produced.

Ye %kW

aul

Any two colors opposite each other on this color wheel are_
complementary colors.

When two beams

light from complementary

rs overlap, white or rather whitish light is produced. This is easy to
.plain: for example, when yellow light and blue light are allowed to overlap,
the yellow is actually a band of red, yellow and green wavelengths as you saw
in part (3) abbve. If you add blue wavelengths to that, you have all wavelengths=, hence you perceive-white light.,However, the. relative proportions
may differ, just -as white sunlight, in candescent light and fluorescent
light differ.
Procedure:

Add each two of the complementary colors.
Record the spectra
observed in each case and record your subjective impressions.
(NOTE:
You may not get a perfect white because of the transmission
5.

band width of each color filter but the result should be convincingly
lighter than the two overlapping colors).
C.

Write a summary for this section as to how "pure light" mixes.

B.

MiX1O% of filters

Theory:

When a filter is placed in a beam of white light, it absorbs

some wavelengths and transmits others.

Thus a red filter transmits

red wavelengths and absorbs other wavelengths'from the white
light
spectrum.,

This process of absorbing some wavelengths is called,a-

subtrac,tive process.

When a filter of a secondary color is used,

it absdrbs in a small region of the spectrum and transmits
over a

range corresponding to at least two primary colors.

For example.

a yellow filter absorbs blue wavelengths (subtracts -blue wavelengths)
from white light and transmits red, yellow and grein.

When two filters are

placed together, each one subtracts a segment of the white light%pectrum
and
only that portion transmitted by both will be projected
onto a screen.
Procedure:
1.

Place two filters together so that light must pass through two

secondary colors.

Use another projector to compare the mixture of

secondary colors to those of the primaries.

ve 11

For example:

-+ mai
Spec rt2_
reel

Repeat for yellow and cyan compared to green.
and cyan compared to blue.

Repeat for magenta

Explain why'you are getting the coTors

that are produced on the screen.

Do this by explaining which

wavelengths are absorbed by each filter and, therefote, which
wavelengths are not absnrb pd hut .rd

nem4++,AA

2.
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Describe what you see when light is projected through each

pair of primary'filters.

Explain what you see in terms of

absorbed and transmitted light for each pair of filters.
3.

Optional:

You may wish to look at combinations of secondaries

with appropriate primaries:

e.gi'4 a green filter alone gives the

same color on the screen as.a green and cyan pl'aced together.

you explain why this is so?
similar effect.
C.

Can

Try it with other filters for a

Rey3rd your results and explain what is happening.

ix...tag of pigment--

Theorem:'

The way inmhich we view an opaque object is similar to the

way we see a filter:
not absorbed.
reflected.

we see the wavelengths of light which are

The wavelengths not absorbed are, in this case,

Again this is a subtractive.process since we see only

what is not subtracted (or absorbed) by the opaque object.
Consider the pigment used in bright Yellow paint:,

the paint appears

yellow because it is reflecting red, yellow and green wavelengths
of light to our eyes.

Therefore it is absorbing the blue wavelengths.
If we mix this yellow paint with a cyan paint (which reflects
blue and
green but absorbs red and yellow) all wavelengths are absorbed by
one pigment or the other except for green so green is the color
we
see r flected.
If, instead of cyan (which is greenish-blue) we use
other shades of blue to mix with yellow, me vatly the shade of
green
we obtain.
(You may wish to try this). Simil;r results are obtained
by mixing other pigments. To predict what the resulting
mixture will
be, keep in mind which'wavelengths are absorbed by each of the pigments
you are using to- mix.

33.7

each of the colors on theeard and also you have some white

`adress the-top as refereke;
this what you would expe9t?

Record the spectra-you see.

Is

Compdre these spectra to those of

the light transmitted through the colored-filters.

What do-Ypu

-cenclude?

2.

Set up card-2 and repeat your observations and method of

,recording.

These colors may be harder to discriminate as they

are shades of one or twd colors.

There are differences, however,

and that is why the colors look slightl

different - they are

reflecting slightly different wavelengths of light.
colors you see with the naked eye to

Com are the

he spectra you obtain.

Are

the spectra what you would expect?
3.

Set up card 3 and repeat the above procedure.

These colors

are all the same (or as close as was possible), but they are/Made
from different media (i.e.,) watercolor, oil, enamel, etc.

instructor will tell you what each is.
differences?
4.

0 tional-:

Can you discrimiea

Your
any

Show the spectra and discuss what you see.
You mar-wish to repeat the above procedure with card

1 with different light sources (i.e., fluorescent, incandescent,
ultraviolet, sunlight, candlelight, etc.)
discuss what vou see.

Show the spectra and

D.

Viewing colored

Theory:

ment through colored light

When white light is projected through a filter. the filter

absorbs some of the wavelengths.
_

If the transmitted light ig

-----

allowed to fall on a different color pigment, still more of

the wavelengths will be absorbed and only a few will be reflected
back to the eye.

This is similar to what happens when an artist

puts a glaze over a painting'.

f you view-a picture in non-

-1a-1-so-similar to what happens

light.

You-should be able to predict what Will happen with different
colors.

Let's do one example:

a card.

It is red because it reflts only-t

it absorbs all others.

suppose we have red pigment on
red wavelengths;

What would happen if it was now illuminated

by cyan light (i.e., white light which has been passed through a
cyan filter?)

Since cyan light has only wavelengths in the blue and

green region of the spectrum and since these are absorbed by red
pigment, there should be no reflected; light and the pigment should
appear black.
Procedure:
1.

Try the above example and see what happens.

Look just with the

naked eye, then view though a diffraction grating.

Record any

spectrum you see.
2.

If you project yellov light onto a magenta pigment, you should

see a red color reflecting off.

Explain why the color you see should

be red, then 'set it up and see.

Record the spectrum and discuss your

observations.
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set it'up and see.

Again recor+the pectrum and discuss your

observations.
2

34.
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Auendix_te_the Color MixingEx2ttlmed(:
The Intersection-Union thsouoLColor Mixing
Students familiar with the 'new'math" eoncept'of set theory (union
and intersection) should be able to underStand color mixing i_ the following
way.

We start with the three basic optical colors: blue, red, and green.

Denoting them by the letters

B, R, and

respectively, we will symbolize

what is Commonly called-"color addition" by the union sign -u, Therefore
B u R
yell

is called magenta,
V-

B u G

is called cyan and

B u R u G Is our universal set

U

R u G

istcalled

which is, called white.

As

found by experimentation, color union is effected by superimposing

directly these spectra responses Oy direct light).

The 'Pointillism"

phenomenon (and the color T.V. tube) creates the'same effect by jux-.7

reposing these colors in small dots.

"Color subtraction" whicic is observed

by multiple filters, pigment mixture, etc.
section.

corresponds to set inter-

Color wheel phenomena are then explained in terms of the laws of

theory using the rules that BnG=-BAR-RnG=
set) which we call black.

( heepty

This means that when multiple filters of red

and. blue are combined, no light is visible since their spectral distributions
are d4sjaint.

For example, let us see what happens when yellow and cyan

pigments are mixed.

We obtain the formula:

C)

n

(B u C)

(R n B) u a

(byadistributive law of set theory) = q)LJG-G so that green results.
Note that union of white always gives white (since it'is our universe) and
intersection of white with-another color uives that Same 0_010T- her -k_

34.2

Ru(BuG) a R U B uG.=,17

(white)

e

R n (BIJ G) = (R n B) u (R n

bladk).

All other phenomona we observed have similiar set theoretic interpretations.
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The Camera & The ProjeCtor

investigate some of the image forming preperties, of_a thin
converging lens.
Appar tus:

a simple camera, optical bench with light source, holders, etc.,
two lenses:

one long and one short focal lengthy

3-

mm sitdes

as objects.

Introductory exercise;

Set up an adjustable focus camera having a simple

lens, a shutter that can be held open and a translucent
screen

at the rear where the film would normally go.

Look at some

objects out the window and see how the lens works to make an
image on the translucent screen.

Note that to view objects at

different distances yo0,must adjust the length of the
camera box to
get a sharp focus on the screen (or film).

If you have a 35 mm

camera or a good Polaroid camera, adjust the focus on it and again
notice how the focus adjustment causes, the length of the box (the
distance between the lens system and the film) to be changed.
Take a 35 mmhslide and project its image onto
a large screen

using a projector: Notice again how you focus the image

-; you

adjust the, distance between the lens system and the slide.

Both of these optical devices rely on lenses in order
to
form images.

They are, in fact, "opposite" instruments:

one

takes an object from far away and focuses a small image onto
film; the other takes an object nearby (the slide) and
focuses

a large image onto a screen fairly far away.
Let us disgress briefly and look at the theory of _how
)enses
nwneleo

+Flom

,A411
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Theory ,

A converginglens is one which 4140ticker at the center than
at the edge and converges incident parallel rays to a. real
focus on the opposite side of' the lens from the object.

A

diverging lens is thinner at the center than at to edge and
diverges the light from a virtual focus on the same side of
the lens as the object.

If parallel light rays (such as those from the sun or
those which have reflected off of a far away object) are allowed
to pass through a converging lens, the rays are refracted and will
meet at a point.

This point is called the focal

oint, F.

The

distance from the center of the lens to the focal point is called
the focal length, f, or focal distance

Fig.

The

1

rinci al axis of a lens is a line drawn through the

center of the lens perpendicular to the face of the lens.
The light rays are reversible,

If a point source of

it

is placed at the focal point of a lens, the rays refract in the lens
and travel as parallel rays never forming a focus

They are said

to form a focus at infinity.

We view things near to us by the light which reflects off
of objects and this light is rarely parallel.
he 141n on 1 4,,k+

It is still possible

35.3

To find where the image is located, we can draw a
ray diagram.

The object has many light, rays reflecting off

6f it, some of which pass through the lens to create the image.

We can not predict the path of all of these rays, but two of
them we do know about.

There will be one ray parallel to the

principal axis and it will pass through the focal point just
as the parallel rays from the sun passed through the focal point.
Then there is one ray that goes through the center of the lens.
It is essentially undeviated.

Where these two rays intersect is

also where all the other deflected rays will intersect and a
focused image will be formed.

Another way to find the image position is to make use of
the equation:
+

OD

1

ID

where f is the focal length, OD is the object distance and ID
is the image

nce, all of which were defined above.

experiment all

these values will be positive.

In this

Procedure:
1.

Take a lens of short focal length (5cm-10cm) for a study of
simple lens phenomena.

If you don't know the focal length of

35.4

the focal length,

(This corresponds to Fig.

Try this

by holding the lens in one hand and the screen in the other,
but for accurate measurements support them on an opticD1 bench.
win dow

Record the value of f.

tani6oard screen_.

Fi'

2.

Make some observations regarding object position,

image position

and image size by using the lens iou used above and setting up
the optical bench like this:

a)

Place the illuminated object at a distance greater than 2

times the focal length from the lens (OD > 2f).

With the

cardboard screen on the other side of the lens, find the image.
Is ID
1)

less than f

2.)

between f and

3)

equal to ?f

4)

greater than 2f

(ID <
JD

(ID

2f)
(

an x opp(6ito ihe corrwt v

i,')
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b)

Repeat the above observations for these values of OD

and report your obserations.
OD

D

size of ima e

OD > 2f

1.

00 - 2f
OD

f but OD

2f

(f < OD- 2f)

Can you see a pattern to what is happening?
through it again until you do.

If not, run

Describe this pattern.

Cameras The/simplest of small cameras use a single convergent
lens SliMilar to the one you have been using.

A more complex

camera uses several adjacent lenses to reduce certain undesirable
effects found with a simple lens.

For our purposes, we can make

a replica of a camera with just the single convergent
lens you
have beetkusing.

A camera takes light rays from an object that

fairly

far away and focuses this light through a lens
system onto
film which is close to the lens.

A good camera has some slight

adjustment to where the film will be placed relative
to the lens.
Illumi-ate'aniobject on one end of your optical bench (say

6070 cm).- Calculate what the image distance, ID, should he by
using the lens equation and your values of OD and f.
the image on the screen and, measure ID.

Calculate the %-difference

between your calculated value and your measured value.
for at

least

'1

(i-,ff rcpt.

4-44

4--

Then find

Do this

J

to keep out stray. light, a shutter to let: light through

the lens for only part of a second and film at the same
position as the screen, you would be able to take pictures.
Some of you may have an Instamatic or a similar camera
which does not have.an adjustabl-,-, focus on it (i.e., no way

to vary the image distance.)

Let's see how this type of

camera works.
b)

Repeat the procedure i

above at least, 3 times only

now use objects that.are at least 3 meters from your lens.
You may need to illuminate the object and turn out the room
lights to see a good image.

measure the object distance.

Use a metric tape measure to

Calculate what ID should be by

using the lens equation and your values of OD and f.
the image on the screen and measure ID.

Then find

Calculate the /difference

between your calculated value and your measured value.

Compare the three ID's to each other and to the focal
length of your lens.

What similarities do you see?

how a box camera like the Instamatic works?
4.

Erpalgs -

Do you see

Explain.

In its simplest form, a projector is another single

lull, optical instrument.

The illuminated object (say, a 35 mm

slide) is placed close to the focal point of the lens (upside
down 56 that the image is seen right-side-up.)
)-

Place your optical bench several meters from a projection

screen.

Record the image distance ID that you will use

measured from the screen to your lens on the optical bench.
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and calculate the %- difference between your calculated value

and your measured value.

Do this for at least 3 different

image distances.

If a projector is normally used a long distance from
a screen, a lens with-a long focal length must be used to
prevent the image from being too large and dim.

Most projectors use several adjacent lenses to reduce
certain problems found with only a single lens, but the effect
is the same.

Also most projectors use a lens system called a condenser
to focus the light source so that the light rays are
nearly parallel
(actually focussing at the center of the projection lens)
when they pass through the slide.
(Remember that this is the
inverse of Fig. 1 -.the light source is put at the focal point

of the lens and the rays refract in the lens so that they
leave
parallel to the principal axis.)
point source of light.

Most projectors have a good

Your source is an extended source:so it is

hard to put it right at the focal point, but approximately at the
focal point will allow an optimum of light intensity on the slide.
b)

Use your short focal length lens as a condenser and find a

lens with a longer focal length to use as a projecting lens.
the light source at the focal point of the condenser lens.

Plac

Place

the slide to be illuminated (upside-down) just in front of the
condenser as shown below.

Place the new long focal length lens,

f', in front of the object so that the object is just outside the
focal length, f'.

Adjust the projecting lens until an image is

found on the large screen.

35.8

This time assume a fixed image distance and use the lens
equation to calculate what your object distance should be.
Compare your calculated value to your measured value by
computing the %-difference.
Practical note:

35 mw slide trays can replace the optical

bench,-and suitable lenses and screens placed in 35 mm cardboard mounts, which can then be placed at the correct distance
in the tray.

Such an arrangement has the advantage. that it

can easily; be held up to look through - as a telescope.
Edmund company, sells a complete-kit of this nature.

The
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The Camera & the Projector

Notes to instructor:

For the simple camera to show at the beginning of the lab, an
old fashioned bellows camera is perfect.

Try to pick up, say, a Speed

Graphic at a surplus house even if you have to put your
own lens in it.
You can purchase a "Simple Experimental Camera" from Welch for $17.50

(catalog # 37440 or make a comparable one.
It is suggested that you use regular 35 mpi slides
as objects rather
than arrows, etc.

The slides can be of "fun" scenes that you have taken

around campus or scenic slides from the Grand Canyon, etc.
You may wish to require ray diagrams to go along with the
observations
or calculations.

You may wish to include what happens when an object is
placed at the
focal plane and within the focal

point.

You may wish to acquaint the students with a pinhole
camera, perhaps
having them taken some pictures with it by time exposure.

Mirrors and Symmetry

Introduction.

The following set of four experiments are intended

to demonstrate the properties of reflections and other symmetries.

Appli

to two-dimensional patterns (friezes, border designs, mosaics, wall
wall paper
patterns, etc.) are emphasized.

The experiments could complement lectures

on various physical instances of symmetry and parity (e.g.
and elementary particle theory).

Experiment I is geometric in nature and

its concepts are used in what follows.
essentially independent.

crystallography

The other three experiments are

Some mathematical concepts (groups, vectors) may

not be familiar to the student and are included in a separate appendix.
Finally, a short but useful and interesting bibliography is given.

Suggested

exercises are lettered in each part.

Isometries.

E-git.
t

plate

One thin semireflecting surface (a 4" g 4"

glass

will do) supported by two small stands to keep it vertical (small piece

of wood with a 1/2" x 1 mm. groove cut in each can be placed on the bottom of
the two vertical edges of each plate).

Discussion.

1.

Protractor.

Thin cardboard.

An 1.,scIpityy (or rigid motion) of the plane is.a mappiag

'transformation which assigns to every point
(called its image).

Compass.

the plane a unique point

An isometry preserves distance so that the distance measu:

between any pair of points is the same ns rhp

36

(a)

Show by examples using a compass (which can be used as in high-

school geometry to draw equal distances) that when the images
of two didtinct points

and

P

Q

R'

and

lies on the line joining

and that

(b)

Q

R'

of any other point

If another point

S

P' and Q'

of an isometry are given, this uniquely

determines the image
Q

1.2

R

on the line joining
P'

and

P

Q'.

does not lie on the line joining

and

P

show that there are precisely two possibilities for the image

S'

We will see that there are (many) isometries which
can take a given point
P

to some other given poi
if an

(c)

the image

Q'

isometry takes

P

of another point

Q

preserving property

P

(Hint:

Use your compass and the distance

isometries to answer the above three questions)

Show that
a line)

what are the possibilities for

know the image of three distinct points (not on

Q, and R

then we know the image of any other point.
This shows that an isometry is determined
once we know what it does to
(the three vertices of) a triangle. By laws of Euclidean
congruence we may
consider isometries as the sliding or flipping
over and sliding of a
triangle.

Thus the image

of a triangle with vertices

A, B, C

is a congruent triangle (one which

may be superimposed with the original,; triangle either flipped
over or unflipped).

Cut a small triangle out of this cardboard and label one side
vertices

A,

the other side

and C
0.

in clockwise order.

and its

Turn the triangle over and label

Label the vertices on this side the same as you did
on

the other side (so that
2.

D

A, B. C

will now read counterclockwise).

An example of an isometry is a reflection (through a line

reflection through

L

can be realized by mapping each point

L).

through

A
1

36

The distance

d (along

L') from

P

to the intersection of

is the same as the distance from that intersection to

L

and

1.3

L'

P':

d

L'

What is the imp

a point on

L?

A reflection through L can be performed by placing a thin vertical semireflecting (glass) surfa
-f the ref

rig'iolane.

along I_ It should be thin to decrease the ambiguity
Look at the glass on the same side of a point

until you can see tlIle reflected image of

the glass and put the image
you see the reflected

imLig

P

P

in the glass.

on the other side of

of

in the glass.

L

P

Then look through
at the point where

In fact the image of any

pattern you can see reflected in the glass :-ay be transferred
by the same
method,
(b)

Reflect your no

(Note:

The vertical

geometric tool an general.

1 r ugh
is a useful
N rmais to curves through a point

P

may be

found by adjusting the glass so that the reflection cif a small
portion of the
curve on one side of
the other side of

por

Then the normal through

along an edge of the giass,
Find the limay,
L

by the method ot. it ti

reflect

,)

posed on a small portion of the curve on

an

two poLULS

at

P

and

P

can be drawn by tracing

can then be drat

when reflected through

measuring distances verify that

36

What is the inverse of a reflection through
Draw two parallel lines
they both make right angl es
and

L'

L?

They will be parallel if

tth a third line

L".

The distance between

Take a point

L".

Then find the image

L.

P

and find its image

P"

when

F'

P'

reflected

is reflected through

Perform the above composition crf reflections with another
point

side of

from

L

P.

DraW the line segments

FP"

What angles d( those segments make with
FYI

How does the direct ln from
with the direction from

L

to

This type of

QQ".

L?

and

Q

to Q") compare

OM

and

IV"

compare with the vector

QQ".

(rho composite of two reflections through parallel

lines) is called a

q1

n and, as you may conclude from question (d)

above is character Hed by traniormiag each point by a fixed vector
Trace your triangte
through

L

of the tr aa

and then
.P

1

to

,

nlcrvs d to

first reflecting

it

th

clockwise d Lt ecf

LT

t

v.

two images obtained by reflecting
through

L'.

t ro it

imdge.

laLiou

3.

on the other

L'.

How dues the vector

(d)

and

Q

to L'?

L

:Compare the three distances

(c)

from

L

is then defined as the distance between their respective inter

sections with
through

and

L

1.4

Describe directly how the image

--mstructed above with the one you get by

and then Lhrough
1

L.

auglos are measured in a counter
and

intersect at a point

O.

Measure the angle

new points
first in

P
L

and

Q

from

e

L

to

and then(Oleir images) in

same with distances

0Q

and

Measure the angle
3)

00".

L

OQ

Take two

and as in part 2 reflect them

obtaining

P'

and the distance

Measure the angle

between

0"

L'

OP

36

r pr

on opposite sides of

Measure the distance of line segment

OP".

,L'

0'

d

Q".

OP".

Do the

between

OP

and

and

Compare the four distances you measured and the three angles.
Compare the distance

(b)

PQ

A rotation about a point
which preserves distances to

maps each point around
in (a) and

0

0

ply

with the distance
through an angle

0 (i.e.

0

is the mapping

a

is fixed by the isometry) and which

an angular distance of

If you were accurate

a.

above you should be able to conclude that rotations are

isometrics and are given by the composite of two reflections through inter
secting lines.

What is the inverse of a rotation about

0

through an angle

What is the composite of two rotations both about

(d)

angles

tl

through

respectively .

Two lines in the pl_ne can either coincide, be parallel, or intersect
a point).

By the a},(

two parts we may now conclude that the composite

of two reflection; is there f ore either the

identity, a translation, or a,

rotation (respectively).
4.

Take your triangle

on the paper.
trace

ABC

in

respectively.

and trace it labeling the three vertices

Slide (without flipping) the triangle to a new position and
new position taf Dling thos- verrl,-.s
I.e know chat

the vertical glass ncicl

AA' (or on the

ABC

(nt.

betwe =n

mo

on de
and

A'

BY

and C'

a unique isometry.
A'

Place

peri( dicular to the line
done accurately the glass

1.5
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Now do the same procedure reflecting

into

13

1

identical reflect through line
a)

(If they are already

-Bv.

.)

Describe what has now happened to vertex

(b)

1.6

Al?

To ve

Using parts 2 and 3 and (a) above explain why the result of sliding

a triangle is either a translation or a rotation.
Starting with triangle

5.

the vertices

f its image

NBC

Al,

reflect it in sot e linellabeling

and C1
-1

-iangle

A

in some other

1 "1

Do this a few more times.
A,B,C

appropriately..
appropriately

labeling this new image

_

A25 7C2.

Record for each image whether the vertices

go around clockwise or counterclockwise.

2 that the images are all congruent to

ABC.

clockwise we say the irrtage has the sam-

the vertices go around cc

Now

tercl

We know from parts 1 and

.1f the vertices go around

rientation as

ABC.

foe and the imago has

Otherwise

osite orienta-

Lion.
),

Describe the DIA

the isometry composed

c

i

A B C

in terms of whe

the Bove

sliding ABC (keeping its
then sliding.
(0 In general who

Elections could have been performed by
fliDpir-, ABC (tO its 0 side)

and

is the c2cise aftec an odd number of reflections?

even number of to
An 'i 'utnetry is

it p--

It is opposite IL
(c)

Which

or

the Lri an

Lho

Now
1- -Is 4_

rves the orientation of a triangle.

ftfons re direct and which opp, ite?

on rho
lab

let

os Orioutation.

1

i

1

it

1

i

t

i1`' -11:

side and slide

to 'its
(1'

to a new

Perform the same

361.7

Does vertex

coincid

with

A'?

Does vertex

C2
C
2

with vertex

C'?

.Reflect
2

,correctly,
(e)

coincide

AA3B3C3

A

in line

2

2-13_

obtaining A B

3 3-3.

If you did this

should be identical with A'B'C'.

Why can it be said that any isometry in the plane can be realized

as the composition of zero, one, two, or three reflections?

Which of these

are direct and which opposite?

The isometry which needs no reflections is of course the identity

while those which need one are the

opposites.

What do we call the isometries which need two reflections?
The isometries which need three reflections can also be performed by
ranslation along a vector
to

v.

v followed by a reflection in a line parallel

These isometries are called glide reflections.

For example, on a

typewritten line, the letter "b" can be taken into the
letter Up!,

he right

of it by a horizontal glide reflection.
In conclusion we have shown that there are four types of isometries
(in addition to the identity):

two direct (rotations and translations)and

two opposite (reflections and glide reflections).
and each has a unique inverse.

Isometries may be composed

They form a EIT12 (see the appendix).
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II.

Reflections in Space.

Equipment.

A mirror (as large as possible). Two- hinged mirror- (1'

connected_. back to back by a cloth' backed tape so that they may be-.opened from

0* to 180°).

Protractor.

Transparencies (e.g

for an overhead projector).

DiscusSion. Isometries in space are also (spatial) distance preserving
mappings.

Reflections through a plane (mirror) are a particular example.
Look into a mirror.

1.

Wink your left eye, etc.

Describe as best you can what you are seeing.
to something on a piece of paper and reflect what you have written.
Describe this image.
and dcL

Does the mirror reverse the directions up

right and left?

Tilt your head No to one side still looking into the mirror.
(c)

Would you now say the mirror reverses up and down? right and le

Write something on the transparency.

Hold the transparency in front of

you and compare the view that you have of it (through the transparency) with
the mirror image which you see.
(d)

Describe again what di -tions are reversed.

Assume the mirror is against the north wall of the room.

walls east, south, and west appropriately.
your image points.
S, and W).
(e)

Label the other

Point up and observe which way

Do the same for the five other directions (down, N, E,

Point in other directions such as NE.

Record how the mirror changes each of these directions.
What are the apparent coordinates of the image of a point

with coordinates

(

y,z)

where

Y

is the distance into the room from the

north wall (so that negative values correspond to points beyond the wall),

mirrors
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Write the word "Physics" on a piece of paper.

Reflect it in the

mirror.

Now take the piece of paper and tape it to the-mirror so you
can see the word.
(g)

Record the difference between the reflected IJord And the taped word.

Note that when you taped

the paper onto the mirror you had to turn

the paper around in order'to see the word.

How did you turn the sheet?

How else could you have turned the sheet to make the other side visible?
(h)

Why is it more natural to think of half-turn rotations in space

made through a vertical axis rather than some other axis (like a merry -go -round
instead of a ferris wheel for example) so that top and bottom remain in
the same position but front-back and left-right relationships are reversed?
Think about. the phenomenon of apparent left-right reversal in a

mirror by the psychological preference for comparing a mirror image with
the result of "walking through the mirror" and doing an about face.
(i)

How would you describe mirror reversals when compared with

walking through the mirror and turning around by doing a headstand.
It is fair to conclude that what mirrors in fact "reverse" are
directions perpendicular to the plane of the mirror,

so that they reverse

-front-back but they reverse neither top- bottom nor left-right relationships.
2.

Make a triangle and label its vertices.

there is no problem

Note that in space

in "flipping" a triangle since we a

restricted to

a plane (where we would need to take the triangle out of the plane
turn it over).

It is appropriate to imagine the triangle as having no

thickness so that labels on the vertices should be visible on both "

des"

of the triangle.
(a)

Can the triangle he superimposed in space with its mirror image?

Now make two tetrahedra which may be superimposed by cutting out two
congruent scalene triangles (with the same orientation) and folding up

taping

a

to

a', b

to

and

c.

to

llowing,picture:

Label the four vertices of one and label the vertices of the other
in
the same way so that the tetrahedra can be superimposed. Reflect
one
tetrahedron in the mirror.

(You may not be able to see all four vertex

labels but you can see three and know
what the fourth label must be.)
t
(b)

Can one tetrahedron be superimposed on the mirror image of

the other?

Take apart one of the tetrahedra and reconnect the same edges of
the triangle but fold in the other direction (i.e. down or start with
the
triangles oppositely oriented before folding up their respective sides).
(c)

Now can one tetrahedron be superimposed on the mirror image of

the other?

Two shapes in space are termed congruent if one can be superimposed
on the other or on the other's reflected image.

In the former case

(as in the plane) they are said to have the same orientation or REIIILL
in the latter case, apposite orientation.

This distinction is very

important in the theory of particle physics.
readable account of physical parity;
_

[9)

and

Reference [7] is a very

is rather more technical.

Similar

distinctions make it hard to put a left-handed glove on your right hand
(unless you turn-it inside out) while the notion of a right-handed monkey
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(d)

Make up and perform your own experiments with parity.

For

example, Students with a musicsl background can imagine reflecting
-the
keyboard of a piano in the mirror.
of a reflected

C.major chord look like

what chord does it'look

when you play those notes,
as. in the dUifirenbelow).

ike the hand in the reflection is piaying

these questions for
5th chords.

When this is done what do the notes

Answer

7th and minor 7th, diminished 7th, and augmented

Note that if, for example, one

a

or chord is reflected to

a minor chord then every major chord is reflected to a minor chord.

You

should be able to understand why this is true from Experiment
I above,
since any major chord can be viewed as a translation of another.

Reflection -Plane
3.

Place the hinged mirror on the table with the hinge vertical

and observe what happens to the multiple images of your face as you

increase and decrease the angle between the mirrors.

For example, wink

your left eye and observe where that eye appears on each image.

Using

your protractor make a 90' angle between the mirrors. You should now
be able to see your image in the combined mirrors with the hinge
vertically
bisecting your face.
(a)

What directions are now reversed?

opposite parity as yourself?

Is your image of the same or

Using the ideas in Experiment I explain the

space isometry which transforms you to your image.
Now measure an angle of 60° between the mirrors.

2.5

(b)

What do you observe?

Place some ob
(c)

cts randomly on the fable between the mirrors.

Describee how to make a kaleidoscope.

reflected in images which

to circle mound the hinge describe which

rages are direct and which are opposite.
the

As you see the objects

What motion in the plane of

table have produced each of the images you see?
Anchor one of the mirrors and place a (rectangular)
sheet of paper

along (or 'draw h perpendicular line

the side of that edge.

From the

top, the set up should look like the following:

Rotating the other mirror, observe the images of the
sheet (actually you
/only need to observe one edge of the sheet perpendicular
to the mirror).
(d)

Describe how to make an angle of 60' using the hinged
mirrors

(without the protractor).
)

How is an angle of 450 obtained?

Check your answers with

a

protractor.
(f)

What other angles can you find in a similar way?

(g)

If you wanted to make a kaleidoscope which showed exactly four

other direct images of the region-between the mirrors how large would
you
have to make the angle?
(h)

How many opposite images would there then be?

Does moving your head around and viewing the inside of the mirrors

from different positions affect your result?
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ILL.

3.1

ymmetries

---- Equipment,

Xerox copies (or the original illustration) in references

(1, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 10] or other examples of symmetric
patterns

simirefliCting mirror (as

Vertical

n Experiment I) or standard square mirror.Facilgies

to make transparencies (

Xerox 4000 copier) of the illustrations in the

above references. (Optional:

Two identical 35-mm. slides of the'above

illustrations and two slide projectors.)'-

Discus

on.

1.

For our purposes, a pattern (of the plane) is obtained

when some of the points are colored differently from others (this
is a rathet
fancy definition of "picture!: or "design" but the concept of when
two points_

are in regions of the same color will be an important one).

Allowing one

color to denote those points not otherwise colored,
we note that any figure
such as a drawn circle is a pattern.

A symmetry of that pattern is an

isometry which preserves the pattern in that points are mapped
to points of
the same color.

It is easy to see that the symmetries of any pattern form

a subgroup of the group of all isometries called the symmetry group of the
pattern.

In fact the group of all isometrics is the symmetry group of the

(uncolored or uniformly colored) plane itself.

It is a consequence of

Experiment I that the three vertices of a scalene triangle (or the
triangle
itself) viewed as a pattern has a symmetry group consisting
of only the
identity.
(a)

We call such patterns (or figures) aryl eet-Ki.

Describe all the symmetries of a point (i.e. one point colored

differently from the other points in the plane).
(b)

Describe all the symmetries of a line.

the symmetries (reflections,

Hint:

Mentally review

rotations, translations, and glide reflections
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4

are the srm
:angles)

es of a regular polygon (equal sides and

a rectangle (which is not a square)? a circle?

(d)

translation or glide reflection be a symmetry of a

finite pattern (i.e

one which does not extend indefinitely)?

If a pattern has at least one reflection in its symmetry
group it is

said to have reflective symmetry.
rotational s
(e)

If it has a rotation it- is said to have

tx-Y

For the capital letters (in the'Doric style,without Seraphs)
which

have rotational and which have reflectional symmetry?

Which seven letters

are asymmetric?
Every sytmmetry group of order two contains the identity and
one other

isometry (which must therefore be'its own inverse).
There are two quite different symmetry groups of order

o:

one cop_

taining a reflection (and the identity) and one containing
a rotation of 180.
(a half-turn).

Three predominant themes in art are the frontal view human figure,
the (Latin) cross, and the Yin-Yang symbol (as on the Korean
flag).
(f)

What are their symmetry groups?

(g)

A swastika has what kind of symmetry? What is the order of its

symmetry group?

Generalize this figure to a "three-branch swastika" (such
as the arms of the Isle of Man, the "legs of 'Man") a "Five-branch swastika",
etc. to obtain a pattern with only rotational symmetry whose symmetry
group
has any specified order.
2.

A discrete (or non

has a shortest translation
through a shorter distance).

which maps

P

n

nitessimal) symmetry group is one which

.e. some distance such that no translation is
In addition, for any point

into itself must be finite.

P

the subgroup

In other words, there is a
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smallest angle for rotation.
be finite.
of dashes:

Note that the

ymm try group itself need not

For example, the symmetries of an infinitely long aequence
has do infinite number of translations (and an

infinite number of reflections) but one shortest translation (the
distance
from, say, the middleof one dash to the middle of its neighbor),..

For the remainder of this experiment all symmetry groups will be
discrete.

We will be rather imprecise about when two di

ups (or their patterns) are "essentially different".

etry

This should

cause no undue problem once we have experimented with various patterns
and
become more familiar with their symmetries.

It is our goal to distinguish

between different patterns and-recOgnize similar ones.

Well

atatt with

patterns which are subsets of a line (the simplest case) and
go on to those
which are subsets of a strip and finally treat the general
planar case.
Here are some general criteria to apply when classifying patterns:

*When two translations have different directions,
their respective
lengths and the angle between them is not important in deciding if
they
are essentially different patterns.

However, the (smallest) angle of a rotation

(about a point

_)

is important as this determines the number of possible rotations
about P.
For example, if that angle is 600 there are exactly six rotations
about
(including the identity).

P

Here are some other considerations which will

lead to distinguishing patterns.

Which types of symmetries are present

(e.g. are there glide reflections,

etc.).

What is the largest order cf a subgroup which fixes some point of the
pattern.
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Bow the directions of the translations interact with lines of re.,
Elections or,directions of glide reflections.

Similarly, do reflection.

lines go through centers'of rotation.
Whether the pattern contains glide reflections without containing
the translation (glide) from which it was formed.
Briefly, it is the interaction of the symmetries of a
pattern (their
group structure) which is more important than the pattern itself.
(a)

As we have seen, only rotations and reflections can fix
a point.

Using the results, of Experiment I show that these are essentially
two different

patterns with a smallest rotation of

360° /n

for each value of

n.

We

will call one pattern the n-pronged swastika pattern and the
other the
I

regular n-gon pattern (where a 2-gon can be though of as a line or a
rectangle).

Which pattern is similar to a Star?

(b) Which patterns are similar to the following:

3.

There are only two patterns on a line:

consisting of

the Morse code message

a's (dot dash space dot dash space etc.); and the Morse code

message consisting of e's (dot space dot space, etc.).
(a) Why are they essentially different patterns?
Note that'on a line

we cannot distinguish between a reflection (though a line perpendicular

36
(b) Which pattern (a

or

e) is that formed by anequal spacing of

dots which alternate in colors' red blue blue red? red blue blue? red white
blue?
4.

The patterns encountered in the remaining parts of this experiment

will be a bit more difficult to analyze.

To aid in their analysis, the

0

following procedures can be followed.

The pattern can be Xeroxed and a

transparency copied from the same original.

Reflections can be detected

by a vertical mirror or by the vertical semireflecting surface as
Experiment I.

Reflection lines can then be labeled.

n

Rotations and

d

=ens-

lations can be detected by using the transparency and sliding it along
the original until the patterns line up.

We then observe that unless the

transparency is slid keeping its sides p

allelto the original, a fixed

point will occur, thereby indicating a rotation.- Glide reflections can be
detected by flipping the transparency and moving it around to see if the
patterns can then be made to coincide.

An alternate method (more useful

for demonstration purposes .than for individual experimentation) is to

focus two slide projectors on a common screen and to superimposethe

images after one of the projectors has been rotated, translated, etc.
Reflections and glide reflections can be discovered by following the same
procedure after one of the Slides has been flipped.
(a) What symmetries must a pattern have if it doesn't matter how a
2" x 2"

slide of that pattern is put into the projector?

How many different

ways can it be put in?

We will now explore the

strip

patterns (orfrieza patterns).

Are patterns which may be placed on an (infinitely long) strip.

These
They all

contain translations but these translations are only in one direction (parallel
to the length of the strip).

A concept which is important is that of a
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(design elements),

basic character

f the pattein, he the pattern is formed from a sequence

of nonoverlapping tr
unique.

For the

a

slations of this region. _Fundamental regions
are not
pattern in part 3, the pattern "dot. dash

is kfundamental region.

aVhat other fundamental regions generate the a
There are seven basic types of strip patterns.

using the mn onic

pattern?

We will name them by

device of using words of (lower-case) letters which

form their fundamental rag

For example, the pattern named "pd" is

the pattern formed by the infinite sequence ...pdpdpdpd..
The pd pattern is exemplified by the
pattern:

The seven patterns are:

p

ph
pd
x

pdbq
(a)

Explain why

pb

is different from

pd.

Why is

pdbq

different

from each of the others?

(b) Name the pattern formed from a st

(capital)

N's?

O's? And

a zigzag?

(c) Classify some selected borders of Greek vases in reference I
hand
find a fundamental region for each.
5.

Can you find all seven strip patterns?

There are 17 wallpaper patterns (i.e. patterns in which
a finite

fundamental region can fill up the entire plane).

All these patterns are

characterized in that there is a shortest translation and
a next shortest
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are\easpimiftimMof these translations (and their inverses).

with

A parallelogram

acent sides formed from these vectors gives a fundamental region

although other shapes are possible (e.g. in Escher's work).

This es the

'-fi st time we will encounter rotations (other than half-turns ) along wit
translations.

By the very important ' __ystallographic=restriction " the

only smallest rotations which are possible are through angles of 180°, 120°,
90°

and 60°.

groups.

This restriction is inherited by the crystal/ographic.APRe

In Experiment IV we willigain some insight why these are the only

angles available.

Again we will name the seventeen patterns mnemonically but we refer the

e

studen

to [2] for a more esthetic

of these patterns (we use the

1

same o

as [2]) and to [4] for their crystallographic names.

The patterns

are groped as to smallest rotation.
Recall that there are three tessellations (tilings) of the plane with
regular polygons: triangles (as on a geodesic dome);
board) and hexagons (a honeycomb).
last eight wallpaper patterns.

squares (a checker-

They constitute a starting point for the

In particular, if we fill each polygon

(for example triangle) -ith (three) pronged swastikas going the same way,

we say we have the oriented (triangle) pattern.

If the swastikas alternate

in clockwisecounterclockwise directions we say we have a doubly oriented
unoriented (triangle) pattern.

Without swastikas we have the triangle pattern.

The first two. cases are illustrated below:

I
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Nere=ife!the

list :

No rotations:

p

(i.e. a parallelogram containing
to tile the plane),
.

(horizontal)

p

is used

,

OT
TO

(a square containing OT is used, however
the
fundamental region is simply TO),

pq

(or

-

p

(vertical)

180" rotations:

q

oriented rectangles.
doubly oriented rectangles (the "brick pattern"
(unoriented) rectangles

(Pq)

bd

pd
bq
ph
cad

120" rotations:

oriented triangles (we must not allow 60' rotations
through points where 6 triangles meet so imagine the
triangles are alternately colored with two colors).
(unoriented) triangles (in two colors as above),

doubly oriented triangles.

900 rotations:

oriented squares,
(unoriented) squares.

doubly'oriented squares (the "overweave-underweave"pattern

60" rotations:

oriented hexagons,
(unoriented) hexagons.

Why don't we have a doubly oriented hexagon pattern?
(b) What distinguishes the three different patterns with 90° rotations?,
(c) Which is the pattern formed from an infinite two-colored checker-
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Classify some selected patterns in [_], [6], and [8] and find
a fundamental ,region for each.

Make up your own pattern for each of the seventeen classes.
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IV.

Reflection Groups

At least sixteen
Glass cutter.
1' x 1'

mirrors.

(If it is not feasible

On e mir
mirror
o
17" x

°ors yourself, have 10

mirrors, four rectangular mirror_ of length 1' and widths

8 1/2" and 8 1/2"

respectively, also triangles formed from a diagonally cut

1' x 1

mirror and a 1' x 17" (rectangular) mirror.

side).

Extra mirrors.

Discussio_

1.

Styrofoam cube (witli- 6"

Heavy duty clothbacked tape at least 1" wide.

Among the symmetry groups we explored in Experiment

some of them are generated by reflections.
realized as a composition of reflections.
aItiR generated by a set
of elements in

10.4"

R

That is, every symmetry can be
A symmetry group fs a reflection

of reflections if every

ymmetry is a compositio

R.

Equivalently, this means that the only subgroup of the
the reflections
symmetry group which containsA R is the whole symmetry group itsel
In ter
of patterns, this means that if we

take

by the reflection lines associated with

til

part of the pa :tern bo sidec

and look at that part of the

pattern and its reflections in mirrors placed on those lines, the whole
pattern is visible.

Two simple cases of reflection groups have already been obseLv
of them is the familiar "barber shop pattern"

One

4

you see yourself

-d in two parallel
1

Which of the seven strip patterns
barber shop pattern?

Which Morse code p ttern is

The Fundamen.al re
gro

ln E ct

riment TIT, pa, .e

Is

the

it':

described in Experment Fft)

is that the region between the

k

LAIR_

p,ltt,p

retlect [
LAt
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twice as big) since the fundamental region gi7os the pattern by translations
only.

We will call this smaller region hounded by the mirrors the fundamenta

reflect xi_ region.

Another example of a reflohtien group is the symmetry group of a regular
polygon (Experiment III, part 2).
(h)

What is the fundamental reflec tion region of such a pattern.

Evidently, two refleytions can generate only the harbor shop pattern
or the symmetry group of a regular polygon.

To create a wallpaper pattern

at least three mirrors are needed.

When throe mirrors are placed La a triangle in which ono of the angles
is not :An, 45',

120', or ISO'

which is not one of

ril'e !

then IL wl11 generate a rotation

rotations possible in the crystallographic condition

of Experiment III.
(c)

Form la triangle with an nag ft dll-Corent from one at these specified

'above and observe Lim
2.

fo,nQh.

p

Using a one Hot mirror mis

is

if

nht,

a dtcrete svmmetry group

we will create all the symmetry

a an Li:

groups in Experiment lit which arm' :-LClehtton

(bir method will he to

cut mirrored squares to the pruner specifihntions and than connect their

external

sides with tape.

Beside the 'fl)arbec shop put(erh" enlv

reflection group

This

connect the L]moeei La

into the pa

torn

t

etc

11[s

of the four "logs" ol

t-.1.1c!

s(rip pate_urn is n
mIrior iqtmmircms and

hrec
.

(He

in

P

Pooh

t

1

.aol

Imwmmi

;J.

!

rt_! 10c I It

inn

1

E3

I h On one

ia T1 liiiimp

1)1(:-L tire
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Of the seventeen wallpaper groups, four are reflection groups.

Since at

least three mirrors are necessary at least two of them must intersect
and
therefore the pattern must have some rotational symmetry.
(a)
Why must there be rotational symmetry?
There is one reflection
group whose minimal rotation is 180. By Experiment i_thls means that two

mirrors must meet at a 90° angle. In fact all_angles
between adjacent mirrors
must be 9O°.
Make an open rectangular

(or square) floY, with four mirrored
sides (so that
they-al 1 reflect into the middle of the hc,N),
(b)

Which patterh did you create?

What part of Its wnemmliic name forms

a_fundamental reflection region?
(c)

Create a design and sketch the pattern created when that design

is placed in the ml_ddle of the mirrors.

Construct the following internally reflecting mirrored
open prisms with a triangular hase):

triangles

actually

an equilateral, triangle (with three equal squares and
angles of biI

60'

60')

a right isoscotes trJaugle (with c,i-rLer

ofheight

one of width L'; and two other a waialth V2/2
respectively
that its ringlets uru 90°,

8 1/2"

,

half an equitatrat triangle 0 lta width:4 12", 6", and
10.4" and angles 30', c0',

2

Observe as you did before the three patterns (ormed.
(d)

In these three cases whet pa tern did yo u create?

For each how

do fundamental_ reflection regions connect into one fundamental region?
fe)

Draw Cundamental

cot Ion roe,

merit III which you classified

2.

In crystal Lercb:

groups et

three -coacel

di r

stirimiel:r

up

.1:rent

ccii oct

Ile can

I

c

pot tOrus in,Vxperi

groury4.

fi22iiLI3Y (f.u. di!-ntuute

:A.ce

ihi

us

aie t-itiveniu-'n cr-ituentrtul

H

e

lv
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The analogy of the unoriented rectangle pattern in three-space is the
unoriented box pattern. ,(A pile of bricks with no overlapping). Make a
five sided cube out of mirrored squares.
mirror box you created 14n part 2.)

Ta_a

(Put a mirrored bottom on the four
large mirror and place it on

1

the top with a small opening so that you

ee inside.

al

Put a flashlight
if

inside and observe this three-dimensional

ttern.

this illusion was created on a mom( tr
the Montreal 1967

We remark here that

at the "Labyrinth" exhibit of
now o

ve the additional symmetries

which result when we consider the symmetries of a cube (and not, as above
the reflections which exist in a rectangular box).
of opposite faces and

'ziix

pairs of opposite edges.

A cube has three pairs

These give nine

reflection planes of a cube (three of which interchange opposite faces

and

six of which intet aange enposite -edges).
(a)

Describe how those planes intersect the f.aces and edges of the cube.

Wtiorolo_awy ails intersect each ether?

These reflections and their compositions generate 48 distlrwr isometrics
which take the cube into itself.

24 of Caom ace direct in that they can

be realized by rotating the cube (and preserving parity).
of six square faces can he
can "face Front"

Note that any one

on top" and then any of its four adjacent faces

These reflections and their lutertieus can be best

visualized by making a few eats in a -tyroleJm cuho (with a band saw) along
reflection planes.

The student should note,4o nimLlarity between symmetries
in three-space or a cube and rhc, symmetries
r the plane) of a regular

polygon.

In both cases nalf of them cia ho rot)1 Lied hv rotations.

true in general.

When ill

48 congruent ccgions,
(a)

show that

the cuts have beau mrid e the rube is cut up into

ar which is i

a iundam,a-,Jal

pyramid (tetrahedron)

This is

tts t)sisc

r ii

-!

1

1

lii

I

ih- enbe

ri-i:Jori or thr cuhe.
a

tettr sided
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formed by 1/B of one of the bounding planes of the cube and the vertex of
of the tetrahedron is the center of the cube.

When we make the three sides of the pyramid out of mirrors we twill be
able to peer inside and see the'cube with all of its reflecting planes.
Since many reflections are occuring, the mirrors must be cut quite accurately
observe the proffer effect.

for one side.

Cut a

The other t

triangles of sides

16

l' square in half diagonally

-es ire formed from (directly) congruent

1,

We can make both of these simultaneously

if we diagonally cut a mirror
precisely

1'

rectangle of dimensions

x 17" (mare

31n
32

Taping these three triangles together as below we obtain our fundamental
re-ion:

tape these
edges together also
(b)

ha

Explain what happens when this region is seen through its open

lei particular, trate a light rxy which appears r- be reflected off

the rear face of the cube.
When the fourth side is partially covered with
a mirror as in the case of the mirrored ho::, another space group is seen.
(c)

14h3t is the analogous wallpaper group?
The more ambitious
student can perform this with a regular tetrahedron (bound i by equilateral
triangles).

)

How may reflection planes widi there he?

reflection reqlons?
three apace?

How many

cfhe othc-

Lhe lefr bodron'

r-irror

It

i

!

re there L
(

the

;r l

r

a.;

How many fundamental

Total

_C!

a tetrohedrari in

{.oc`r =. "t}{}t1;1

tiu rot

TWO VIEWS OF THE MIRROR CUBE

OVER PAGE

ESCHER PRINT, TO BE USED WITH MIRRORS TO SHOW
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Appendix.

A ti-aaa is the mathematical term for a set of elements

g. real numbers) and a composition (addition in our example) which assigns
to any (ordered) pair of given elements a third (not necessarily distinct)
element (an addition table).

In general (unlike addition)

elements

will compose to give different elements depending
upon in which order
they are composed.

The group must possess an identity element (zero) which

when composed with any element in either order gives that number
in the
composition (0 + 3 - 3 + 0 = 3).

Also every element must have a unique

inverse (its negative) which composes with the element to give the
identity
(-

-3) + 3 = 0)

)

.

Another property enjoyed by a group is that of -ssocia iv

Lch in

its simplest terms means that a string of compositions
may be

mated

by composing any consecutive pair of terms thereby shortening

chain

until eventually one element results (so
as

3 + 3 '4

6

or as

1 + 5 = 6).

1

2 + 3

can

evaluated

This means that any choice

consecutive

terms may be chosen first so that unless otherwise specified one nay
as
well compose "left to right" so that

2 + 3

4

3 + 3 + 4

6 + 4 - 10.

A subgroup of a group is a subset of its elements which itself is a group
of a group
using the same composition.
An arbitrary subseAis a subgroup if it contains
the identity, inverses of all its members, and the composition of any two
m
of its members
(including the composition of a member frith itself)

The integers

.

-1, 0, 1, 2,...) are a subgroup of the real numbers

(using addition as composition).

Other groups include the nonzero real numbers

with multiplication as composition.

The positive real number's are then a

subgroup.

Vectors irk the plane a

directed line s- ijments (or "arrows") and tOb

vectors are considered the same if they point in the same dire

ic n (i.e. they

36
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are parallel with their heads facing the same way) and have the
same length.

This gives a

1 - 1 correspondence between vectors and pairs of real numbers

with the pair (x,y)

corresponding to the vector whose tail is at the origin

of the Cartesian plane and whose head has coordinates (x,y).
group in which composition is vector addition.

Vectors

v

Vectors form a
and

w may be

added either by "head-to-tail" composition (i.e. superimposing the head
of
v with the tail of w and considering a new vector with v's

tail and

w's

head) or by adding their first coordinates together and their second
coordinates
together.

The identity of the group is the zero vector, the unique vector with

zero length.

The inverse of a vector is the parallel vector of the same

length which faces in the oppOsite direction.

As a result of Experiment I, the isometrics of the plane also form
a group and the vectors can be thought of as a subgroup (of translations)
of this group.

Isometrics and translations (vectors) in three-dimensional

space also form groups.
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ADJACENT COLORS

A number of books treating the phenomena of adjacent colors and

vanes colored foregrounds and backgrounds are familiar to those interested in physiological optics (1, 2, 3, 4, 5).

More extensive treatment of certain effects are to be found in
the works of some artists (&, 7, 8, 9).

These books ordinarily contain

somewhat better color plates than those mentioned in the first paragraph.

The observations outlined in Josef Albers "Interaction of Color"
can be a student experiment (especially Chapters X through Y).

If desired the relatively inexpensive soft cover edition can be
considered a piece of laboratory equipment.

Some may wish to supple-

ment this with material from references one through five or other
sources.

If your institution has the kit Albers:
constitutes experitents in itself.

Formulation, Articulation;

However, the fact that it was

printed in a limited edition and its 1973 price of $2,000 may bring up
some obvious problems about using it for student labs.

37.2
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38.1

The Human Eye

C6nco has for some years sold an optical model (not physiological
model) of the human eye.

The associated experiment is instructive

and popular with most students.like this.

(Figure 1)

filled eye and C

In short the expr

The water filled tank rep

'oes somewhat
2 fluid

is a lens let into the side to repre_.., the cornea,

a white circle painted on R represents the retina

(the fovea centralis

and blind spot are marked).
A set of lenses is provided. By placing a lens (representing the

crystalise lens) at L distant objects are brought to focus on R.
Accommodation is illustrated by bringing closer objects into focus
by placing a lens of greater power at L.
Visual defects may be simulated by lengthening or shortening the
"eyeball" by moving R forward or backward.
by placin

These defects are corrected

a series of spectacle lenses at S and observing what type of lens

corrects what type of defect.

Astigmatism is simulated by placing a cylinder lens at L and correcting
the effect by rotating another placed at S.
Various combined defects may be simulated by the combination of lenses
at L.

Questions of varying degrees of sophistication may be asked.

II spite of its popularity the present price

model and lenses and

$30.0.0

=

$100.00 for the eye

for the light source sometime prohibit

Its use because of the one-experiment-only nature eye model and lenses.
"his note suggests how we can assemble an eye model from readily

available materials, the total cost of which (aside from the contents of
theftin cans) did not exceed $20.

38.2

A hole for a corneal lens was let into the end using a chassis

punch (drilling or snipping is O.K. but leaves less even edges)

The

lens used here was a plano convex lens

The

lens and its supporting tubeilWere fixed in place using "-5 minute" type
epoxy.

The general construction details are marked on the diagram.

`fie . inside and outside of the can Were painted with spray flat black

i-enamel and the cornea with spray epoxy white enamel.

They seem to adhere

gr
well to a cleaned can surface and have stood up well after being immersed
/

in water.

the design criterion for the corneal lens-is that it brings distant

objects to a focus behind the rearmost position of the retina.

Possibly

even slightly outside the can.

9itable lenses were obtained by calling an optometrist, explaining
the educational nature of the project and having him obtain the lenses.
Some (though- probably not all! lens manufacturers are reluctant to,sell
to

ay people"

.

lie selection

lens-for-the cornea is the only critical part.

0-1_

'''One may calculate

-

appropriate image-bbject,distances using standard

quons for summed lenses (e.g., strong, Concepts of Classical
optic0).

It is well howAer to roughly check the calculation by fillin

a tin can to the appropriate depth with water_ held tho lane nn #ka

38.3

surface and observe the image of the sun or a high overhead lamp on
the bottom of .the can.
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39.1

SHADOWS

Purpose:

Show geometric relationships between source-object,

object-screen distances, and object size vs image size
using pinpoint source.
(2)

Above using parallel source

(3)

Show relationship between image size and image screen angle.

(4)

Demonstrate umbra and penumbra due to extended source.

(5)

Use li htmeter to analyze "fuzziness" of shadows

fi

from

extended (not pinpoint) light sources.
Apparatus:

EST- COST
Optical Bench (meter stick variety)
Holders, assorted
Screen (covered with graph paper)

Source with reflector & 25 watt bulb

$10.00
$5.00

$5.00
$2.50

Cardboard

Hole punch

.70

.Tape

Compass

*Photometer

.50

$10.00

*1/8 inch lucite rod

$1.00

*Micrometer

$10.00

notional
7, See construction details of an inexpensive lightmeter, Jones, E. R.

AJP 42(342) 1944, (April Issue).

39.2

Background:

The geometrical relationships of shadows from point

sources may be seen from the following diagram.

urce

ob 2°

a

F

,-

ProCedure:

Cut a 3 cm.-by 2 cm. rectangular shape from cardboard and

place in a holder.

Tape a piece of centimeter graph paper to the

screen and place in a holder 5 cm. from theobject (rectangle).

Next cut a small circular piece of cardboard which will cover the
entire front of the light source.

Punch a small hole in the center.

This hole will serve as an approximate pinpoint light source.

Now

tape fhe cardboard to the reflector and placg the source about 15 cm.
from the objective.

Measure the height of the shadow on the screen.

Move the screen 2 cm. further away from the object and repeat the
measurement.

Continue the procedure until the object-screen distancg

(k in Fig. 1) is at least 3 times the distance between the object and
the source (measured from the plane of the cardboard).

Notice also

39.3

how the shadow becomes "fuzzier".

This is due to the source being

only an approximate point source.

Fill in the table below

+eject- screen

exp

ca

roan

distance k

(2)

Place short focal length lens

n front of point - source so that

emitted rays are parallel as shown in Fig. II

Notice that the size of the shadow produced is almost
independent of the distance k by moving the image screen to
various positions along the optical bench.

39.4

The relationship between the length of the shadow and the angle between

/

the light rays from the parallel source (such as the sun) and the image
scr en (e.g. the earth).

If this angle denoted'as e in Fig. III is 90°,

the s adow height Z is the same as the object height L; however, if the
ang e is not 900, the shadow appears longer.

PorA Ile I

I.

4-/-

The general formula

lisin0

Eq. 2

L.

Verify Eq. 2 by making Z measurements at 750
Fill in Table 2.

60°, 450, and 15°.

Also, as an extra exercise determine the approximate

times of day at which a shadow on earth would bear this same relationship to its object.

D

Time of
Day

75°
600

450
iso

39.5
(4)

Now remove the cardboard cover of the source reflector and
punch another hole somewhere at least 2 cm. away from the first.
Replace the cardboard and observe the shadow pattern.

Now there

are-two distinct shadws which overlap somewhat it the middle.
The darker inner portion is called the umbra while the lighter
g.ey area is called the penumbra.

Now remove the cardboard and

punch two more holes symmetric about the first two.

Replace

the cardboard and observe the shadow pattern.

Now remove the

cardboard altogether and observe the pattern.

Describe what you

see and explain it in .te ms of an infinite number of pinpoint
sources.

39.6
(5)

In order to quantify the term "fuzziness" of a shadow

a

distance called the half-width of the. shadow may be defined as
follows:

first the relative maximum intensity is measured

completely outside the shadow.
board is used.

The source without the card-

Then by carefully measuring the distance re-

quired to go from 25% to 75% of the maximum intensity, the

half-width is defined as the distance. A graph of this analysis
might appear as follows:

2..0

N

C)157-nruc.
The procedure for measuring this parameter is to replace
the screen with a photometer on a lab jack or other suitable

device so that its position may be slowly and reproducibly
varied.

A micrometer or dial indicator is then used to measure

39.7

the distance traveled.

Also, a.piece of 1/8 inch lucite makes

a good light pipe if properly toated and is much easier to wield
attached to a micrometer.

A set up is as in Fig. I, except that

the screen has been replaced by the photometer.

The maximum in-*

tensity is recorded and then the apparatus is lowered into the
shadow in

small

each step.

increments recording the relative intensity at

The photomettir is then moved to a new value of k

(distance between objecCend measuring device) and the procedure
repeated.

"Oh

This will yield a set of curves as follows:

413

*Typical values for two positions are shown,in the attached,
graph.

This section is still in very rough shape since I'll

probably be the only one who lilies it.
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RESPONSE OF THE

YE AND THE EAR TO- INTENSITY CHANGES

Introduction

Bothlthe eye and the ear can respond to a very wide range of intensittes; the faintest sounds vier(ilri hear are about 10- 2-

as intense.

as the loudest we can tcileate. without pain, and the faintest light.sign'als
we can detect with the unaided eye are about 10 -12 times as intense as

divict sunlight.

Because of this wide range of intensities,

we

express

sound intensity, for example,in detibels, which "compresses" the intensity
scale logarithmically.
We would like to find a mathematical. relation_ between the iniensity.

of alight or a sound stimulus and the infernal sensation produced,

However,

while it.is easy to-measure a stimulus in physical terms; it is not,so easy

to measure a psychological:sensation precisely. Ware -aware that the sun
is brighter than a candle, and that a jackhammer is'louder than a bumblebee,
but evaluations like "twice as loud" or "three times as bright" do not give
very precise measurements since they vary somewhat from person to person.
'One solution to this problem of psychological measurability is to,

measure the smallest change in stimulus necessa

to produce a change in

sensation. ,If the-sensation produced by a stimuluS varies as, say, the
logarithm of the stimUlus (i.e., if the ear works on a/decibel-like scale),
then the change in stimulus As necessary to produce a noticeable change-in
t

sensation should be proportional'to the stimulus s:

As = ks.

This relation-

ship was first noticed by Weber in the 19th century and is called Weber's
Law.

It has been found. to be approximately true for allof the physiological-

sensors with various values for k, the fractional change necessary to be
noticed.
Ste, k

For instance, for sound intensity chah, k,;;0 .l; for smell and
O.

for skin pressure changes, kti 0.05.

In this experiment, each student will measure his lab partner's
sensitivity

to a change in sound and light intensity. When the experiment is

completed the tester and the testee (as Flip Wilson would say) change places
and repeat the measurements.

Afterwards, each lab group-will use a light

meter and. decibel meter to survey light and sound intensities around campus.
i4

41.2

In the light portion of this experiment, we will use the fact that
light ,tntensity varies inversely as the square- of the distance from the
wurce:-)-

I = C/D

2

In the sound portion we will use.the oscilloscope as a voltmeter: The
amplitudes on the oscilloscope display are conkerted.to,voltages by
multiplying

by the scale. factor used at each point.

The

ihtensity of any wave is proportional to the square of its amplitude,however,

we are not interested in absolute magnitudes here, but only in relative
changes; so we will use V2 as.intensity.
AkRaratus:
A.

light Intensity
1-meter optical bench
photometer head for bench (Bunsen type)
61ack.felt drape
light meter with -calibrated filters

2 light sources to mount on bench: 2, 7.5 watt bulbs,
2 100-watt bulbs.
Sound Intensity.

Audio oscillator
Headphones (monaural or stereo)
Oscilloscope-

Intensity switching box (see construction notes below_
Sound pressure level meter (db meter)
Procedure:
A.

Light Intensity

F.

We will set

= 1.for the' 7.5 watt bulbs *so

I

1

use one large bulb and one small one

1: Set up the optical bench

D_2
D.
.

We must then

determine c2 for the 100 watt bulbs.

with the photometer head at the 50 cm

mark, one 100 watt Sburce at 100 cm; and, one 7 1/2 watt source on the opposite side of the photometer.

Be sure to use the drape to keep stray.light

from shining in- the subject's eyes.
2.

Vat)/ the position of the 7 1/2.watt bulb until

photometer screen appear equally illuminated.

both halves of the

Note that the

m-11-1toruc

Can be moved back and forth a small distance with no apparent change in
screen-.

Try to:locate thecenter of this interval.

Record the.distanoe

41.3

from the 7 1/2 watt source to the photometer head, Calculate
.-

.

c

(0 small)2/(D large)

= c

2

1

3.

Rimove the 100 watt source.

Set both 7 1 /2-wat sources at'50 cm from

the photometer head.
4.

Leaving one source fixed, move the other lamp. towards or away from the

photometer and record the'distances-at which-the subject says that side ofthe screen is brighter or dimmer.
5.

Repeat steps 3 and 4 with the fiked source at 40 cm, 30 Vim, 20 cm, and

10 cm, then -repeat the entire process with the pairof large,sourees,
5.

Calculate the values in the data chart and graph AI vs./I t.nd-

AI/I vs. I.
Data:

small source
D

2

1/D-

near

0

ar

I =C /D2

Aav§.== D far D near

_tI.--c(1

Procedure:
B.

Sound Intensity

1.

Connect signal generator, *itch box, headphones; and oscilloscope as

shown.
2.

Haveyour instructor check the wiring before proceeding.

Tdrn on oscilloscope and signal generator and set frequency control at

'400 Hz; .Set signal amplitude at,O.

.\

.

3.

The subject is seated behind the oscilloscope so he cannot see any of
N

the controls and puts on the headphones.
4.

Set.the oscilloscope vertical sensitivity control at 5 my /cm arit adjust

the oscillator amplitude to obtain a wave amplitude of 1 cm.
5.

Set the "louder' knob at "max" and th-"softer" krrob at "min."

Throw

the switch in either direction and the subjett-should say "louder" or
"softe-r".

Return switch to "normal."

Turn-.both knobs slightlytowards "normal" and repeat

6.

he process.

Be

sure to switch from normal tojouder,and normal. to softer irregularly so,

'the subject cannot predicCwhich change)011_occUr next.

When' you- !lave

reached the _smallest deviations which the subject,can detect, record the
oscilloscope athOlitudes on th6 loud and,soft settings.
-

7.

Repeat for "norma4" voltages of 5, 10,-2G,

0,.40., 60, 75, and 100 OW,

as -showfkbelow.

Plot AsVs

8.

s and As2is versus s.on linear graph P
6:2

Dta

M
CmV/cm

sen S. amp. (cm)
normal min.max.

5

V=mvicm
V

.

o

1
2

6

5

10

2-

20
30

1G

2
r

3

50

.

V

max

V'
-V2
2 max
a
o

min

'max

V

V2

-min- V 0

--vz

-40
60

r

1.5

50=

min

X amp.

10:

.3

20
20

V

76,100

2

questiotor parts. A.and 6:
1. 0 your results verify Weber'

Caw?

Over how many orders of magnitude

in I did you test Weber's Law?
A

2.

On-the'average; were "more intense" or "less intense" changes more
noticeable?
If2you.wer

What' wduldyou expect-to happen?

trying to get better results in this experiment, what

changes in procedure would you make?
C.

Sound and light intensity survey of campus
With a sound pressure level meter (db meter),and a light meter, take

readings of the sound and light intensity at variou

points on campus.

You

might take light values in reading and study areas, outdoorsin classrooms,
etc.

Try sound, intensities in hallways during class changes,- near air

conditioners, at a fixed distance from various cars in the parking lot.
Are carpeted halls quieter than those with hard floors? Also, in band and

concert auditoriumsTCompare the exhaust level of different automobiles.
Random notes. to the Instructor
1.

This might very well be split into,two lab experiments,

You could

J
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The calculation procedure used to get AI in the optics part is not
exact.

jiowever, it= Introduces little error, and Makes calculations

simpler than trying to correct for diffbrences in light output of. the
two supposedly identical .lamps.

Radio Shack sells a rather decent di meter for about $40.00. Scott
ells a
much better one for about4100 (Scott Instr.Labs.v Cambridge, Mass
The control box for the audio intensity changes is made of tWo
SOO-ohm potentiometers, A stereo headphone jack output, a'ilbanan

plug
inputs, and a SPOT center-off switch, preferably spring-ldaded to the
center position. The schematic is quite simple:

-It may be necessary to use an impedance,-matching

,

ansformer beforejeeding the

signal into the headphone's. A 120-volt to 12-volf411aMent transformer works well
5, A Bunsen photometer is 'available from several sources, or .you

can make your own from a grease spot orLa piece of paper and two
mirrors, or from two parrafin blockS with.a sheet bf aluminum foil
sandwiched in between.
I

Boson Photometer
C)

Source

mirrors

0
Source
Thin Card
eye

Grease Spot Photometer

Spot of Candle Grease on.Thick
White Paper
Sun

Source

SCALE CONSTRUCTION
Equiomefit Pocket Calculator - record player
A.

Eqyitemsered Scale

An equitempered scale divides the octave into a fixed number of
intervals-having the same frequency ratio.

The most useful tempered

scale in Western music has twelve equal half-st ps or semitones ofratio r within the octave.

With a fundamental frequency fa, this
r12xf. As the octave

gives frequencies of f, rxf, r2xf, r3xf,

12

is also 2xf, this determines r as r12 = 2 or r =

2

)0,..,059463094359295 which is by definition also 100.00 cents.,,

suming that A4=440 Hz is the standard, calculate the frequencies

*of C4 to ti

those C's just below and above A4 and all half steps

between.
and C

Find the frequency df---

(2)

the lowest and highest notes on

8

the piano.
B.

athAprean Scale,
TherPYthagorean scale is defined by the following sequence
beginning with the fundamental frequency f say for C4
a)\ 2f = octave of C5

b) 105 down a fifth or ix 2f =
c), C4 up a fifth or

x f .

. F4
- G4

d)

G4 up a fifth & down an octave or

e)

D4tup a fifth 'or ;-x

D_

-4

= iif . A

This gives the pentatonic scale (mode)
f)

A4 up',a fifth down an octave

g)

E4 up a fifth =

pt. =
4

y X

27

81

4

E4

f

128:7 B4
C4 to be

(1)

determined by the equitempered scale.'
(2)

By looking up-the cents equivalent, to each interval, list the

discrepency of each note from the eqpitempered note.
Just Scale

A major triad is a set of three notes with frequencies which
are in the ratio of 4:5:6 or f

f

6-f

4-

2

CEG.

A scale can be

built from a frequency f
(a)

by using it as the bottom note of a major triad giving CEG

with the frequencies f,

5

-f.
2
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by using the G a. the bottom note of 4 dew triad giving GBD as 2f,
.15
9

(b)

6

(c)

by using the C as the top note of a triad to get FAC as

(d)

Those notes lying outside the octave are moved by an octave (F and A
up one octave) D down one octave to get Cl,
0 Fi G-3lb

13' 2
3

'

C2

'

f

'

'Repeat parts Bland B2 for the Atst-scal

(1)

Comparison
Compare the scales by listening, to recorded comparisons.) =/
Verify that
the most noticeable differencel in cents are the most noticeable aurally.

1.

Which scale do you findi)referable and why?
tme ered Division;'-'of the Octave

Equipment Pocket Calculator
Description:

The octave can be broken into divisions other than the standard
twelve divisions,_ Itone breaks,the octate into N parts then the equi2
-3
4
-N
tempered frequ e(-71:-e must be f, f x
f x Dr, fD
fD
fD- where
the frequency of f is fundamental and f x DN is one octave higher. Thus

-N
D

2 or D = N7. These members and theirAuivalent in terms of cents

can be obtained from the instructor for all. N from 1 to 100. The higher
2
frequencies 'D
D , etc. must be obtained by successive multiplication.

However=tbe_cents equivalents may be obtained by multiplying the cents by
m for the mth hiilr.---(5ee page 130 Backus)
.

Procedure:
(1)

Choose some division of the octaVeother than 12.

Compute the cents

equivalent for each,note (relative to the faidamental).
(2)

Compare the available notes to the notes on the equiteMper
(cents = 0, 100, 200, 300,

.

.

scale

1200) to see if they could be diS----

crimtnated by the ear.

Compare the intervals also to the just intervals to seeif there would
be a perceptible audible difference.

(The frequencies and cent equi-

valents for these are available .from the instructor).

pivision of the Octave into N interval
is computed and also expressed in cents.

UETCY

-1

2

MITI;

2

1200
.600

1.41421.3,562373095

1.259921049894873

400
3C0

1.18970741500.27121
1148698354997035
.122462048'309373
.A04089513673-812

214 C

200
171.43
150

.090507732665257
10

133.34

1.08005073089230
1.071773462536293
1.054766076401647

120
102.1
100
02.31

1 0507566386 53210

85.72

047294122820627
1.044273782427414
1.041616010550584

80
75

1 03025'9221031843

11: .67

1 .6337155014144146192

1.43526092.3841377

13.10.
60

21
22

1.03355778300702:
1 .0320082797321

57.15
54.55

3

1.03059554475009

52.19

24
25
21

1.0,2030223e643492

50

1.02811384115601E

148

1.02701'8050708772

41.16

1.0650410894399.82
12
13
14
15
1C
17

1 . 05946t09143592'95

18
19

_

70 .59

QV; 4t8470703,8

1,U 45064111965874
41805102148997
.02337389199177E

42.81

1.022611435601260
1.021897140F5 -4117

38.71
37.5

3:3

1.021221501315360

34

35.37

.4,020505009570581

35
36
37
38
30

1.020001E09421190
1.019440E43702145
1.018910284405251
'1.018408003274102

28

_

if 0

'141
4-3

43
145

141.38

40

3 44

33.

31.5
30.77

1.01'7931884337301
1.01747'2602102.181

1.0170497414443E267

1.015140439-391935
1.016250325191552
1.01587808310-5551

'4U.58
7

(J1

27.20
21.17
.05

;---415522512504275
1 . 011571-8,25179507142

117

1.01165701-71702

148

1.0111545334957 -524

25

49

1.0142413810873271.013.959479790029

24.40

50

2

51

,

The semitone frequency

.42.4

51

1.013683900322595
.01114189906987

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
30
_

C2
.13

C5
GC
£7
E8
ya
70
71
72
73
74+

75
76
77,

78
70
30
81
82
83

1.013164143024915
1.012918794724947
1.012682424393701'

,1.0124545480987651.

23.53
23.08
22.6
22.23
2.1.82

21.43

1.01223,4716073474

1.01202000754105

:20.

1.01181751012'0121

20.54

1.011619440301922
1.0114278734252i2
1.01124252066518
1.01106308448680T
1.0108892860517.
1.0107,20863771376

1.010557571994473
1.010399179810882
1.0102454629E2418

20
19.6e)

19.05
184.75'

18.47
18.10
17.92
17.65

1.01009623784-8.608

1.009951290E18116
1.009810446337321

.17.15

1..000673533228511
1.0095403880709871.00941086,0050099
1.00928480121184

16.67
16.44

1.000162074829461
1.009042550492123

15.79
15.50
5.30

1.008026-104497941

1.008812610435776
. 00 8 V.1108 3 7 9 0 3

1.008594.09157E999'

1C..01

1.1.22
16.

5.10

is

.14.82
14.64

84(

1.008488842002541
1.0083861391517
1.008285891695

85

1.00818801204 0719

14._
14.1,

1.0,08.09241897_! 4348

13.9E1

87
88
80

1.007099031637824
'1.007907775090265
1.007818577254717
1.007731369217151
1.007646085139043

:t

01

1.00756,2662046552

1.007481039E0448e
04
9E;
(;7

09

100

1.0177401160371091'
1.0073220688-6,2183

1.007246412223704
1.007171439712219
1.007098002662763
1.007026054383499
1.006955550056719,

14.41e

13.8
. 64
L 4ci

13.34
13.19
13.05
12.01
12.77
12.64
12-5

12.13
12

42:5
.
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Fundamental frequency ratios in music are defined; Computed, and
given tl-equivalent-Cents

)

1:1 ,
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StMPLE HARMONIC' MOT ON AND RBONANCL

Introduction:
oduction:
W

ve all seen examples of repetitive motion; waves moving toward

a beaZh, the swaying of trees in the wind and many others.

Even more we

have heard the re§ults of such motion, such as sound waves -from a vibrating'
4

violin string or from a vibrating drum.

-

OpelPf..the most familiar tYPesof__

motion which eepeatO itself is called simple harmonic motion (SHM.)::

The

simple pendulum and a-mass on the end -of a spring are, examples 6f,SHM.

object executing SHM has a natural frequency.
.

An

If a force is applied to the

object in motion, it-can bl Made.to vibrate at the frequency of the applied
force.

When the forCejrequency is the some as the natural frequency, the

amplitude of the resultant motion can beCome quitelarge.

ThiS phenomenon

is called resonance.
ctive:

The objective of this experiment is to familiarize you 'with some

acteristics of SUM and resonance.
Theory:

Si -pie harmonic motion is defined as any motion which results when
the total force, F, on an'object is (1) proportional to the objects. distance,
X, from It
tiositiqn.

equilibrium position and (2) directed toward the equilibrium
This relationshiP can be expressed as
F = -kx

(1)

where k is the constant of proportionality between the force and the dis-'
placement distance.

When the-SHM is due to the force exerted on a mass by a stretched

spring, k is called the spring constant, The distance from the equilibrium
position of a mass executing SHM is a sinusoidal function of time.

It can

be thought of as the motion of the shadow of an object moving in a circle
at constant speed (Figure 1)

F
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Unless a

ar that Eqn.

pring is stretched

1

is no in 3er¢ true,

the time for ,p miss to- completc one cycle of itsmotion
motion is independent of
the distance the Qiass moves.

The time for completing one cycle is,a period

of the motion and is -designated by T.

m, of the moving

The period ,depends only on the mass,

bject and the spring constant;

The number of cycles completed by the mass in one sec,nd is the froquency,
F.

The period and the rewency are reciprocal., i.e.,
1

-F =
1

'The maximumidistance the mass,woves from its equilibrium position
:is its amplitude, A.

If a mass is displaced from its eqUifibrium position

by a given distance and released, it Will execute SHM with an arflitude
equal to its original displacement.

This is the ideal case.

there are always frictional forces presen

I

reality

which cause the amplitude to

decrease as time passes.
Thus far only SHM with no driving force has been discussed.

Consider

a Mass which has two forces, one due to stretched springs and one sinusoidal,
acting on it (Figure 2)

Figure 2
frequency of the
If the driving. ( sinusoidal) force is not near the natural frequency of the

mass attached to the springs, the amplitude of the resulting motion will to
small.

However, as the driving frequency approaches the natural frequency

the amplftude increases rapidly.

When the two frequencies are equal the

amplitude is a maximum and resonance has been reached.

Apparatus:
Stopwatch h or Timer

Air Track
Glider

Two Springs
Variable Speed Motor With Sinusoidal Drive
Spark Source

'

Set of Weights
Balance
11)Magne-tic Reco din9 Tap._

Spark Tape

Roll UP WhitePa 'String
Procedure:
1.

Measure and record the mass of the gl ider.

2.

Determine the spring constant for each spring.

This can be done using

the arrangement in Figure 3 and recording the elongation of the
as a function of the force stretching it.

Figpre 3

Make a graph of force on the sprino

its elongation.

The spring

constant is the slope of this graph.

Using the arrangement in Figure

stretch each spring about 20 cm.

Displace the glider about 5 cm. from its equilibrium position and time
at least 10 cycles of the motion.
both largpl:and smaller .amplitudes.

Calculate the period.

Repeatusing

Is their any significant change

in the OFeriod?

Figure 4

Compare the measured period with the period calculated using Eqn. 2.
(You are using two springs_ so what
motion?)

the spring constant fr r the

43.4

,

Set UT- the SHM with the sinjsoidal ,H-o-hTg force es shown in
Usr a small

Figure 2.

cm., for the driving force.

ipi itudo,

Adjust the frequency Gf no driving furce until reonne: is reached.
6,

Increase the frequency of the driving Force

1:a

r,t least twice the

resonant frequency. 'Lower. the frequency in st'4s, recording the
amplitude at each frequency.
timer.

This recording may be done with f.he,spar1-.<

Tape alpiece of spurk recordi,Ig -,;aper parzliel td the track

on the top of the support beam Laelow the track.
on the equilibrium position of the glider-.

Center the spark paper

When you wish to rcord the

amplitude simply put a piece of white paper over the spark recording
paper,and lower the bottom spark wire until it is Just above the spark
paper.

If you pull the white p'aper through at a. constant speed you

see that theAotion is sinusoidal and from thenumber and position
of spark holes you can measure the amplitude and the frequency.
7

Plot a graph of amplitude verses fre:juency and com2are the resonant

frequency with the

one measured in part 3,

Helpful Hink,];:
/
1.

You can make a sinusoidal drive from the ,cenco ccntripetal force ap
paratus.

Take off the enclosure. with the mass and spring and put a 'mall

nail in the vacant hole., Loop the string (the other end of which is
attached to a spring) around.thie nail.

The slight off-center position

is enough displacement to drive the systcm, *
2.

Try to find two identical springs which wil-Mgive you a resonant
frequency of at least 2 Hz.

The Cehco apparatus does not operate well

upder about 1 Hz.

If the driving amplitude is too large you may get swe,nonlinear ef-

fects, such as Jump amplitudes-ibed in several of the references.
Some good studentsmiaht want to study these.
4.

A better spark recorder is described in reference 7.

5.

If you wish you can obtain a sinusoidal force drive from the Ealing,
Corporation.

Student Glider Sine Drive #C633-0357
Universal Gear Motor_CD34,-3152

$30.00

$49.50
.

Controller for Gear Motor #CB34-3160

$52.50

The frequency of the motion can also be measured using the.revolution
counter on the apparatus.
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PITCH

There are three primary sensations which describe a musical sound:
pitch, loudness,,and timbre.
Pitch is frequently described as the sensation
of -"altitude" or' "height."

The psychologist might define pitch as "that
attribUte of auditory experience which determines the positions of sounds in
a' psychological continuum from the lower to the upper frequency limit of tonal
, sensation."

To the musician, pftch relates a sound to some note on a musical

scale:

Pitch is deterMined mainly by frequenCy.

However, there are secondary

effects suchas loudness and timbre which might be expected to influence our
sense of pitch; some of these will be studied in Part A of this experiment.
Part B, which introduces some complex sounds whose pitch is not a simple function
of frequency, will be of interest to the more serious student of musical acoustics.
Par

A:

Pitch of Musical Tones

this part of the experiment, the pitch of pure tones and those with harmonic
overtones, such as musical tones, will be studied.
investigated:

Three questions will be
does pitch change with loudness?' does pitctrchange with timbre?

how -does vibrato effect pitch?

(r

These questions were intensi'ye1y studied about 40 years ago by Harvey
Fletcher at the Bell Telephone Laboratories,-by S.A. Stevens at Harvard, by

Carl,A Harold Seashore at the University of Iowa, and by others.

The results

of these experiments were in good agreement with the classical "place" theory
of pitch perception developed by Ohm,von Helmholtz and von Be(esy.

Attention
is called to a paper by Dr. Fletcher in the October 1934 issue of The Journal

of the Acoustical Society of America as well as books by von Helmholtz,
Seashore, and von.Bekesy.
1.

Does pitch change with loudness?
a)

Using a reference tone of variable frequency at 40dbto determine
,apparent pitch, listen to-tones from 50 Hz to 10,000 Hz at levels
of 60, 80 and 100 db. 'Determine the apparent pitch of each tone by
adjusting the frequency of the reference tone and switching back
and forth.
(If a frequency counter is available, the exact frequency
of each tone can be determined with precision; otherwise the change-

44.2

in frequency can be obtained from the oscillator dial even though
the actual frequency is slightly different from the indication on
the dial).

Make a graph of pitch deviation vs frequency (on semilog
graph paper) with three curves to represent the three- intensity
levels.

Use your own judgmentjo determine. how many data points
are
necessary to obtain-reasonably smooth)curves.
Interpret your results.
Repeat the experiment of Part A using a tone rich in harmonics such
=as a square wave or a sawtooth wave in place of the pure tone.
Interpriet your results.

Does pitch change with timbre?
Two methods will be outlined for making this experiment,

he:choice d

ending

on equipment available.
a)

Set a function generator to a given frequency, say 440 Hz, and listen
to -all available waveforms (e.g, sine,-square, sawtooth, pulse, etc.).
If any difference in apparent pitch is noted, arrange them in order
from highest to lowest.

Repeat the experiment at 4 other frequencies,
perhaps 2 octaves up and 2 octaves downJrom 440 Hz.
Discuss your
results.

Using musical instruments or tape recordings of musical instruments,

measure the exact frequency with a frequency counter, and also determine the frequency of the Pure tone (at the same -loudness level)
which has the same apparent pitch.

Discuss your results.

What is the apparent pitch of a tone with frequency modulation (i.e.,
type of vibrato)?

a

For asoUrce of frequency-modulated sound, use a dual function generator,

a

musical synthesizer, or a voltage-controlled function generator together
with another oscillator capable of generating a low-frequency tone'.
With a fixed modulation frequency of 7 H

(an "average" rate for

vibrato used by both vocalists and instrum

alists), vary the amount
of frequency change (i.e., the "depth" of the vibrato) from a full
tone (+6%) down to the Smallest amount, perceptible.
Begin with a
tenter frequency of 440 Hz, but try several others as well. Determine'
the "average" pitch by Comparison witf-r4a pure tone of the same

loudneSs, and also try to estimate the depth of vibrato if you have
a "musical" ear which recognizes small intervals.
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easuring the actual frequency change bf may be fairly dif..
ficult, and your instructor will help you devise. a method which

makes best-use of the equipment availabl0
,b)

In this part of the experiment, the "depth" of moduiation will be,
kept fixed as the modulation rate is varied.

Begin with a center

frequency of 440 Hz and a frequency swing of 1/4 tone ( ±l.5 %).

:Determine the apparent pitch and depth of vibrato (if you can)

for modulation frequencies of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,:8 and 9 H.

Repeat

for frequency swings of a semi-tone ( ±3%) and--1/8 of a whole tone
(±0.7%
c)

.

Discuss your results.

What combination of depth and rate of vibrato did you find most
pleasing?

How does that compare to that used by most performers

of music?
Part B.

Pitch of Com-10x Sounds

Many ofthe sounds that we hear do not cons

,of a fundamental note

plus harmonic ov rtones; yet our ears are able to assign a pitch to these sounds.

The manner in which this is done has been the subject of much research recently,
but is not completely understandable.

A good review of historical and current

understanding of pitch perception is contained in a recent article by Wightman
and Green (American Scientist 62, 208 (1974).
In this part of the experiment, 4 different sounds are presented.
may be generated in the laboratory or they may be pre-recorded on tape.

These
If a

.spectrum analyzer is available, the sound spectrum should be recorded, since
it is important to understanding the pitch perception.

If no analyzer is

available, the sound spectrum will be furnished the student.
1.

The first set of sounds to be studied

+-7
ri

consists of a set of three pulse trains
used by Seebeck in 1841 and described in
the paper by Wightman and Green.

In each

case, the pitch is determined by comparison to a pure tone as in Part A.

-

.. ., x_11

-.,.
One way to generate then pulse patterns (in fact the method used-by
17

Seebeck) is with a disc which rotates in front of an air jet in the manner
of a siren.

The pattern of the holes will determine the pattern of pulses.

21
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Another method is to do it electronically with "f
Yet another method would employ a small digi
to-analogue

_a

" circuits.

113,-f

computeropluS h digital-

onverte-r.

When tones with frequencies of GOO, 800, -1000, and

z are sounded

1

together, the pitch that is heard is usually identi

200 Hz, because

the frequencies presented to the ear±are harmonics of
fundamental.

This may be illustrated by recording or

1s5Alig" 200 Hz

'ening to the

1

sound of a musical-instrument after the signal has gone thrpUgh a high-pass
filter that surpresses the fundamental and possibly the seCo4d-harmonic
as well.
(This is not unlike what-happens when music is head or a transister radio with a tiny loudspeaker that has Llittle or no ability
reproduce tones of low frequency, yet bass,notes,are heard).
Listen to the sound of a musical instrument as one after another
of the lower harmonicS is deleted.

Does the pitch change?

Bells, gongs and tympani have many overtones which are not harmonics of
the fundamental.
Identify the pitch of these percussive sounds, and see
if you can relate the pitch you hear to the sound,spectra.
A very interesting experiment on pitch, first performed by Bilsen and
Ritsma, is described in a recent article by Biken and GoldStein (J. Acoustical
Society of America 55,,292 (1974)). White noise is delayed-from 1 to 10

milliseconds and mixed with the same undelayed white noise.

The ear hears

a rather faint pitch at a frequency 1/T, where T is the delay time.
is termed "monochotic repetition pitch" (MRP).

This

Another version of this

experiment (termed "dichotic repitition pitch" or DRP) supplies delayed
white noise to the other .ear.

Again alAtch o

frequency 1/T is heard, but

somewhat fainter,

Either MRP or DRP can be generated by using-a tape recorder with
separate record and playback heads to delay the signal.

If the

between the heads is fixed, then one delay time can be abt4ined for each
tape speed.
The delay time is easily calculated.
_

Part C.

Interiretation of These Experiments

The student who wishes to pursue this subject further might wish to
examine these experiments, especially those of Part B, in light of .different
theories of-pitch.

Is the classical place theory incorrect?

Can it be
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modified to agree with these results?

Does the residue theory of Shauten

and others have validity?
What are the "pattern-transformation model" of Wightman (J. Acoustical

Society Am. 54, 507 (1973)) and the "optimum processor theory" of Goldstein

(ibid 54:1496 (1973))?
have for the musician?

What significance do the unusual sounds of Part B

POLARIZATION

Introduction

The effects of "polarization" were observed as early as 1669 by
the Danish scientist Erasmus Bartholimus who noticed that crystals of
Iceland spar (calcite) had the curious property of splitting a ray of
light into two rays. The explanation of this .property
was proposed by
Young and Fresnel around 1820. This explanation was based upon the idea
of the wave nature of light.

Before this time, those scientists who

believed light was a wave generally assumed that, like sound waves, it was
a longitudinal wave. Young and Fresnel showed that if light were a trans-

verse wave phenomenon, it would account for polarization.

In a transverse

wave, the wave motion is across and at right angles to the direction the
wave is traveling. Thus the motion of the wave disturbance is not always
in the same direction, but it is always perpendicular to the direction of
propagation
If a beam of light has its wavelike ,ostillations in Pre

dominantly one direction rather than in random directions, it is said to
be polarized.- Thus a polarized wave is the simplest kind of transverse
wave.

An unpolarized transverse wave is a more complicated thing since

it is a mixture of various transverse motions.

unpolarized wave
on a rope

vertically polarized
wave on a rope

horizontally polarized
wave on.a rope

The light which is incident on ,a calcite crystal is unpolarized.
The properties of the 6:alcite are such that is separates the unpolarized

light into two polarized components and transmits them through the crystal
in different directions and with different speeds as shown below.

-,--

-
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Although the property of pol612-ation was discovered and then explained in the nineteenth century, practical applications were not feasible,
because pdiarizing substance were scarce and fragile.

One of.the-best was

"herapathite" or sulfate of iodo-quinine, a synthetic crystalline material.
The crystals themselves were so fragile that there seemed to be no way
of using?them.

In 1928 Edwin H. Land, while still a freshman in dollege,

invented a polarizing plastic sheet he called "Polaroid".

His first

polarizer consisted of a plastic film in which many microscopic crystals
of herapathite were imbedded.

When the- plastic is stretched, the needle-

like crystals line up in one dirfttion so that they all act on incoming
light in the same way.

When one places a sheet of this Polaroid material in a beam of light_
t will filter out all light with oscillations in other than one preferred
direction as shown below-

tamp
If another sheet of Polaroid is placed in the beam of light and rotated
one finds that for a certAirrorientation, all the light is eliminated.
Two sheets of Polaroid -arranged in this manner at right-angles are said,
to be "crossed."

Quite a number of t

-pi -ent substances placed between crossed

Polaroids cause the ligh; to he transmitted again by the second Polaroid.

Many such substances are opticoOly active, tDe example, quartz and sugar
solutions, and when viewed between crossed Polaroids,

strongly colored patterr,

?fey often produce

Sheets of cellophane and mica, silk, flax,

cotton, white hair, and wool fibers frequently show optical properties

of this kind and yield beautM1 and varied color effects on rotation
between crossed

1 ar
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Objective:

II.

In this experiment you will observe the various effects discussed
above and make some measurements to determine the degree of polarization
for various configurations of the.Polaroids.
III.

Equipment:

Light source, Polaroid sheets, detector to"measu e light intensity,
celophane, tape, protractor.
IV.
1.

Procedure:

Arrange your experimental apparatus as shown below1/,/

light source

Detector

Po-iaroid

What happens/to the intensity of the light when the Polaroid sheet
is removed?
2.

Now place a second Polaroid sheet in the beam and rotate it until the

maximum amount of light is reaching the detector.

Record the intensity of

the light when the Polaroids are in this po§itAon.-

(The angle between the

two is 00).

Now rotate the second Polaroid through various angles from

00 to 1800.

Observe and record the intensity of the light for about

7

or 10 angles.
3.

Arrange the Polaro ds so that they are crossed, that is so that a

minimum amount of li {iht is reaching the; detector.

phase between the two Polaroids.

Place a piece of cello-

Observe what happens to the intensity of

the light.. Rotate the piece of Cellophane and note the results.
4.

Use the cellophane and cellophane tape to form a design with varying

thicknesses of these materials.

Place a sheet of Polaroid material behind

your creation and another in front of it.
you rotate the polaroid in f onf?
V.

Other Questions

1.

Using your data lrcnr

What effects do you observe as

in back?

irep " above plot a

2_

graph of cos 0 versus the

intensity.
2.

For what angle does the maximum intensity occur?

The minimum?

Explain

this in terms of what you h:tyo leorned about the process of polarization.
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3.

What happens when the cellophane is inserted?

Can you explain why

this would happen?
4.

Why are polaroid lenses used in surfglasses?

Explain how they protect

your eyes from sunlight.
5.

One way to achieve privacy in apartments facing each other .across a

narrow courtyard while still allowing residents to enjoy the view of,the
courtyard and the sky above the courtyard is to use polarizing sheets
placed over the windows.

_

Explain how the sheets,must be oriented for

maximum effectiveness.
6.

To prevent car drivers from being blinded by the lights of approaching

automobiles polarizing sheets could be placed over.the headlights and
windshields of every car.

Explain why these sheets would have to be

oriented the same way on every vehicle and must have their polarizing
axis at 450 to the vertical.
Notes To The Instructor:
1.

Light Source

Clear 150 vratt globe mounted-0 a housing with an approximately 2 inch diameter aperture is a suffucienVy intense source;
another source is to use opslide.projectqr for the beam of light.
2.

A photographic light meter is sufficiently sensitive for the detector

although it proved somewhat difficult to use.

An inexpensive photocell

would be a better detector if a voltmeter, ammeter, or oscilloscope suited
to the photocells output is available.
3,

The light source, polarizing sheets and detector should be mounted in

some way so that their relative positions could be held constant during
the experiment.

4. rAvoid placing the polaroid material very close to the light source
to avoid damaging it due to heat.
Equipment:

Polaroid Sheets 6" x 6"

pkg. of 4

$2.50

Stock #606- 7

Edmund Scient4fi

Co.

Barrington, N.J. 08007
Photocell:

International Recti ior

Silicon S4M-C
High efficiency photovoltaic
output up to 0.4 volts
up to 40 mA

21

- $4.40

References:

"Polarized Light'

Selected Reprints

America, <s :oriation ofplsics Teachers

RourcelJetter PL-1
)

address:

335 Easter

#. Streit

New York ,N. Y. 10017
Price:

$2.00 eac
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STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES

Purpose:

To:make and study stereo photographs
Description:

Because the eyes are separated by a small distance horizontally,
images perceived by each eye arrive from slightly different
angles.' This
difference produces depth perception or .stereopsis. The fact that the
braiksees two slightly different pictureS and fuses, them into
a three
dimentional image (this ftocess is known as fusion) can pe used to produce
stereo or- three diMensioiial

photographs.

These stereo pictures are much

used in aerial and satellite reconnaiSance work.
Stereo photographs are produced by taking pictures with t4a
different
cameras set at a fixed distance apart. The same effect can be produced
with
one camera.
A picture is taken; the camera is moved some distinct distance
horizontally; and, then, a second picture is taken.

If available, the student should examine a set of aerial stereo
photogtaphs and, perhaps, a set of stereo molecular model .drawings
with a
stereo viewer.- With. ractice Some students
may find that they can pbserve
the stereo effect without the aid of the viewer.

The student should notice
an exaggerated depth in the stereo aerial photographs.
After examining the available ph tographs and figures, the student
should proceed to create his own stere photographs. A sample Polaroid'
camera can be used to do this. The object to be photographed
and viewed
should havequite discernable and measurable depth (figures
made from
Tinkertoy are excellent for this purpose).
A phoAgraphic meterstick
should be placed directly in front of the figure to be
photographed so that
a scalp factor can be estahlihed for the finished photos,_ The
camera is
to be placed approximately one and one half meters from the
objects to be
photographed. This distance should be roughly
at leastAen times the depth
of the figure being photographed. The student should record
the distance
from the ftgure,to the Tens of the camera, After the initial picture is
taken, the camera should. be displaced horizontally to take the cernnd
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t of the-amount of- ,separation between camera

To observe the
positions/upon the

s

escopic image, a third photo with** camera dis-

placed even further, needs to be taken.

In this third picture, it is recom-

mended that the student should double the initial displacement of the camera.-

If the initiadisplacement was ten centimeters, in doubling this, the final
camera position will be twenty centimeters-from the initial camera position.

Now one Can compare the stereo effect with a camera being displaced two
different(distances.

If cne knows-the di%tance from the camera to the source the diSplatement between camera positiOns, and the scale factor of the resulting photOgraphs,.it is possible to make actual depth calculations of objects.

An approximate formula to calculate depth or height of an object is
given by the following:
height -

image difference (scaled

where a

a

camera separation
distance from camera to object

The scaled image difference is the only concept in the above formula which

needs explanation. .It is calculated fro-the pair of photos which constitute
the stereo,Oictbre. ,Assume one wants to find the depth from one point to
another.

Measure the distances between the two points on the individual

photographs with a comparator.. The difference in these two distantes is the
image difference.

The image difference needs to be-multiplied by the scale

factor in order to have the scaled image difference.
easily be found from the meterstick in the photos.

The scale factor can

The depth calculated by

ffleans of the above formula can be compared with experimentally measure depths

of the real object.
The formula for calculating heights 'in the stereo-phOtos can be derived
from the following figime:
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L and R indicate cameras separated by some fixed distance. JO -wishes 0
fihdtheCiiitance betWeen the two points. A and B.
at B" according to the right camera.-

to the left camera.

Point B appears to lje

Point B appears to lie at B' according

If the distance from the cameras to the object is large

compared to the depth AB and if theangTe'LRB is approximately a right angle,

one has a situation of similar triangles. 'N.ratios of these similar
triangles give the aforementioned forMUlas.
QUESTIONS
1'.

What creates the exaggerated depth ofy aerial stereo, photographs?

2.

What is the effect of increasing:the camera separation in viewing
stereo photographs?

3

-

Is there a noticeable difference in the resulting image if the
positions of theindividual photographs are interchanged?

.e.)

is it necessary that the picture taken by the camera in the right
hand position be viewed by the right eye and the picture taken in
the left hand position be viewed by the left eye; 'or can they be

interchanged with no effect?
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Technical Note:
Some students. may be able to fuse'the pictures without-the aid of
1
the stereo !viewer.

Other students may Bever be able to fuse the i-

Without the aid of a .stereo viewer,

Inability to fuse the images

student is generally a physical eye:defect khown as strabismus.

Equipment:

Stereo viewer (Edmund Scientific - $17.00)
Comparator

-(Edmund Scientific - $24.00)

cm

Polaroid camera ($30.00) (Colorrack model)

References

Wflman, C. S., Seeing and Perceiving, London:

Pergamon Press, 1966.

Hiles, David A., 'Strabismus", American Journal of Nursing,
74:1082-1089.
Greenslade, T. B. and Green, M. W., "Experiments with Stereoscopic
Images, Phys. Teach. 11, 215 (1973).
:

Gregory, R. L. alpirlI!lliatatLt (McGrawhi11, N. Y. 1970).
Cravat, H. R. and Glaser., R., Color Aerial Stereo-rams of Selected
Coastal Areas of the United States, U.S. Gov, rinting Office (1971).
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The Pinhole Camera

PURPOSE:

To

construct and use a pinfiole camera 'for photography.

INTRODUCTION:

This laboratory experiment is designed to give you a cheap thrill!
All you need is a discarded, inoperative polaroid camera

r an inexpensive

polaroid camera), a roll of heavy-duty aluminum foil, sharp needles4of
'A

various,sizes, a comparator, and polaroid film.

Assembled as a piphole

camera you have at your disposal a most humble imaging device which can
do wonders as it creates unusual and even dramatic effects with today's
film emulsions.

end a beautiful model (yea! yea!) or a lonesome cow in the undulatingfescue meadow.(for you farmers!) or even perhaps the sun setting in the

solitary oak tree on boot hill (for you melancholy poetry lovers), and
shoot- away.as they say in the "westerns'.

CONSTRUCTING THE PINHOLE CAMERA:
You can make a pinhole camera with a light-tight box and film sheet;
however, it is easier and the photographs are mere reporducible if you use
a polaroid colorpack camera with the lens and shutter removed.

With lens

and shutter remevd,- the square opening can be covered with neavy gauge

aluminum foil and peed in place with black pastic tape.

Be sure to check

closely for light leaks by holding up to camera to the light and looking
inside.. After the-foil is taped in a place, a pinhole is made in its center
with =a careful prick from the point of a needle.

It is a good practice

to place a piece of black felt over the entire foil and tape it along the
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use aid tripod or hold steady or perhaps tape Your pinhole camera
to a tabl e, viindowsill, chair

some other rigid surface.

EXPERIMENTS:
1.

Optimum_ Exposure Time

Of course the exposure time for the film is a function of
the light
present.

For example, film that would take three seconds exposure time

in bright sunlight Might hed seven seconds exposure time in cloudy,

bright light for optimum_expare.

Again, as with optimum pinhole size,

you will attack the problem with the trial-and-error method.
Using a pinhole size of 0.25 to 0.35 mm, try exposure times of 5
seconds, 10 seconds, and 15 seconds using 3000 speed film.

Which is the

ptimum exposure time?
2.

Optimum Pinhole Size

If4he

Lure, i.e.

Will be blur

the pinhole, is too large the image on the film.

Jecause the light from the subject is projected along several

pathways causing a series of slightly displaced multiple images.
If the pinhole is too small, diffraction patterns will
occur at the

edges causing 0 significant degradation of the image
resolution, i.e.,
sharpness.

To find optimum pinhole size it is recommended that
you make a linear
row of multiple pinholes of different sizes in the same foil and
photograph
1/2

the sun.

pinholes.

Use approximately 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 mm size
You ;will find that sewing needles with
gauge sizes no. 10 (measures

approximately 0.45 mm at the center of shaft), no. 9
(approximately 0.56 mm),
no. 8 (approximately 0.63 mm), no. 7 (approximately 0.69
mm) or beading
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cam be used without the customary focus correction required for cameras
using lenses.

As a Tesult there is a total lack of chromatic aberration.

The pinhole camera has no focal plane.
with a lens.

This is not true for a camera

With a piinhole there is a continuous image plane which allows

the film to be exposed any distance from the pinhole.

This will allow you

to enlarge any portion of the image by simply moving the pinhole further
away from the film.

The image size will increase with -an increase in the

pinhole -to -film distance.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
1.

Polaroid camera (approximately $30.00) colorpack model.

2.

Black and White polaroid film (approximately-$3.00),

3.

SewIng'needies (sizes no. 7, 8

4.

Heavy duty aluminum foil

5.

Black-Plastic tape,

6.

Black felt cloth

7.

Comparator (approximately $24.00)

10 and beading assortments).
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REFERENCES:

Kodak Customer.Service.

Now To Make and use a Pinhole

no:AA-5, 1971.

Amer Publication,

Mims, Forrest M., "The Pihhole: A Lens That Just Won't Quit,
Phonography, April, 1974, p = 101, 137-136.

Popular

Tolanskyc S., Curiosities of Li ht Ra s and Liht Waves, American
Publishing
Company, Inc., 1965.
Young, M. "Pinhole Imagery," American Journal of 1 hs ics, Vol. 40, No
p. 715-720 (May, 1972).

5,

-Young, M., "Pinhole Optics," Applied _Optics, Vol, 10, No. 12,
p. 2763-2767
Dec-. 1971).

Technical Notes

The lens and shutter can be completely removed from the Colorpack
f.

camera by removing three screws.
holding the polaroid film pack.

The camera back is then available for

The camera front comes off as one piece

and can easily be reassembled on the back if desired.
With a pinhole diameter of 0.25 mm the exposure time with 3000 speed
film is approximately ten seconds.

Exposure time will vary reciprocally

with the square of the pinhole diameter.
Remember that as soon as one film sheet is removed from the
camera,
the next is ready for exposure, so the pinhole mutt remain covered
until
you are ready.
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TELEVISON OPTICS
Objective
The objec -Tve:bf this experiment is to demonstrate some of the

.

capabilitie$,and liMitations of television syste s in the formollon of
images and reproduction of; colors-.

Equipment Required_

A monochrome (black and white) television camera with zoom lehs,
a color television camera with zoonilens, color television monitor,
slide projector, diffractioh grating for projector, printed spectrum
chart, flood lights.
Procedure
Imaging:

The televisioh camera can be likened to an ordinary camera in

which the film has been replard by the televisionphotosensitive tube.
The image is seen immediately on the screen of the monitor (or receiver)
instead of on a photographic transparency or paper.
the immediacy of

For our purposes here,

television is a great advantage.

It allows us to

see what image is being formed by the system without waiting to process
the film.
The Zoom lens:

The zoom lens is a combination of lens elements which can be moved
relative to each other to allow a continuous change of the effective focal
length of the lens.

It allows one lens combination to perform the function

of several different lenses-without the necessity of changing lens.
Lenses are characterized by their,:focal length.

A small focal,length

lens gives a wide field of view and is Called a wide angle lens.

A:large

focal length lens gives a smaller field of view and is known as a telephoAo
lens.

Set the-'camera lens at the position of greatest focal length.
the camera at an.-object across the room and focus the image.

the zoom (or focal length) while adjusting for sharp focus.

Aim

Do not alter
Without

changing the camera position or focus rof-A A the 7nnm rnntrnl.elnialu fn
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is happening._ When you have reached the maximum,

elocus to again get a

sharp image.

The depth of field is the range of distances from the caTera that
an object is in,focus for e-particular lens'and focus adjustment.

Measure

the depth of field of the zbom lens at maximum, minimum ant) midway between
settings of the effective focal length.

Do this for best fo'cus distanCes

of 2 meters and 4 meters.

Aperture and.Lighting;

If you can do so, vary the light level from just enough for the
&

camera to operate to very bright.
ness, and depth of field.

Watch'whatnappens to contrast, sharp-

These effects are due to the decreasing size

of the aperture with increasing light.- A smaller-aperture reduceS the
area of the lens that is being used and minimizes the abberations which
are inherent in images formed with lenses.
Color :.

Make a slide which is opaque except for a central slit 5 to 10 mm
wide.

With a slide projector image the slit on the screen.

Plate a good

diffraction grating right in front of the projector lens and adjust it to
give a good spectrum on the screen.

You will need a very bright projector

and a very efficient grating in order to have enough light for this
experiment.

Look at the spectrum with the color television system.

Compare

what your eye sees with what -the camera sees and reproduces.
Next, look at,-the printed spectrum with the color camera.

how it looks to your eye with the television picture.

ComPare

Vary the intensity

of the illuminating light to see what effects that has on the television
picture.

Repeat the observations of the real and printed spectra with the
monochrome camera.

If possible use the monochrome camera to examine the

monitor image generated bythe color camera.
Questions
1)

When photographing or televising a,scene in which the focal length of

the lens will he rhAnnerL why is it nnnd nrartire to 7nnm in rinso
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3) -What-colors..of 11000does the color tele)ision camera respond to?
The monochrome camera?
.4)

How does the color television'systan:eproduce colors'in the light
:

reflected from objects, especially colors that are not well reproduced
from the spectrum?
Technical Notes

The spectra required in this experiment need to be very bright
in order to-be seen by the television cameras.

We have been successful

by using a lantern slide projector with a 1200 watt lamp as the source.
The slit width of 10 mm

adequate.' The grating was from the Education

Absorption Spectra Kit M-nufactured by Bausch & Lomb, cat. no. 33-80-10
(approximately $50.00).

This grating provides about 200 times the in-

tensity,of the cheap (25) gratings.
A satisfactory
printed reproduction of the spectrum is available
i,
from Kodak for $1.00.

Ask for spectrum reprint H7-42.

If the television equipment is unavailable, or as a further inquiry,

this experiment can be carried out With a super i movie camera,and projector.

If this.As done it is instructive and interesting to compare

different films.

The spectral respons%of Kodachrome II (KA 464) and

high speed Ektachrome 160 (ELA 464) are quite different and are interesting
to compare.
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light Sources and Color
-oser

To observe changes in the colors of objects when
they are illuminated by a variety of light sources

Introduction: Color pigments reflect some wavelengths (colors)
of light and absorb others. The reflected wavelengths
all combine to yield the observed, color of.that
A white light source emits all the colors of theobject.
spectrum.
junlight and most artificial light sources give a full,
snectrum of colors. The relative intensity (brightness)
of each color depends upon the kind of light source.
some other tyees of sources do not emit a full spectrum.
Using a grating spectroscope

which is an instrument that diffracts

each color of light through a different angle- one can see
the color ssectrum emitted by the source being observed.
The relative intensity of each wavelength of,light
reflected by an object and, therefore, its color hepends
upon the character of the spectrum of the light illuminating
it.

Candle light is deficient in blue and v
light;
so an object illuminated by a candle ,im. refl
relatively
less blue and violet than red and yellow; and ,he object
will have a "warmer" color.
Neon gas lights, sodiun vapor lamas. and mercury vapor
limos do not have a continuous spectru of all the colors.
They have only a fear bands of color in their emission
spectra.
Fluorescent ii-hts have a bright b-id spectrum combined
wi6h a continuous .f-lectrum from the phosphor Powder inside
the tube.
The human eye adjusts to these color shifts to some
extent, and they are not always noLiceable. Color filr,
is more sensitive to these color shifts and allows one to
cop pare directly the color of an object photographed under
different light sources.
The simple- aay of indicating these
color shifts is the concept of color t m-crature.
.-,pparatus:

Polaroid camera ((olorpack II, approx.
25')
color film (approx. (4), ;leter stick, simple orating Polaroid
spectroscope, .-evoral light sources (sunlioht, fluor cent
light, incandescent bulb, photoflocid lamp, candle, mercury
or sodium vlpor lay), etc.), scissors, large painting or
print with a full range of color:, (Polaroid carera box h-s
a nice spectrum chart).
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Procedure: Using the Polaroid camera and color film,
photograph
a large painting or an arrangement of several
small
paintings
that have a full range of'colors.
Make
these
photographs
with different sources of illumination.
very careful
to eliminate light s)urce pare as seen byBethe
catera.
Use
the grating
spectroscope tO obsO4ve
ng spectroscope
the color-content of,
each
source.
Trim the white border
the prints to eliminate a white reference from the edge of
,Label
each photograph and compare the effect for source.
each ,1 ht source.
Ques ians: How does the color content of a liflht
source change
th& colors one observes? What colors
.re lost and that colors
are enhanced by each source? 'What light
sources are best:for
an art gallery? Can one determine (predict)
how colors will
appear"When illuminated by a particular
light
source by
studying the spectrum of that source? Is there
a correlation
ebetween the "temperature" of the light
source
and
the-overall
color shift of the photographs?
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Notes to the Instructor:'` Polaroid ColorpackII camera can beused in `this e4eriment and also in the pipiholc camera'ex-:
periment.
It involves the removal of only--three screws and,':
is easily put back together.
Discount stores usually have
those camerae for about 00 leds than camera stores.'
The fluorescent lights already in the lab are thejma.
source of fluoresceht light. A slide projecter4 withe0 et
slide of course, is also a good source. If necessery,4ou4
can wait until dark and use the mercury vapor lamps outside.
The exposure for dim-light sou- es will be long in time se
a rigid support is needed for
e camera during the exposure.
Hints for Obtaining Good Photographs: _Set correct lens distance
for proper focus. Set film speed on cwiera_to 75. For
low level willimination, use a rigid support forthe camera
to avoid blurred photographs. Adjust the light'senser on

the front of the carp era to li-rhten or darken the photoc,.raph
Do not cover the light censor or alloir
the light surce to shine directly intothe sensor,

for correct exposure.

References;
"Colour, Its Principles and Applications"
W. Clulow, Fountain Press 1972.
"Colour Science" W.S. Stiles a
Wyszecki,

ede

Wiley

1967.

"Color as Seen and Photogr .plied" 'Kodak pamphlet -113-7 .41.

Kodak palKohlet #H742
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tetra

fro ect

A blazed gratin
(Bausch and Lomb, Cat. No.
-80-10, M7)
and a i projector can be used to produce a brilliant spectrum.

I. Make a slide that has a slhgle slit approximately 5 mm.
it into the projector.
Place the grating
irk? front of the lens and °re ject the

or large white surface.

ctrurJ onto a screen

Use the Polaroid camera to ohotoFranh

this s )ectrum.

questions: Why are only three colors recorded by the
photograph? How is it no- sible for the film to record a
yellow. object as yellow oven though the film does not detect
yellow wavelengths of light?

11. Take threes:Iall front surfce mirrors and n_ lace them in
the spectrum.
Use them to reflect a particular color of the
spectru:m onto a screen or white sheet of paper.
Use two or tree mirrors at the same time and overlap
three reflections to iwnerate other colors.
Q.uestions:
Can you ly:)t all the secondary colan-s
Can
you ;let white? How many colors must be
-ded to get white?
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AUDIOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
E UAL LOUDNESS CONTOURS
The purpose of this experiment is to plot equal loudness (Fletcher10

Munson) contours. for your ears.

books are

Note that the curves presented in text,

typical" curves, but your own psychophysical response may be

different.
Procedure:
1.

Seat yourself about 5 or 6 feet from a loudspeaker with your

back to the speaker.

Place a sound level meter directly behind your head

so that it can be read by your partner.

Have him provide you with

a

1000 Hz tone of 50 db (on the C scale).
2-.

Have him alternately switch from the 1000 Hz tone to a 500 Hz

and adjust the latter tone louder or softer until it appears to have the
same loudness as the 1000 Hz tone.
record on a graph.

Measure the Sound Pressure Level and

Repeat at frequencies of 60, 100, 200, 2000, 5000,

10,000, and 15,000 Hz.

Draw a smooth curve representing the 50 db loudness

contour (points on this curve are said to have a loudness of 50 phons).
3.

Repeat for SPL's of 30, 70, and 90 db.

4.

Change places with y

graph' for his hearing.

partner and help him make a similar

Compar

two graphs.

PURE -TONE HEARING THRESHOLD

A clinical audiometer, such,as the Beltone audiometer,

i

suitable for Lhis pert of the experiment, but in the absence of

most
his, a

pair of*ead phones connected to an oscillator via a switch can be used.
A
such

V

(A Level meter 1_ also -equired:

Most tape r ecor der amplifiers have

meters, which can be used in series with the oscillator.

The head-

phones should be the best acoustic type, which completely enclose the ears,
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be placed in a low-noise
and reduce ambient noise, and the subject must
4

environment,

Furthermore, it should be noted that the headphone - head

enclosure is resonant, as can easily be seen by varying the oscillator
hear a series of
frequency at constant amplitude, when the subject will
in a small
loUd-soft tones This maY be avoided by using loudspeakers

anechoic

chamber,-but otherwise, try and avoid resonant frequencies.

large resistance.
The switch should be quiet, such,as a mercury switch, and a

reduce the intensity to a
may be necessary in series with the headphones to
low enough value without pickup or'hum being audible.
Procedure:

There are various psychophysiOal

techniques that might be used for

technique recomdetermining thresholds with a manual audiometer, but the

mended for these measurements is described below:
Give instructions to the subject regarding the test procedure

1.

so that he knows what to expect and how to respond.
2.

.

Set the test tone

elector at 1000 Hz and the hearing level

normally off
control to its lowest setting and the tone switch to the
position.
3.

Place the earphones carefully over the subject's ears.

4.

the tone
Slowly increase the hearing level control while holding

raising his finger.
switch down (tone on) until the. subject responds by
5.

Turn the tone off and on again to be sure the 5Ubject is

responding to the Lest. tone.
6.

level control
After this level is established, lower the hearing

tone switch to present
10 dB with the tone off and, at this point, use the
a 2-second tone to the subject.

If the subject does not respond (a "nay"

2-second tone
response), increase the hearfhg level 5 dB and present the
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again.

The subject may respond at this point (an "aye" response).

De-

crease the level 5 dB, where the subject=sh6uld repeat a "nay" response.
Once more increase the level 5 dB, where an "aye" response would complete
a series of 2

'aye" and 2 "nay" responses.

The pure-tone threshold is

taken as the hearing level control setting for the "aye" response.

If the

subject .does respond at the beginning of this step When the hearing level

control is lowered 10 dB, the level should be reduced in 5 dB steps until
there-is no response, and then repeat the threshold crossing procedure to
establish the "aye "" response threshold.
7.

Repeat for test tones at 125, 250, 500, 2006, 4000, and 8000 Hz.

8.

Make a graph of threshold as a function of frequency.

evidence for significant hearing loss?

Is there

Al
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Appendix 2
Simple Experiments

Introduction

Even in this age of atom bombs and rockets, schools still have
difficulty finding experiMental equipment for their students. The
following experiments were put together to see what could be done with
the simplest, least expensive materials.

The equipment can all be pur-

chased at the nearest dime store - not even a stop watch is required, nor
are you exhorted to "go down to the junk yard and pick up a 2000 volt
transformer" as is done in some books requiring economy..

In spite of
their simple nature, the experiments are quite meaningful, and demonstrate
fundamental physical laws in a practical way.

Equipment

The experiments involve only common rubber bands (about 3" x 1/16",
if available), cellulose tape (the cheapest, clear half-inch kind), regular
paper clips (#1 are best), styrofoam or Dixie cups, and drinking straws
(plastic, and preferably translucent), glass marbles, paper, blackboard
chalk, a foot ruler with a groove down the center, provided to prevent
the pencil rolling off the desk, coins, a pencil and scissors.

It is a

good idea to collect these simple items and keep them in a box, so that
they are easily available.

ExperimentA50:

Longitudinal Waves

Materials: - rubber bands, marbles, paper clips
Instructions: - The aim of the experiment is

which longitudinal waves travel

to construct a device along

slowly, so that the motion may be followed

in detail.

Connectsixteenpaper-Clips in a string using sixteen
rubber
bands, to provide a weak restoring force.
To slow the longitudinal wave,
attach two marbles to each paper clip with cellotape.

BAND

CLIP
CELL TAPE
MARBLE
Now, attach both ends to a firm anchor
- you can fasted one end to your
desk, and hold the other with-your left
hand.
With your right, pull

back the last marble and release.
,PULL BACK AND RELEASE

Watch the compressive pulse travel along
and be reflected.

We call

it compressive because each marble
moves in the direction the wave travels,
pushing the one ahead. After reflection; is
the pulse compressive?
it is

often difficult to follow the pulse down the
string, but if you watch the
end marble, closely, you will see it
jerkbackwardS and forwards eaCh time the
A
pulse. passeS.

A rarefaction occurs where the marbles
move in a direction opposite to
that in which the pulse travels
- so if you move the marble away from your
left hand before releasing, you get
a rarefaction traveling down the system.
Sound waves in air are composed of successive
compressions and rarefactions.
You have looked at reflection from a fixed end`,
sound waves in organ pipes closed at one end.
pipes.

Such reflections occur with
Standing waves are built up in such

You can simulate such a standing wave by moving tho

11,1AeZ,

near the far end must be stationary.

This is called a node.

The marble

in the middle moves rapidly, which is 04.J-A an antinode.

To examine what happens if We have an open organ pipe, attach three
or four rubber bands without marbles or paper clips between the far end
of the string and the table.

LAST MARBLE
SEVERAL RUBBER BANDS
Now, if you feed in a compressive pulse, is it reflected as a compression

or a rarefaction?

Try producing standing waves

You will find the end

marble, which was stationary, now moves more than all the rest - so what,
was a node for a closed pipe, is an antinode for an open one.

This ar-

rarfgement can also be used for transverse waves, but the soda straw device,

mentioned elsewhere, works better.

Torsional Waves

If t4 device is hung vertically from a support, torsional waves may be
geneated by rapidly'twisting the lowest rubber band by rubbing it between
the thumb and forefinger.

The bottom clip and marbles spin rapidly, and

pass this motion very slowly to the top of the chain.
reverses-and the marbles spin in the opposite sense.

Here the pulse
Reaching the bottom,

which reflects likean open ended pipe, the marbles continue to spin,
and wind up in the same sense, the pulse again traveling up the chain
and reversing at the top.

This proveS a dramatic demonstration of the

difference between reflection at an open and closed end.

cnin'rnni "i

ExperimentAPTransverse waves
Materials - Cellotape, about two dozen

drinking straws, paper clips.

Procedure - Attach one end of the cellotape to the table top, pull about two feet
off and let it hand down
TABLE TOP

SELLOTAPE,

ROLL

Place one paper clip in each end df each drinking straw

Stick the center of the straw at one inch intervals alone the cellotape, until
you

have about 24 of theM attached.

Now, looking end an at the straws, pull the

cellotape reel, to make the striptant, and give the bottom straw a tap.
will see a transverse wave.

You

5/

pulse travel up the strip, and be reflected at the top

TABLE

REFLECTED
PULSE
STANDING
WAVE

You may induce standing waves by rotating. the bottom straw too and fro
with the right period.

If you unreel a length of tape, you may study reflection

from a free end, just as you did reflection from a fixed end

TABLE

PULSE REFLECTED
SAME SIGN FROM
A FREE END

PULSE--

V

LENGTH OF TAPE

REEL HELD
UNDER TENSION--

For the last foot or so of the tape, put two paper clips at each end.

Now you

can study the reflection of a wave traveling from a less dense to a denser
(top to bottom) or vice versa (bottom to top).

Note how, in each case,

medium
art of

,knnmel, einn in

and in the other case it does not.

TRANSMITTED

LESS DENSE

PULSE

REFLECTED
PULSE

DENSE

INCIDENT WAVE
DIRECTION

ExperimenThe Law of reflection of light.
Materials: - Two dixie cups, soda straws, string, cellotape.
Instructions:

6hgle of
reflection

angle of
_incidence

image of lip

point where string
enters water

Make a mark, as close to the center of the Dixie Cup at the inside o
the bottom as possible.
-Mark

Make a small hole, tie the string around the center of the straw and
pass the string through the hole, pulling
over the bottom, so water will not leak,out
the string is exactly Ylertical.

and taping

Adjust the straw so that

Now pour= a little water in the cup, and look at

reflection of the far lip:is =exactly on the rear 14).

enters the water at this point.

See if the string

Exam_ning the figLire, you can see that

if this is so, by symmetry, the angle of incidence
on the water is equal
to the angle of reflection.

YOU can tilt the cup a little to adjust until

where the string enters the water does lie exactly on the near lip, and
the reflection the
the experiment.

several angles of

far

lip.

Now, pour in some water, and repeat

This increaseithe angle of incidence.

Repeat for

incidence.

Qualitative Questions: - What does this show about the reflection
of light?
.Quantitative Questions: - With what accuracy have you shown
the angle of

incidence is equal to the angle of reflection?
tilt you gave the cup) 10%? lZ? or 1/10%?

(estimate this from the

ExperimentlgThe refractive index of water
Materials

- DiXie cup (sas

eepias possible ), pencil, ruler

Procedure. -

qualitative - Place a pencil in water in the cup._ Notice it appears bent as
it enters the water.

this is because the light travels more slowly in the

water, and rays of light are bent as they leave the water surface.

Quantitative

:

Draw a line straight across the middle of the dixie cup inside.

Fill'the cup to the brim with water.

-CUP
SEEN FROM ABOVE
LINE

Place a pencil point against the outside of the cup where the line appea
be and move the head up and down.

Adjust the pencil until it is at the apparent

depth of the line.

Make a mark bn the side of the cup.
mark. and to the hnttnm whpro rhra

Measure the distance from the lip to the

1 4nn

SEEN FROM ABOVE

PENCIL TOO HIGH

PENCIL TOO LOW

PENCIL JUST RIGHT
(NO PARALLAX)

What we learn

The refractive index is the ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence
to the angle of refraction.

For small angles, this becomes the ratio of

the angles, as shown:

hr
AIR

d2 /dl

SURFACE

WATER

LINE

Hence, the ratio of the depth from the brim to the line drawn
in the ,cup, to
the depth ,of the pehcil, is equal to the- refractive index,
which is 4/3 for water.

Experiment

OpticsPositive and Negative Lenses

.Materials - Cellotape (clear), soda straw, water
Procedure

Stick a piece of cellotape flat over the end of"a soda'straW and

curt a piece 1 cm (about 1/2 inch) long from that end.

Place the cellotape

over some object - a fly, or a printed letter - and fill the piece of soda
straw, uS,ing,the longer.piece sucked full'of water

CLOSE OFF END
WITH FINGER

PRESS TO PRODUCE DROPS

le

WATER_ MENISCUS
STANDS HIGH

___---CUT PIECE OF STRAW

1 cm

ad. AEI
CELLOTAPE

object

Make sure the meniscus -tandsfiigh on the straw.
straw.

Now, look down through the

YoU will see a magnified image of the object underneath.

As the water

leaks-out of the bottom (or, you can soak up a little with toilet paper)
the

meniscus changes shape.

a convex

When it stands high, we say it is convex.

Hence,

Tens can magnify in the same way as a magnifying glass
, producing an

image larger than the object.
and we say it is concave.

As the water leaks out, the surface caves

Look at the object through the water now, and you

see it appears much reduced in size like looking through the wrong end of a
pair of binoculars.

Concave lenses therefore give an image reduced in size.

What do we learn?

gy!Tit- ive - Convex

'lenses (bowed out) magnify

Concave lenses (bowed ,in) give images reduced in size

57
The ray trace of the system is shown beloW

ADIUS OF-SURFACE

NO MAGNIFICATION

FLAT
SURFACE
I

1

F1/

LARGE V

TUAL'IMAGE

IMAGE OF
REDUCED SIZE

- the refractive indm
the ratio of the speed
of light in oir to that
in the medium.

Look at the little square below through the water lens.

When the meniscus is

convex

looks like

This is known as barrel distortion, because the square image is distorted to look
like a barrel.

Distortion of this kind occurs with all lenses having spherical

surfaces, such as this.
.

When the lens'beeomes concave, the Aistortion

changes and becomes pidushion distortion, so

Experiment - Real

Materials - As for previous experimen

straw, water

Procedure - Take the water lens from the previous experiment, and fill it until
the surface is. onvex (bulges out).

Now, hold the lens vertically

room light, a fliw inches above a sheet of paper.

under the

Move the lens up and down

until you get an image or picture of the light on the sheet of paper.
it actually, lies{ on the paper, this is called a real image.

tinct, but not very clear.

-Because

The image is dis-

Notice as water leaks out, (or if you soak up a

little on toilet paper) the image gpts farther away from the lens.

We say

the focal length (the distance from the legs where a point very far away
focuSes) is increasing.

Notice also that, as this occurs, the image gets

bigger.

What we
A convex

lens can form a real image, as shown

In the case of our water

lens, where the bottom

surface is flat, we can calculate the radius of the

top surface from the formula for a thin 1- s1

1

U

V

=

where p = refractive index of water = 1.33
u = distance of object from lens
v = distance of image from lens

r

rif

LENS

biergy Conversion Tribol6minescence

EXperime
Materials:

.

Cellotape

Take a roll of cellotape into a very dark room.

Rapidly dull a little off

the roll. Where the tape pulls off the reel, light is given out.

However, it

is a weak-source, and for such sources, the outer regions of the eye are more

sensitive, So do not look directly at the roll, but about a foot or two away
from it.

(

What color does

r 44 I

QualitatGe:

This effect is known as "tribaluminescence"

Circus of Physics"

see "The Flying

(,

The bluish color arises because the rods of the eye are more sensitive to
blue light, so all dim illumination appears bluish, since the rods are very
sensitive to weak light.

EXPERIM
Materials:

Refraction of,particles

Chalk dust, cardboard, marble,'rulet, protractor (from expt. 2)

Method: Fold about 1 down the middle of the sheet of cardboard, as showni,
and. place the top part on a-book.::Dust_chalk over the surface.

Now roll the marble over the dust, down the ruler, from the same height, but
An different dtrections.j,
Qualitative,:'

air to water?
Quantitative:

Does the particle bend,in the same way light would in going from
Do you think light codld be a particle, like the marble?
Snell's law states
!ii!k

7

const.

Is this, true for the trajectory of the marble?

ExperimeirtAIALthe rubber band guitar

Materialsf,.- soda straw, rubber band, cardboard

qnstructions: - stretch the rubberband'over the straw as shown (the ends
of`'
the straw may be notched).

A small piece of straw acts as

bridge.

A

piece,of-cardboard

may be iaser e

shown

_Jhese supports should.
,--/be pushed in until the
upper support does not
collapse the card

RUBBER BAND

side view

Does the guitar sound louder with or without the card in place?
Starting with the open band as "doh", place your finger on the
band to
shorten it, and Mark on the straw the position of the notes of the
octave.
Are they equally spaced?
bridge.

Measure the

distance. of the marks from the

Now divide the doh length by

length

the ra length, the ra by the mi, and so on.

Tighten the rubber band, a little.

Does the pitch go,up or down?
Note:

If you stretch a rubber band between your fingers and pluck it, it may

go up or down in frequency, or even stay the same, as it is stretched.

Think

how the frequency depends on length, tension, and mass per unit length of the
string to explain why this is.

Qualitative:
its length.

-_You have seen how ttie pitch of a plucked-string depends on

How much shorter must a string be to gi4 the octave?

The

pitch also depends on the tension on they string.
Quantitative:

--The ratio of lengths, for successive-rid-es- star-inglWi hldo,

should be *89, 89, .95, .890 .89, 95.
You will find this also on the guitar, notice that -the big gapS are where the
'semitones (black keys on a piano) fit in
is always .95

(17/18)

If you put in the semitone, the ratio

between successive notes, leading to a ratio of 2

for the ddtave.
Arrange,the bridge half Way. along the string.

same notes (unison).

When the ratio is 2:1, the octave is heard

3:2, the fifth and 43 the fourth.
called consonants.
significance.

Thep-two halves give the

Such ratios are pleasing to the ear, and

Pythagoreans thought these ratios had a mysteric-1

Experimen
A

1 f The Way the Tension and Length of a Plucked

tring

ffect

its Pitch.

Materials:

Two styrofoam (or Dixie ) cups, string, marbles and a ruler.

Procedure:

Hang one cup frourthe string, as shown, passing the tying through

hOles poked in the top on opposite sides, and pdss the other'end of the
string through a small hole poked in the bottoOrof the other cup.

Tie small

knots in the string.five inches, ten inches, and twenty inches from-A.
ten marbles in the cup and pluck the string.

Put

Hold your ear over the cup, and

MARBLES

rj
you will hear a clear tone, the string vibrating between A and
the string up until the 5 inch knot is at B

Now, pull

and pluck again, noting the pitch.

Drop to the 10 inch knot and pluck again, and the 20 inch knot.
pitch drop an octave in each case?

B.

Does the

If it does, the frequency also drops by

factor of two each time, since it is known, and we must assume that a not
an octave higher than a second note_ nAc twiro

fronuonrw

a

Now set the string at the 10 inch knot and pluck it.

Add-ten more

marbles and drop the string until it gives the same pitch as before.
the new length of string from A to B, using the ruler.

You'tan go up and down,

adding and taking-away ten marbles until you get it right.
length?

is it twice the old length?

Measure-

What is thenew

No 9 it k is much less, showing that if you

double the tensiorithe frequency goes up less than twice.
quency should be proportional to square root of the tension.

In fact, the fre-

Now, we doubled

the tension by putting in twice as many marbles, so the length of string

should be IT larger. AF is 1.412, so the new length should be 14.12 inches%
Find the length having the same pitch for 10, 15, 20 and 25 marbles in
the cup.

Put the numbers in the table below.

lated values?

Do they agree with the calcu-

If so, you have shown that the square root of the tension is

proportional to the length of string for the same pitch, and we deduce that,
if we keep the string the same length, the square root of the tension is
proportional to the pitch,

So we need not twice, but four times the tension

to make the pitch increase a factor of two, i.e. an octave.

Try this 'At by

putting as many marbles as possible in the cup, and then reducing to one
quarter.

Does the pitch drop an octave?

Number of marbles

number

3.16 x iriLiiiWIF

10

3.1622

10

15

3.8729

12.24

20

4.472

14.142

25

5

15.8

Experimental
len th inches

4

What happens to the pitch with a thick string?
top of the lower cup, with, say twenty marbles
in.
the lower cup.

Attach three strings to the

Pluck the string.

Now, spin

The three loose strings will wind arround the
one taut one

3 LOOSE STRINGS

TWIST

it is four times as heavy--the nips
per unit length is four times as great.

Again pluck the string.

What happens to the pitch?

Take out marbles until

you have the same pitch as before.
Question:

How many marbles must be removed?
1

1/mass /unit length

or

-mass unit

Is the pitch proportional to

Experiment462.

-Waves in Pipes

Materials:

Soda Straws

Procedure:

Take two strives.

- tube.

Cut one in half.

Blow across the end of each

How does the pitch of the longer tuber compare with the shorter.
1.

Does they pitch go up or down with the length?

2.

Is a pitch change of an octave or a fifth given by a leng h
.

of a factor 0 two?
Close the bottom end of the smaller tube,with one

nger, and again blow-across

the top end.
3.

Does closing a pipe raiseor lower its pitch?

4.

Does its pitch change by an octave?' Is its piteh the same as an-

open pipe twice the length?
Why is this?

o=

)1/4

N/2

The closed tubenhas a node at one end,
of a wavelength.

CLOSED

fundamental node is one quarter

In this node, air rushes in and

t of the open end, the

motion diminishing Until at thejar end it is zero.
the center, and i

The open tube,-has a node

half a wavelength long.

NODE

To determine frequency threshold of hearing, cut a straw
into shorter
and shorter lengths until the frequency can no longer be
heard on blowing
across the top.

The upper frequency is about 16,000 Hz, which is produced

by a straw Al inches long, roughly half an inch.

Experimentl, 4

Musical Instruments using reeds.

Material §:

paper and scisso

Procedure:

Take a six to 8§ inch square of paper and fold along one diagonal.

Then open out and proceed to roll the paper tightly around a pencil from one
end of the diagonal crease to the other end, so that the diagonal rolls along
itself as shown in the figure.

If a six sided pencil is used, do not wrap

too tightly, or the pencil will not come out.
look like the lower figure.

When completely rolled it should

Push the pencil out and paste the last fold at A.,

or hold it in place with a rubber band or strip of cellotape.
roll will look like the fig

The ends of the

e below.

Now from point marked B. at one end cut away on each side, in direction
indicated by the small arrows, until the end pie-- way be opened out into a
triangle shape C.

The cut; mu{ L be

each a trifle over one third oi

u

right angles to the main tel

the circumfercnr s c' the rolled tube.

and are
Now

fold the triangle piece at right angles to the tube se th t it forms. a little
cover over the endi (see figure below).

Trim away a small part of the triangle

On each side along the dotted lines indicated in sketch, but do not trim too
close.

Now place the other end of-the tube in your mouth, and, instead of blowing,

draw in your breath.

This action will cause the little triangular paper lid

to vibrate and the instrument will give a bleating sound.

The noise can be

made louder by rolling a cornucopia or horn and putting on the tube as shown
in the last figure, or the tube can be poked through a hole in the bottom of a

styrefoam cup, to act in the same way.

F
gr-D
FA LA

7

DOWN

Qualitative:

How does the reed work

This type of reed, in whirl the flap closes off the aperture completely, is
known as a "beating reed", and is used in the clarinet
clarinet has one reed, and
vocal cords are also similar

oboe and bassoon.

he-ooe, and bamoon two reeds beating together.

The

The

A puff of air is allowed into the pipe each time the flap opens and, closes,
and such sharp puffs have a lot of high frequencies in them, in addition to the
lowest frequency, or fundamental.

Now, cut the corners' ff the reed, as shown

(Take care that the reed covers the tube--otherwise it will not work).
the pitch go up or down?

Does

The natural frequency of vibration of the reed,

(as

with all simple harmonic motion) is higher the smaller the mass oscillating.
Why does putting the horn over the reed make it sound ioude
In a wind instrument, the reed is not free to vibrate at its natural

frequency, as here, but is forced to oscillate at the resonant f equency,of
:the tube of the instrument.

The paper reed can only vibrate at a low

frequency, so you would need a tube about three feet long to be able to bring
the reed into resonance.

If you have such a tube, you could try it out.

We can examine the way the voice works using this device.

The paper

cup over the end of the tube has its own resonant frequency.

The vocal tract

(larynx, mouth) behaves similarly in the case of the voice.

The resonance is

at a high frequency, and tends to emphasize frequencies produced by the reed
in this vicinity -these resonant frequencies are called formants in the case of
the voice, and determine whether you are sayinj "oo" or "ah", even if our voice
holds the same basic fundamental pitch.

While sucking on the reed, close the cup partially with one hand, then
open it again.

Doing so alters the formants, and it is quite easy to get the

device to say "ma ma" or even more difficult vowel sounds with a little
practice.

i _"t

Try cutting the tube shorter, and shorter.

Does the pitch of the reed change?

At what length does the reed stop functioning?

Clearly, the air in the tube

is necessary to the functioning of the reed, even though the length does not

determine the pitch in the same way as it does fGr an open pipe.

cut 3
rt

cut

cut 1

Experimeni 4Combination tones
Materials:

- Soda straws

Instructions:
- Cut one soda straw two inches long, and one 2 2/3 inches
,
long.

One has a pitch approximately 3300

and the other 2828 Hz.

Now, blow them simultaneously as shown

z
What do you hear?

Quantitative - in addition to the two tones, a third is heard.
soda straw

8

If you cut a

inch'es long corresponding to the difference in frequency of

the two straws, (b25 Hz) it may help you to hear this different tone.

EXPERIMENT

9(Bsonance in Sound

Materials:

Two Styrofoam or Dixie cups, straw, sheet of card.

Procedure:

Poke a hole with a pencil in the bottom of the cup, and insert about
two inches of straw, as shown

Attach it firmly by putting strips of,cellotape around the junction.
Now carefully insert the straw in'your ear, and cover the mouth'of
the cup with a sheet of card.

Leave an opening for sound to getlin as shown.
You have probably, at
some time or _another, "listened to the sea" by holding a conch shell to
your ear, and you will find you can hear the sea just as clearly with
the cup as the shell. -What is .happening it that the cup resonates to
a certain unique pitch or frequency.
Just as the pendulum responds to
oscillations of only one frequency, so the cup responds to only one
pitch.
So, of all the sounds in the room, you hear this pitch
greatly exaggerated. To find which pitch this is, ask someone to
sing or hum continuously from low to high. You will hear the resonant
pitch stand out, sounding loud compared with the, hers. Now, the
size of the cup determines the pitch,.so take a second cup, and put it
over the first instead, of the card with eo lh gap between to let sound in
or you can poke a hole through the base
ou will find it resonates
at a ltwer frequency and,- in fact,- it-will
out-an-octave lower,
becaus'e you have twice the volume of containe
You can also vary
the resonant pitch by moving the card across the top. When the card
covers most of the cup, the resonance is 'harp, (i.e.,that one pitch
is much exaggerated, or amplified) zs the card is moved back, the
resonance pitch becomes less sharp, until, when completely removed,
there is practically no resonance at all
Qualitative questions: Why should a hollow container resonate in this way? Think
about the way sound bounces around inside the cup, and the way, if you
blow across the top of a bottle (or across the opening left when the
card all but covers the cup) you get a note, which is the resonant
frequency of the device--this can be used to find the resonant
frequency of your cup-resonator instead of humming.

Resonance in Sound
Page 2.

Quantitative questions:
The linear size of the cup is a fraction of the
wavelength to which it resonates. Measure the size of the
cup.
The
frequency times the wavelength is the velocity of sound, so to what
frequency. does the size correspond? The velocity of sound. in air
is 1100 ft. per second.
Is the real frequency higher or lower than
this
(Remember, middle C on a piano has a frequency of about
(260 cycles per second, and when you blow across a straw 6 inches
long, open at both ends, it vibrates at 1100 cycles per second.

Experiment&'6The string Telephone
Materials:

two styrofoam cups, string

Procedure:

Tie a knot in a piece of string, and. draw the string through a

small hole in the bottom of a Dixie or styrofoam cup.

Draw the string bet-

ween the thumb and forefinger.

Qualitative Questions:
verse?

Are the vibrations generated longitudina)

Why does the cup appear to amplify the sound?

trans-

Does the pitch

and down as you hold the string tighter, and put more tension on

go up

ne string?

Now, push the end of the string through a small hole in the bottom of
the second cup.

When you talk into it, the speech is clearly audible in the

first cup, even with a string ten to thirty feet long,

20-

Qualitative

uestions:1)Why does

than through the air?2)A

i

_s sound travel better through the string

high or low frequencies t ansmitted better?

:)Does this depend on the tightness and density of the string gOOLthe size of
cup?

4)

Approximately how much more energy reaches the hearer's ear with

the cup than without it

Flying circus of physics 1.9
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